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“Audience costs” models of international relations suggest a purely in-
formational role for domestic politics in conflict settings. Here, domestic pol-
itics serve as a rich signal of belligerents’ true intentions, allowing them to
more quickly resolve disagreements, decreasing the likelihood and duration
of war. But if belligerents can have different beliefs about publicly available
information, then domestic politics might confuse rather than clarify conflict
situations, increasing the likelihood and duration of war. I present empirical
evidence of conventional “audience costs” models’ shortcomings in explaining
the dynamics of the US counterinsurgency efforts in Iraq and the response of
Iraqi insurgents to those efforts. I then develop a formal model to show how
differences in beliefs between insurgents and counterinsurgents about domes-
tic political audiences in Iraq may have contributed to the prolonged nature
of the conflict. I argue that the underlying cause of the conflict’s duration
is disagreement between belligerents about whether and how Iraqi civilians
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contribute to a successful counterinsurgency, leading belligerents to disagree
not only before fighting about who is likely to win, but during fighting about
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1.1 Agreeing to disagree about the costs of war
President George W. Bush’s televised speech on January 10th, 2007,
announced a significant change in America’s approach to its counterinsurgency
efforts in Iraq (Sanger, 2007). Because it involved the deployment of an ad-
ditional 20,000 troops to Iraq and the extension of the tours of duty of the
majority of American troops already stationed in the country, the plan he de-
scribed had already been dubbed by the media as “the surge” well in advance
of Bush’s speech (Sanger and Gordon, 2006). But more important than its
signaling America’s increased commitment to the war in Iraq, the speech in-
dicated a radical change in thinking about the nature of the war itself — one
so fundamental that concepts such as “success” and “failure” were ultimately
redefined (Kilcullen, 2009). It is my contention that explaining this change
requires a novel addition to “rationalist” explanations of protracted conflicts
such as the war in Iraq: Belligerents may disagree not only before fighting
about who is likely to win a war, but also while fighting about who is, in fact,
winning. Where the latter kinds of disagreement arise, conflict is more pro-
tracted than it otherwise would be. To allow for such disagreements requires
a move away from the widespread convention in the rationalist literature of
1
treating all disagreements as essentially informational in nature.
Much of the literature on “bargaining while fighting” (Wittman, 1979;
Wagner, 2000; Powell, 2004; Smith and Stam, 2004) conceptualizes war as a
result of, and a means for belligerents to overcome, mutual optimism. Where
mutual optimism is a problem, some parties to a conflict may initially overesti-
mate their own chances of winning a war against the others, thus causing them
to think they can demand more from a negotiated settlement than their ad-
versaries believe they should have to concede. To overcome mutual optimism,
belligerents fight, directly testing the validity of their enemies’ and their own
threats. War is thus not only the result of disagreement, but ultimately its so-
lution: As belligerents fight, they learn more reliable information about their
own and each others’ actual likelihoods of winning. As they learn, and as their
expectations and beliefs about winning converge, belligerents can ultimately
reach a mutually agreeable settlement.1
Such learning can be understood to occur as a result of belligerents
inflicting, suffering, and/or avoiding the costs associated with war. As bel-
ligerents suffer greater than anticipated costs, and/or impose on their ad-
versaries lesser than anticipated costs, they revise downward their expected
likelihoods of winning the war.2 Ideally, the process of suffering and imposing
1See chapters 2 and 5 for more thorough discussions of the logic behind arguments based
on the concept of mutual optimism.
2And, of course, the opposite should also be true. That is, as belligerents suffer lesser
than anticipated costs, and/or impose on their adversaries greater than anticipated costs,
they revise upward their expected likelihoods of winning the war.
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costs through battle should ultimately result in bringing each belligerent’s ex-
pectations in line with the others’. But this process of convergence requires
that belligerents agree on what costs are important, and on who has suffered
the most. As I will suggest below, the structure of these costs can be quite
complicated, and thus arriving at a mutually agreeable measure of them is
often quite difficult.
Broadly speaking, belligerents seek to impose on one another and avoid
for themselves two kinds of costs: The first consists of direct, material costs,
such as the destruction of property, the seizure of territory, and civilian and
military casualties. The second consists of indirect, political costs, such as
the loss by political elites of power and prestige. The two are not mutually
exclusive — much of the political costs of war flow from material costs, as
political elites are punished by their constituents for their failure to avoid them.
There is, in fact, an argument to be made that in many modern wars it is only
insofar as they translate into political costs that material costs can explain
war outcomes at all. This is because political elites whose decisions determine
conflict outcomes are usually well insulated from any direct experience of the
material costs of war. It is thus only when the political masses who do directly
experience such costs can hold their leaders accountable for their decisions that
these costs have any bearing on the nature of their leaders’ decisions.3 As I
argue below, which of these costs matter, as well as when and how they matter,
3This insight is behind the use of principle–agent models from economics to explain war
outcomes, such as (Downs and Rocke, 1994), discussed in greater detail in chapter 2.
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are questions of great importance to academics and policymakers alike, and
that there are no easy, definitive answers to these questions can help explain
the dynamics of some protracted conflicts. Where it is possible to disagree
over fundamental questions such as how to measure costs and success, it is
more difficult for belligerents to arrive at war terminating settlements.
Most research on the causes and consequences of mutual optimism has
focused on the role of informational asymmetries in disagreements leading to
war (Fearon, 1995). In models of conflict based on the existence of informa-
tional asymmetries, belligerents have private information about their own ca-
pabilities and incentives to misrepresent to each other what those capabilities
are and the extent to which they are willing to use them. Mutual optimism,
then, is a result of belligerents’ inability and/or unwillingness to accurately
and convincingly communicate to each other their capacity for imposing and
suffering the costs associated with war. But modeling the relationship between
the costs of war and mutual optimism as purely informational is problematic
in that it suggests that overcoming mutual optimism is easier than it often
is. In such models, because the costs of war are essentially public information,
equally accessible by all belligerents and, more importantly, equally significant
to all of them, it is implied that belligerents’ expectations about the future
converge very quickly once war commences. Such models therefore have little
to say about the duration of war in general, and protracted conflict in partic-
ular. Fey and Ramsay (2007) have gone so far as to suggest that the process
of overcoming mutual optimism is, in fact, so quick and easy that belligerents
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should always be able to overcome informational asymmetries leading to war
through standard bargaining, without ever having to fight or pay any costs
whatsoever (though they seem to believe this to be an indictment of the con-
cept of mutual optimism in general, rather than of the convention of modeling
mutual optimism as purely informational).
These problems stem from the widespread practice in game theoretic
modeling of assuming that actors have “common priors.” In the Bayesian
framework, what an actor knows is due to a combination of her prior beliefs
and her observations of new facts. This partitioning implies that when two
actors disagree about something, it can be either because they began with
different prior beliefs or because they have observed different new facts. Since
Harsanyi’s introduction of the concept of the Bayesian equilibrium (Harsanyi,
1967, 1968a,b), the convention is to assume that the latter is the case, and this
assumption has developed into a kind of dogma among many formal theorists
in the social sciences (Fey and Ramsay, 2006). But while it is often a useful
assumption, it is far from a necessary one. Despite arguments to the contrary,
it is possible for two actors with access to the same information to disagree
about the meaning and significance of that information. In other words, it is
often the case that people to “agree to disagree,” and formal models should
be able to accommodate such disagreement (Morris, 1995). A failure to do so
can result in arguments that are too limited in their scope or, as in Fey and
Ramsay (2007), nonsensical in their implications.
Smith and Stam (2004) have thus suggested an alternative (or addi-
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tional) formal model of mutual optimism, allowing for the possibility that even
when belligerents have access to the same information, they might initially in-
terpret that information quite differently. If, for example, belligerents disagree
about whether air or naval power is the key to ultimate success in the war they
are preparing to fight, then even if they have access to the same information
about their relative capabilities and resolve — that is, even if they are both
completely honest with each other about their ability and willingness to fight
— the belligerent with the larger navy and the belligerent with the larger air
force might both believe they are more likely than the other to win. War then
becomes a way not (or not only) of communicating otherwise private informa-
tion, but of determining whose interpretation of the initial, publicly available
information was correct. Belligerents that find themselves performing more
poorly in battle than they first expected might thus ultimately be compelled
to take their adversaries’ original interpretation of their relative strengths and
weaknesses more seriously.
Given that belligerents may “agree to disagree,” one might reasonably
ask about what, exactly, they can disagree. As I argue below, the change in
America’s approach to counterinsurgency in Iraq (and, earlier, in Vietnam),
suggests an answer to this question that is not . Belligerents may disagree
not only in their interpretations of information available prior to war, but also
in their interpretations of information that war reveals. Briefly,4 America’s
changes in approach to counterinsurgency are based not only on different tac-
4I will explore this argument in greater depth in chapter 5.
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tics, but also on different sets of metrics for success, and there is still broad
disagreement among American pundits and policymakers about which of these
metrics are better. If American counterinsurgents can disagree among them-
selves about what constitutes success and failure, then surely Iraqi insurgents
can similarly disagree with American counterinsurgents as well. When ob-
servers can disagree on how success and failure should be measured, this poses
a problem for many explanations of war termination that treat war as a means
of overcoming mutual optimism. Given different metrics — i.e. different un-
derstandings of the costs associated with war — belligerents might look at the
same battle and legitimately disagree about whether its outcome contributed
to or subtracted from their own ultimate success in the larger war; in other
words, they might disagree about who had actually won the battle. Belliger-
ents could then learn the wrong lessons from fighting, increasing rather than
decreasing mutual optimism, and therefore prolonging rather than shortening
the conflict.
In what follows, I argue that such disagreements are common among
counterinsurgents and insurgents, and that these disagreements contribute to
the protracted nature of many such conflicts. An insurgency’s or counterin-
surgency’s success may depend in some part upon the efforts of insurgents
and counterinsurgents to attract and keep supporters and recruits from the
civilian population, and the behavior of insurgents and counterinsurgents can,
intentionally or unintentionally, either aid or undermine such efforts. But in-
surgents and counterinsurgents cannot, based upon the outcome of any battle
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viewed in isolation, determine how it will affect their prospects for ultimate
success. They first of all will not be able to gauge the success of their re-
spective efforts to win over the civilian population, as their success in this
regard will depend largely on factors that neither side can directly observe or
definitively predict — in particular, shifts in the civilian population’s opinions
about the insurgents, the counterinsurgents, and the conflict in general. Thus,
whether any battle has aided or undermined one side’s or the other’s efforts
to win over the civilian population is in the short-run a matter of subjective
interpretation guesswork, and therefore a potential cause for disagreement.
But they may also disagree about whether the civilian population is impor-
tant to their objectives at all, and again the outcome of any given battle is
unlikely to provide much in the way of evidence for one perspective or the
other. Under some circumstances these kinds of disagreement can undermine
belligerents’ ability to learn from war accurate information about each others’
capabilities and resolve, leading to divergence rather than convergence of their
beliefs and expectations about winning. Where such disagreement is possible,
it takes much longer for belligerents’ expectations to come into alignment than
standard models of mutual optimism suggest.
America’s involvement in the war in Vietnam could be seen as a case
in point. In an interview after the end of the conflict, the Vietnam People’s
Army’s Commanding General Vo Nguyen Giap explained that in his opinion
“there is no such thing as a single strategy. Ours is always a synthesis, simul-
taneously military, political, and diplomatic — which is why, quite clearly, the
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Tet offensive had multiple objectives,” and at the time of the Tet Offensive,
Giap claimed in a radio address that one of these objectives was to “make the
American people more aware of the errors and setbacks of the Johnson admin-
istration in the aggressive war in Vietnam” (Willbanks, 2007). In other words,
the Vietnam war was, as US President Lyndon Johnson famously claimed, a
fight for “hearts and minds,” but in Giap’s opinion it was the hearts and minds
of Americans, not Vietnamese, that mattered. Johnson was not at all ignorant
of Giap’s opinion. In his “San Antonio Formula” speech of September, 1967
(about four months before Tet), Johnson conceded
They still hope that the people of the United States will not see
this struggle through to the very end. As one Western diplomat
reported to me only this week — he had just been in Hanoi —
“They believe their staying power is greater than ours and that
they can’t lose.” A visitor from a Communist capital had this to
say: “They expect the war to be long, and that the Americans in
the end will be defeated by a breakdown in morale, fatigue, and
psychological factors.” The Premier of North Vietnam said as far
back as 1962, “Americans do not like long, inconclusive war... Thus
we are sure to win in the end.” Are the North Vietnamese right
about us? I think not. No. I think they are wrong... (Willbanks,
2007)
This would appear to be an instance of the Americans and the North Viet-
namese “agreeing to disagree” — surely it would be absurd to argue that Giap
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had information about American public opinion that Johnson did not. By this
interpretation, the Tet Offensive was a victory for the North Vietnamese in-
sofar as it convinced Johnson to accept their definition of success and failure
in the war — one that included an awareness of the pivotal role played by
civilian populations, even those living half a world away from the war itself.
Theoretically, the present study is a contribution to and synthesis of
ideas from the rationalist literatures on bargaining and learning while fight-
ing, mutual optimism, and the interdependence of domestic and international
politics. In the next chapter I will review these literatures and explain their
relevance to the study of insurgency and counterinsurgency. But in the re-
mainder of this introduction, I will make the case for a broader application of
the theoretical framework I present and develop herein. Given what Clauswitz
calls the “fog” or “moonlight” of war, i.e. “the general unreliability of infor-
mation” that “often tends to make things seem grotesque and larger than they
really are” (von Clausewitz, 1993), any conflict setting may provide belliger-
ents ample opportunities not only for learning, but for learning things that are
wrong or misunderstanding what they have learned, and what follows provides
one possible framework for thinking about such misunderstandings and their
implications.
By focusing on war’s “moonlight,” this study identifies a role for domes-
tic political actors in international conflict that is significantly different from
the one usually ascribed to them in the conflict bargaining literature. This
difference is due in part to the above mentioned move away from the treat-
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ment of disagreement as merely informational. The “audience costs” approach
advocated by Thomas Schelling, James Fearon, and Kenneth Schultz, as well
as the “selectorate” models developed by Beuno de Mesquita, et. al., treat
domestic political actors as a means for revealing information that interna-
tional political actors otherwise have an incentive to hide or misrepresent and
for confirming information that international political actors otherwise have
good reason to doubt (Schelling, 1960; Fearon, 1995; Schultz, 2001a; Bueno de
Mesquita et al., 2003). By so doing, domestic political actors potentially allow
international political actors to limit fighting or even avoid it entirely. In other
words, the primary contribution of domestic political actors to international
conflict settings, according to much of the conflict bargaining literature, is in
providing greater informational clarity and thereby reducing conflict.
But by treating the kinds of disagreement that lead to conflict as orig-
inating not in informational asymmetries, but in different beliefs about how
best to interpret the available information, a new role for domestic politics
opens up. Here the contribution of domestic political actors to a conflict bar-
gaining setting is potentially one of confusion rather than clarification, thus
increasing the likelihood and/or duration of conflict. While I focus on how such
confusion may occur in the course of an insurgency and counterinsurgency, it
is my contention that it is likely in other conflict settings as well.
To make this case, I begin with a brief discussion of the rationalist ap-
proach to thinking about politics and its usefulness in bringing clarity to many
questions about conflict in general, and counterinsurgency/counterterrorism in
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particular — a clarity that is sadly too often missing from public discourse on
American foreign policy.5 I then identify some persistent puzzles, first in the
study of insurgency and counterinsurgency, and second in the study of con-
flict in general, that the present study helps to explain. Finally, I outline the
structure, methodology, and theoretical framework of the book.
1.2 Why should we care what they think?
The perceived disconnect between informed, non-academic discourse on
foreign policy and contemporary IR scholarship has been the subject of a great
deal of handwringing among academics and policymakers alike (Nye, 2009;
Walt, 2005). Many have pointed to what they believe to be the obscurantism
of IR scholarship as the primary cause of this disconnect, and to the increasing
use of rational choice theory as one of the primary causes of said obscurantism.
Stephen Walt, one of the louder of these voices, has bemoaned what he calls
a growing “cult of irrelevance” in IR, scholars that he claims use increasingly
complicated and arcane modes of mathematical reasoning to either 1) answer
questions that are of no general interest or 2) merely rehash arguments that
Walt believes he and his colleagues definitively settled decades ago. The result,
Walt claims, is a body of scholarship that is of interest to no one who is
5The blanket term “rationalist” is, perhaps, ill-chosen, and its use quite possibly respon-
sible for a number of persistent misunderstandings regarding the precise nature of arguments
belonging to this subset of the IR literature Wagner (2010). But given that, as yet, no other
satisfactory term has yet emerged to differentiate this literature from its alternatives, I will,
for lack of a better option, continue to use “rationalist” to describe it.
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concerned with real world issues.
[R]ecent formal work has had relatively little to say about impor-
tant real-world security issues. Although formal techniques pro-
duce precise, logically consistent arguments, they often rest on un-
realistic assumptions and the results are rarely translated into clear
and accessible conclusions. And because many formal conjectures
are often untested, policymakers and concerned citizens have no
way of knowing if the arguments are valid (Walt, 1999).
The implication is that IR scholars can regain the attention of foreign
policy makers and pundits by abandoning the specialized, formal language of
deductive logic and mathematics and returning to making their arguments in
plain English, thus ensuring that their arguments will be both relevant and
easily understood.6
This framing of the problem is only partially correct. It is certainly the
case that rationalist arguments in IR — particularly those employing sophis-
ticated game theoretical models — can be quite difficult for the non-expert to
understand. In fact, some can tax the mathematical abilities of even those of
us who are usually quite comfortable with the genre. But this difficulty does
6Of course, IR scholars often engage in scholarship of limited general interest and import
without the use of sophisticated mathematical models, as evinced by the long and fruitless
“absolute versus relative gains” debate of the 1990s between Realists and Neoliberal Insti-
tutionalists. And as it turns out, and despite Walt’s beliefs to the contrary, these same
models can be quite useful in definitively deciding such debates, as Robert Powell’s seminal
(and widely misunderstood) work on absolute and relative gains has done (Powell, 1991).
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not prove their irrelevance. Rather it only suggests that when they are rele-
vant we will have to take greater care to explain them to laypersons. In fact,
I would contend that the absence from public debate of the “rationalist” per-
spective — with or without sophisticated mathematical models — diminishes
discourse. To illustrate how this is the case, I will in this section examine a
recent public debate concerning the intersection of domestic and international
politics, and explain how the rationalist perspective could have had a positive
influence on it.
One prominent feature of American political discourse in the summer
of 2010 was the debate over the building of the Cordoba House (now Park51),
a community center that Kuwaiti born Sufi Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf planned
to build in downtown Manhattan.7 The controversy focused on the center’s
location, a few blocks away from “Ground Zero” of the terrorist attacks on
September 11th, 2001, and the proposed inclusion, among its facilities, of what
was described by the organization alternately as a “mosque” and a “prayer
space.” Many critics of the project suggested that it was unwise to build so
near the site of this tragic act of mass murder a place of worship dedicated to
the very religion that had purportedly inspired its perpetrators.
Among the concerns central to this controversy — voiced by proponents
and opponents of the Cordoba Initiative alike — was what message the center
would send to the rest of the world, and in particular to those who might
7As of this writing, the project is still underway, but has not yet broken ground.
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have sympathized with or even supported the September 11th attacks. Some
suggested that the building of what they called the “Ground Zero Mosque”
was symbolic of a defeat of American values, a monument to very the people
who sought America’s destruction. Conversely, others suggested that it was
a celebration of those very same values, a testament to America’s dedication
to freedom and diversity, and an implicit repudiation of the very notion that
American and Muslim values are fundamentally in conflict. On August 25th,
comedian Jon Stewart lampooned all sides of this debate on his comedy news
program “The Daily Show” (Stewart, 2010):
See, one side says our weakness emboldens jihadis. The other side
says our strength embitters jihadis. How about we try a new sys-
tem, where we don’t give a [expletive] about what they think? Why
can’t we do that? Let me give you an example. It’s like wondering
what your ex-girlfriend would think about the drapes you and your
wife picked out for your apartment. No matter what pattern you
pick, she’s not going to like the drapes, because she’s [expletive]
crazy.
Stewart’s remarks give expression to a number of related perspectives
that appear to be shared by many, among not only the general public but also
the political and media elite, regarding the nature of the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq and, broadly speaking the “war on terror”: The conflation of explana-
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tion and exoneration,8 the assumption that our enemies are beyond reason,9,
and a variant of the pathetic fallacy where the attributes of individuals are
ascribed to groups.10 If we take seriously research suggesting that public opin-
ion on issues of foreign policy is largely determined (or at least very heavily
influenced) by the substantive focus, statements, and rhetoric of political and
media elites,11 then comments like Stewart’s may be somewhat more signifi-
cant than they at first appear. Our foreign policy is ultimately determined by
public opinion, insofar as any foreign policy agenda can only be pursued so
long as its proponents can get elected and reelected.12 If public opinion of for-
eign policy is based on fundamental misunderstandings of the issues at stake,
then foreign policy may very well suffer as a result. A brief (and, admittedly,
humorless) discussion of the substance and implications of Stewart’s joke may
therefore prove instructive.13
What, exactly, is Stewart’s argument? First, Stewart seems to be sug-
gesting that the thoughts and motives of what he calls “jihadis” are so dif-
8Catalogued and explored with uncharacteristic clarity by Judith Butler (2002) in the
aftermath of September 11th.
9More recently applied to the leadership of Iran, for example in Jason Lee Steorts’s cover
story for the October 23, 2006 issue of National Review, “Can Iran be Deterred?” (Steort,
2006, Steorts’s answer: No.).
10A habit that is, unfortunately, just as common among political scientists as it is among
laypersons, as evinced by the vast majority of the “Realist” literature in IR and its emphasis
on the “unitary actor” model of the state.
11See Baum and Groeling (2009) for a comprehensive overview and impressive synthesis
of this literature.
12See below and chapter 4 for further discussion of this connection.
13Note that while I single out Stewart in the analysis that follows, I do not mean to imply
that the interlocutors he parodied were any more nuanced in their treatment of the issues
at stake.
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ferent from our own that they cannot be understood. They are crazy like his
ex-girlfriend, and there is no sense in looking for reasons or reasoning behind
their ideas and actions, because no such reason or reasoning exists. Second,
regardless of whether it is possible to reach such an understanding, he appears
to believe that there is little or no value — and in fact there may even be
harm — in trying to do so. They are, again, crazy like his ex-girlfriend, thus
their reasons and reasoning should not be taken seriously, because to do so
would be to allow them a level of influence over our thinking that they do not
deserve. Finally, he assumes a sufficient level of cohesiveness within the group
he calls “jihadis,” such that this group can be reasonably expected to possess
attributes that we usually reserve for describing individuals — e.g. the very
craziness that Stewart thinks makes understanding its thoughts and motives
both impossible and unnecessary. Thus, a group that is made up of crazy
individuals might very well be expected to think and behave collectively in a
manner similar to that of a crazy individual in isolation.
How apt is this “crazy ex-girlfriend” metaphor, and how valid are the
sentiments behind it? As it turns out, much (indeed, most) of contemporary
scholarship in IR — especially, but certainly not exclusively, the literature
commonly referred to as “rational choice” or “rationalist” — begins from a
set of assumptions almost exactly opposite Stewart’s. And while it is not
necessarily a given that the starting assumptions of IR scholars are better
than the alternatives proposed by non-IR scholars, there are good reasons to
take them seriously, and to at the very least be skeptical of perspectives that
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evince no awareness of them. That these assumptions, and their implications,
play such an insignificant role in public discourse on foreign policy necessarily
diminishes that discourse.
Few IR scholars would deny, of course, that the beliefs, motives, goals,
and preferences of political actors may be quite different, such that one ac-
tor may well view the beliefs, motives, goals, and/or preferences of another
as “crazy.” But given those beliefs, motives, goals, and preferences, many
IR scholars assume that there is some consistency, even predictability, in po-
litical behavior: Political actors are, at the very least, purposive, i.e. “they
pursue their goals as best they can” (Lake and Powell, 1999; Elster, 2007;
Wagner, 2010). Scholars working explicitly in the “rational choice” tradition
are somewhat more specific about the relationship between reasons and ac-
tions, assuming that political actors will choose (or will act as if they have
chosen) those actions that they think will maximize their own satisfaction (i.e.
“utility”) in the outcome. In either case, the basic idea is that even if political
actors’ goals make no sense to us, we can usually expect them to act in a
manner consistent with achieving them. Even when political actors seem to
violate these assumptions — especially the more strict assumptions of rational
choice — experimental and observational evidence suggests that they deviate
in ways that are systematic and predictable (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).
Thus, even when people are “crazy,” as long as they are essentially goal ori-
ented, we should usually be able to make some sense of the reasoning behind
their actions; or, given an understanding of their reasoning, we should be able
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to make some sense of their actions.
There is, then, good reason to want to understand political actors’
reasoning. This is particularly true if we want to engage in political action
ourselves. Many, perhaps most, of the settings for meaningful political action
are essentially strategic, which is to say that outcomes depend on choices made
by multiple actors with different and often contradictory goals, and that their
choices are interdependent. Actors who want to achieve their most favored out-
comes must try to anticipate the behavior of all of the other actors who might
affect those outcomes, and condition their own behavior accordingly. But they
must do so while keeping in mind the possibility that those other actors are
anticipating their behavior, too, and conditioning their behavior accordingly.
Even if we do not share others’ reasons for action, knowing what their reasons
are is exceedingly useful, as it allows us to formulate an appropriate strategy
in anticipation and/or response.
That terrorists’ and insurgents’ reasons for being terrorists and insur-
gents are, from our perspective, crazy need not imply that their reasons cannot
be understood, or that understanding those reasons would not be useful. In
fact, that insurgents and terrorists are goal-oriented is not an assertion of great
controversy among those who study insurgency and terrorism, even if there is
some debate over what those goals may be. It is only in public discourse that
discussion of these goals, or even acknowledgement that such actors have goals,
is considered to be out of bounds. Even in the non-academic foreign policy
community there are few (if any) approaches to thinking about counterinsur-
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gency or counterterrorism that do not at some point presume that insurgents
and terrorists are, like nearly all other political actors, essentially purposive
in their behavior, and that there is utility in gaining some understanding of
their purposes and the means available to them for pursuing them — so as
to anticipate, respond appropriately to, or even preempt their chosen paths of
action. The real controversies are over not whether terrorists and insurgents
have reasons for their actions, or whether we should try to understand those
reasons, but rather on what those reasons are, and what they imply about our
own best courses of action.
Many of these controversies center on the question of whether and how
insurgent and terrorist organizations are affected by problems of collective
action and/or coordination. In collective action problems (Olson, 1971), co-
operation for the sake of achieving an outcome that is both collectively and
individually beneficial is made difficult or even impossible by a combination
of individual selfishness and mistrust. Where there are costs associated with
cooperation, and where full cooperation by all affected parties is not necessary
in order to achieve the collectively beneficial outcome, then some might prefer
to “free ride” on the efforts of others — in hopes of enjoying the beneficial
outcome without paying the costs of cooperating to make it happen. If there
are too many free-riders, and/or people who abstain because they expect free-
riding from others, then the beneficial outcome will not be achieved. Thus the
existence of a group of people actively working together towards some com-
mon goal presupposes that the group’s members have overcome the collective
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action problem — usually by either reducing the costs associated with partic-
ipation, directly rewarding those who choose to participate, or imposing costs
on non–participants.
In coordination problems (Schelling, 1960), cooperation is made diffi-
cult or even impossible by actors’ inability to effectively and/or convincingly
communicate to one another their own intentions. Assuming again that there
are costs associated with cooperative behavior, anyone who wants to engage in
such behavior might want assurance that a sufficient number of others would
do the same, such that the preferred outcome would actually be achieved. The
worst possible option would be to choose to engage in cooperative action when
no one else does, and the desire to avoid such an outcome might be enough to
convince everyone not to act at all. Thus, the existence of a group of people
actively working together towards some common goal presupposes that the
group’s members have successfully overcome the coordination problem.
Modern, sovereign nation states are typically presupposed not to face
collective action and coordination problems — that is, not internally. The
provision of territorial security is certainly something that could be vulnerable
to problems of collective action and coordination, but theorists since Thomas
Hobbes have tended to assume that states exist to solve such problems, and
that they are typically successful in doing so. Tax revenue provides states
the capacity to offer selective incentives (salaries, benefits, etc.) for voluntary
enlistment in their security services, and as a last resort they can make service
mandatory. There are therefore fewer opportunities for free riding — shirking
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of duty can be discouraged easily by threatening the withholding of salaries
and benefits or the direct imposition of punishments such as incarceration
— making collective action easier to ensure. Thus, for example, despite the
risk of death associated with fighting a war, a state can get its soldiers to
participate by providing counterbalancing rewards or threatening punishments
more certain than death. Coordination problems are even less likely within
organizations governed by sovereign nation states, as hierarchies with well-
established chains of command and clear channels of communication minimize
their occurrence. A soldier whose platoon has been ordered to advance can
therefore usually be fairly certain that he will not be the only one who shows
up at the front.
But non-state actors such as insurgent organizations are a different
story entirely. First, only a subset of a given population is likely to be so pro-
foundly unhappy with how, and perhaps more importantly by whom, it is ruled
that it would be willing to participate in an insurgency. But second, and more
importantly, it is not a given that even this subset will be able to transform
itself into an insurgent organization. The violent removal and replacement of
the current regime might be an outcome individually and collectively benefi-
cial to the people who oppose it, but the fact of their wanting it to happen
does not make it so. At a minimum the potential insurgents must solve the
attending problems of collective action and coordination: Insurgencies can be
quite dangerous, and the costs of participation quite high. Anyone who might
prefer the overthrow of the government to the status quo might therefore also
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prefer that someone else do the overthrowing. And even someone who is will-
ing to shoulder the costs and risks of revolting might nonetheless want some
assurance that when she arrives, armed, at the gates of the palace, she will
not be arriving alone.
An insurgent or terrorist attack may be evidence, therefore, not only
of decisions by an organizations’ elites to conduct such an attack, but also
of those organizations’ members to join (and remain in) these organizations
in the first place. It may, furthermore, be evidence of the decisions of civil-
ians to either provide direct support to the insurgent organization or, at the
very least, to withhold information about it from counterinsurgents. Lastly,
it could be evidence of the failure of the counterinsurgent or counterterrorist
organization to discourage fence-sitters — what David Kilcullen calls “acci-
dental guerillas” (Kilcullen, 2009) — from joining or otherwise supporting the
insurgents. In other words, counterinsurgents should be sensitive to the extent
to which insurgents are sensitive to costs associated with collective action and
coordination.
Thus, there are in fact very good reasons to “give a [expletive] about
what they think.” In the following sections I will explore in greater detail
why it might be useful to do so, in the context not only of insurgency and
counterinsurgency, but also that of conventional interstate conflict.
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1.3 The second Gulf War
Among those in the US foreign policy community who advocate in favor
of America’s counterinsurgency efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan, a significant di-
vide exists between those favoring a “population–centric” approach and those
supporting more conventional, “enemy–centric” military strategies and tac-
tics:14 Should strategy focus on finding and killing insurgents, or on winning
over the “hearts and minds” of the civilian population?15 It is a debate that
predates not only the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, but also the US’s ear-
lier extended adventure in counterinsurgency in Vietnam. There is evidence,
for example, of the British thinking very much along population–centric lines
about the insurgency now known as the American revolution (Ricks, 2008).
The debate is also anticipated by the debates surrounding “strategic bombing”
in the first half of the 20th century (van Creveld, 2011).16 That this debate
has persisted for so long attests first and foremost to the complexity of warfare
where civilians are key participants, and how this complexity contributes to
the difficulty involved in determining practical courses of action where they
are.
Some of the difficulty in making sense of insurgency and counterinsur-
gency can be attributed to the meaninglessness in this context of many of
simplifying assumptions that allow those of us who study war to make some
14To the best of my knowledge, the terms are due to David Kilcullen, (Kilcullen, 2009)
15See chapter 5 for a more elaborate discussion of this distinction and its implications.
16See chapter 5 for more on the American Revolutionary War and strategic bombing, and
their relevance to the current project.
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sense of it. Most obviously, the “black boxing” of the internal politics of states
advocated by Realists and their fellow travelers, on the grounds that there is
always an objective and easily identifiable set of “national interests” that all
states ultimately pursue, cannot be brought to bear on the study of insur-
gency and counterinsurgency:17 As already suggested above, insurgents and
counterinsurgents cannot necessarily claim or rely on the support of even a
plurality of the population they purport to represent. The attendant multi-
plication of relevant actors, goals, and actions makes even the identification of
a discrete list of potential explananda and explicantia a challenging task, and
the identification of clear causal relationships among them even more difficult.
Even the seemingly straightforward categories “insurgents” and “counterinsur-
gents” are complicated immensely once we acknowledge the extent to which
both sides are reliant upon the often mercurial loyalty and support of people
from the therefore equally fuzzy category “civilian populations.”
Given these complications, one way of understanding the disagreement
between advocates of population– and enemy–centric counterinsurgency is as
a disagreement over the extent to which insurgents and counterinsurgents can
be likened to states in a conventional war setting. That is, to what extent do
insurgents and counterinsurgents face problems of collective action and coor-
dination, and when they do, then what are the implications of these problems?
The population–centric approach begins with the assumption that insurgent
17And there is increasingly good reason to believe that this approach can do little to
illuminate even conventional wars, as I discuss in the next chapter.
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organizations face significant problems of both coordination and collective ac-
tion, and that a successful approach to counterinsurgency should seek to ex-
ploit those problems. The enemy-centric approach, on the other hand, takes
the insurgent organization more or less as given, and seeks primarily to find
and kill its members. Put another way, the debate is one over what costs are
more important — the direct, material costs of war, or the political costs that
flow or potentially, and perhaps more importantly, blowback from them — and
over how and when they are important.
In addition to confusion and disagreement over the question of what
are its possible causes and effects, there is the possibility in studying any war
of confusing cause and effect, or of failing to properly account for the poten-
tial interdependence of phenomena, and again this problem is even more acute
when it comes to the study of insurgency and counterinsurgency. The multi-
plication of categories of relevant actors in non-conventional warfare makes the
already seemingly Sisyphean task of finding some “unmoved mover” behind an
event even more difficult. It is not merely that any potential cause may in fact
be merely an epiphenomenon — i.e. a phenomenon related to the outcome
of interest not because it is a cause, but because it has a cause in common
with it. It is also that at any point in time a phenomenon could be either a
cause or an effect. Returning to the three fuzzy categories of relevant actors
in an insurgency — insurgents, counterinsurgents, and civilians — it is not
only that the insurgents’ and counterinsurgents’ behavior is influenced by the
support of civilian populations, but that civilian populations will offer or deny
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that support to insurgents and counterinsurgents based on the insurgents’ and
counterinsurgents’ past behavior.
Thus, another way to think about the disagreement between advocates
of enemy– and population–centric counterinsurgency is that it hinges on the
question of how to calibrate violence to ensure the greatest possible attenuation
of either the insurgents’ forces, the insurgents’ base of support within the civil-
ian population, or both. Advocates of population–centric counterinsurgency
might worry that too great an emphasis on killing might paradoxically add
to insurgent organizations’ strength by increasing the likelihood of collateral
casualties, and therefore turning civilians against the counterinsurgents and
increasing their willingness to support and even join forces with insurgents.
The recruitment opportunities for insurgents provided by an improperly cal-
ibrated battle might then exceed the casualties they suffered while fighting.
Conversely, advocates of enemy–centric counterinsurgency might worry that
too little an emphasis on killing potentially allows insurgent organizations to
recruit new members faster than the counterinsurgents can kill them. Thus
the insurgents grow in strength while the counterinsurgents are preoccupied
with policing the civilian population.
While it is often useful to assume otherwise, similar problems also at-
tend the analysis of the behavior of states. It may well be that states can take
for granted the support of their citizens and/or subjects most of the time, but
it is important that we think very carefully about why that is, under what
circumstances states might lose that support, what happens when they do,
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and what states might do to avoid that outcome for themselves or precipitate
it for others. As I will suggest in the next section, answers to these questions
can go a long way towards explaining states’ behavior in conflict settings.
1.4 The first Gulf War
During the run-up to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990, in a discus-
sion of his territorial ambitions and his beliefs concerning the United States’
willingness to obstruct them, Saddam Hussein remarked to U.S. Ambassador
April Glaspie: “Yours is a society that cannot accept ten thousand dead in
one battle” (Stein, 1992). A number of scholars of international relations have
cited this quote as evidence of a head of state perceiving some difference in
military resolve between democracies and other kinds of states, and as the be-
ginning of an explanation of some states’ willingness to engage even militarily
superior democracies in conflict (Mueller, 1994; Reiter and Stam, 2002).
Hussein’s statement appears to evince the belief that democracies (or,
at the very least, America’s particular form of democracy) are more sensitive to
non-civilian war casualties than other kinds of states, and furthermore that this
sensitivity puts them at a disadvantage in many kinds of militarized disputes.
If Hussein and other world leaders hold such beliefs — regardless of whether
these beliefs are true — then these beliefs should have some effect upon such
leaders’ behavior towards the United States and other democracies.
It may be difficult to imagine, given current technologies and norms of
tactical planning, that the United States would ever suffer ten thousand deaths
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in a single battle, especially in the aftermath of Hussein’s armies’ spectacular
failure on two occasions to inflict upon American forces anything close to that
number.18 It is, however, possible to imagine the United States, through a
process of attrition, suffering ten thousand or a great deal more deaths in a
protracted war. If Hussein’s statement was to be taken seriously as anything
more than mere bluff and bluster, it was as an acknowledgment of the effects
that the American voting public’s response to such a process of attrition might
have had on the United States’ ability to persevere and prevail in a war against
Iraq. If we wanted to imagine Hussein a particularly apt strategic thinker, we
might furthermore expect him to have also considered that the United States’
possible sensitivity to attrition could bring about a change in its tactics or
strategy, and that this change might in turn affect the rate of attrition, and so
on, and that anticipation of such behavior (as well as his potential anticipation
of the United States anticipating such anticipation, and so on) would influence
his attitudes and actions towards the United States.
Putting aside for the moment questions about U.S.–Iraq relations, the
strengths and failings of Saddam Hussein’s strategic intellect, or the particular
phenomenon of casualty sensitivity, we might reasonably extrapolate from this
brief development of the implications of Hussein’s remark some expectations
about the intersection of domestic and international politics in general. First
18That said, the development of these technologies and norms is almost certainly in large
part a reaction to, and therefore evidence of, the very casualty sensitivity to which Hussein
was purportedly alluding, as Goff and Tollison (1987) and Schornig and Lembcke (2006),
among others, suggest.
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of all, domestic politics should have some effect on international outcomes:
Regardless of whether, as some Realists continue to argue, even democratic
states pursue their own clearly and objectively definable security interests in-
dependent of internal politics, there is at least anecdotal evidence that other
states might occasionally look to these internal politics for clues about their
adversary’s future actions, and choose their own actions accordingly. Thus,
even if US domestic politics do not directly affect US foreign policy, they may
very well have an indirect effect via their influence on other foreign policy lead-
ers. Second, many of the domestic political phenomena that might influence
the course of a given war will be dynamic in nature. That is, even when po-
litical institutions remain static, the domestic political phenomena that occur
within the context of these institutions will exhibit some forms of change over
time, and these changes will affect international outcomes. In the example
above, it is not merely the fact that Hussein could observe the internal politics
of the United States that might potentially drive some of his decision-making,
but rather specifically what he might have observed — fluctuations in public
opinion regarding the war, caused by increasing war casualties. Third, these
phenomena will exhibit what econometricians call simultaneity or multiple en-
dogeneity: That is, they will in turn be affected by the phenomena they have
affected (and will in turn affect those phenomena again, and so on). We expect
Hussein’s decisions to change according to changes in public opinion, but also
that public opinion will change according to outcomes reflecting changes in
Hussein’s decision-making (in fact, that Hussein’s actions might affect Amer-
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ican public opinion would appear to be the whole point of his statement to
Glaspie).
Since about the mid–1990s, the first of these propositions has become
less controversial, as the Realist “black-boxing” of domestic politics has ceased
to dominate the international relations literature. Propositions two and three,
however, while never exactly controversial, have played a strikingly small role
in the theoretical and empirical literature that has taken up the task of opening
the black box of domestic politics. In fact, failure to account for dynamics and
simultaneity among political processes is endemic in most all of the empirical
and theoretical literature on international relations, even where domestic pol-
itics are not considered.19 The approach I propose explicitly addresses these
shortcomings, by employing models that allow for measures of change over
time and simultaneity of causality among domestic and international political
phenomena.
One important addition to the above discussion is worth making at
this point: There is no reason to imagine that Hussein was immune to the
domestic political pressures he attributed to the United States. Thus the three
implications of his statements about the United States should apply equally
to him and to any other political leader, including the leaders of insurgencies.
Whether and to what extent political leaders can count on the support of the
population they claim to represent, and what are the greater implications of
19Although the recent literature on war termination and “bargaining while fighting” has
taken great strides in addressing some aspects of this failure.
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that support (or lack thereof), are often open questions — they are, in fact,
often one of the reason belligerents fight in the first place.
1.5 Structural outline
Broadly speaking, what follows is an exploration of the role of do-
mestic politics in conflict bargaining if disagreement leading to war is due to
differences in beliefs rather than information. Smith and Stam have already
noted some implications of this change in perspective for understanding con-
ventional, bilateral conflict settings. But what of irregular warfare and/or
conflict settings with more than two relevant actors? As it turns out, char-
acterizing disagreement in such settings as a matter of differences in beliefs
implies quite different patterns of behavior and outcomes than does charac-
terizing disagreement as a matter of differences in available information, and
the former characterization fits much better with empirical reality than does
the latter.
I explain my research methods in more detail in chapter 3, but I offer
here a brief discussion of the approach I have chosen and my reasons for doing
so, as a means of explaining the structure of the following study.
My goal has been to think very carefully about how to measure the
interdependence of conflict related phenomena over time. This has led me to
explore and utilize empirical models that allow for what econometricians call
“simultaneity,” in particular vector autoregression models. These models allow
for somewhat less specificity than usual in connecting empirical and theoretical
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models, such that they are often accused of being essentially “atheoretical.”
While there is some truth to such charges, insofar as these models do not allow
for the full identification of all of their structural parameters, for the purposes
of my project, this lack of specificity is actually ideal. As I explain in chapter
3, my use of empirical analysis in this project is essentially exploratory, aimed
at the goal of building, rather than confirming, a theory.
Thus, while I have made a serious attempt to link my empirical and
theoretical models, my approach to doing so has been somewhat different
from what is becoming the common practice in political science. The EITM
— empirical implications of theoretical models — movement has challenged
political science researchers to be more careful in linking their theories to the
methods they use to test them, focusing on the usefulness of mathematical
models in ensuring that the structural parameters of their empirical models
are properly identified measures of the causal mechanism suggested by their
theory (Granato and Scioli, 2004). While this is indeed a noble cause, my own
project is more accurately understood as an exercise not in theory testing,
but in theory building, and thus I take an approach almost exactly opposite
that suggested by EITM. My focus has been on discovering not the empirical
implications of a theoretical model, but rather the theoretical implications of
an empirical model.
The theoretical framework developed herein is the end result, rather
than the beginning, of this research project. My theory has its origins, in part,
in two of the negative results of analyzing data I have collected: While many —
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as the discussion above suggests, not only academics such as Kenneth Schultz,
but also prominent political actors, such as Saddam Hussein and, as I discuss in
chapter 4, George W. Bush — believe that public opinion in a democratic state
can contain valuable (or, from that state’s perspective, potentially harmful)
information about that state’s resolve in a time of war, as it turns out there is
no evidence that insurgents in Iraq pay any attention whatsoever to American
public opinion. While this is not definitive evidence that insurgents ignore
American public opinion, it strongly suggests that they might. Furthermore,
they may be right to do so, as the American public appears to have little
awareness of the realities of the war — short-term fluctuations in American
opinion are unrelated to any actual changes in the progression of the war
itself — and are therefore a poor mechanism for the discovery of any useful
information about America’s capabilities and/or resolve.20 These negative
results suggested the need for an alternative model for analyzing the role of
domestic politics and mutual optimism in the war in Iraq, and are one of the
fundamental assumptions underlying the theoretical model I have developed
to explain that role. While this approach to theory building is certainly not
unique, transparent accounts of the process — which I have endeavored to
provide in what follows — are quite uncommon. Chapter 2 provides more
details of this process of inquiry.
In chapter 4, I begin by applying a variant of the “audience costs”
20Long run trends, both in the conflict itself and in American public opinion, are another
story. See chapter 4 for more on this topic.
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models of the relationship between domestic and international politics to the
war in Iraq. Here, I follow the extant literature in assuming that an informed
public can hold its foreign policy leaders accountable for their decisions, and
thus making their decisions more credible to foreign adversaries (Schultz, 1998,
1999, 2001a; Brandt and Colaresi, 2008). In the Iraq war, then, I expect
to see evidence of the American public paying attention and responding to
the war, of American foreign policy leaders paying attention and responding
to the American public and Iraqi insurgents, and of Iraqi insurgents paying
attention and responding to the American public and American foreign policy
leaders. But what I find are the results already mentioned above: The general
American public appears to be completely uninformed about the realities of the
war. Insurgents pay little to no attention to this uninformed public opinion.
American counterinsurgents, however, are surprisingly responsive to public
opinion.
Chapter 5 describes the end result of this project, an attempt to both
explain and build upon the findings in chapter 4: a bargaining model of conflict
that allows for belligerents to learn, in the short–run, the wrong lessons from
fighting. Where dynamics such as those described in chapter 5 obtain, belliger-
ents initially become more rather than less mutually optimistic as they fight,
potentially both increasing levels of hostility among them and protracting the
conflict. In the long–run, expectations and beliefs converge, just as they do in
other models of bargaining and fighting to overcome mutual optimism.
In the conclusion, I summarize my results and my argument. I end
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The present project is an attempt to address a number of related the-
oretical and empirical puzzles that the rationalist literature on war has not
sufficiently addressed: What factors might cause/allow belligerents to change
(or, conversely, to not change) their tactics or strategies during a war? What
factors might cause/allow fighting to end? What factors cause/allow some wars
to last so much longer than others? In attempting an answer these questions,
I am contributing to and synthesizing two distinct rationalist literatures. The
first of these focuses on audience costs, and in particular domestic audience
costs — i.e. the capacity of political masses to punish political elites that make
decisions counter to their interests1 — and how these costs and their manipu-
lation by belligerents affect conflict outcomes. The second is the literature on
bargaining while fighting, especially the subset of that literature focusing on
the phenomenon of “mutual optimism” — i.e. when the sum of belligerents’
expected probabilities of winning is greater than one2 — and how war might
be a mechanism for overcoming it. I am also proposing an alternative to the
1One might also consider analogous “audience rewards” — i.e. the capacity of political
masses to recompense political elites that make decisions consistent with their interests.
2See below for a more elaborate explanation of this phenomenon.
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subset of the war termination literature that suggests that protracted wars
are due to the difficulty states face in making credible commitments not to
violate post–war peace settlements. A brief survey of each of these literatures
will thus serve as a necessary preface to an elaboration of the novel features
introduced by this project.
2.1 Moving beyond the Realist view of domestic politics
It is first of all important to acknowledge the historical context out of
which these literatures evolved. While they all mostly reflect the developing
consensus among international relations theorists that the security interests
of states are not always obvious, and that determining what those interests
are should be one of the primary goals of any study of the behavior of states,
until very recently the conventional wisdom in IR was quite different. In fact,
throughout the Cold War, the dominant paradigm in American academia for
understanding international politics held that the opposite was true. Claim-
ing the mantle of Machiavelli’s famous exhortation to describe the world as
it is rather than as we wish it were (Machiavelli, 2005), Realists maintained
that explanations and even predictions of international outcomes could be
derived from narrowly understanding all states as unitary actors, pursuing
their own selfish, security-driven interests in an anarchical, “self-help” system.
Realists further assumed that states’ security interests were objective, easily
identifiable, and universal, and would necessarily trump any of the potentially
competing interests of specific individuals or groups living within them (Waltz,
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1979). During the latter years of the Cold War, Realists enjoyed enormous in-
fluence not only within academia, but within America’s foreign policymaking
community, with some self-described Realists occupying Presidential Cabi-
net positions. It is not an exaggeration to say that theirs was the dominant
paradigm for thinking about international politics by both academics and pol-
icymakers in the US for many decades.
In recent years, Realism has hit upon hard times. Scholars are increas-
ingly skeptical about the ability of Realism to describe or explain the reality
of international politics. On the empirical side of things, a number of articles
published in the last two decades have called into question whether the “struc-
tural” or “systemic” variables proposed by Realists are in fact the best predic-
tors of the occurrence of alliances, trade, war, or any significant international
political phenomenon (Gartner, 1998, contains a good review of the empiri-
cal literature questioning Realist arguments.). By itself, this empirical failure
does not necessarily mean the doom of Realism as an approach to the study of
international politics. Realism, after all, is a self-consciously and transparently
reductive and stylized approach to thinking about interactions between states,
and even if it does not accurately describe or predict how states do behave,
it might have a great deal of utility in explaining how states would behave
if its heroic simplifying assumptions were met, which could in turn be useful
as a baseline against which real world phenomena could be compared. But
authors such as Powell, Schroeder, Wagner, Lake, and Frieden have called into
question even Realism’s claims to be able to explain the abstract (and perhaps
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non-existent) world of unitary actors interacting in a setting of anarchy, point-
ing out that Realism’s conclusions do not follow from its premises (Wagner,
1993, 2000; Schroeder, 1992, 1994; Powell, 1991, 1994). As these authors and
others have suggested, at a minimum there is missing from Realist accounts of
states’ behavior some mechanism which might cause states to want to pursue
wealth and power beyond their already established borders — Realists’ claims
to the contrary, the structure of international anarchy does not itself contain
or imply such a mechanism. As Wagner puts it, “if it were common knowledge
that all states wanted only to maintain their independence, it is hard to see
why interstate wars would occur. To explain the occurrence of war, therefore,
the leaders of at least some states must believe that there is at least some
probability that other states might in addition want something that could
be acquired by the use of force, and therefore it is important to know what
that might be and how information about such interests could be acquired”
(Wagner, 2010). In the absence of such interests, or at the very least beliefs
about such interests, there is no reason to expect the international system to
be characterized by mutual distrust, and the perpetual state of insecurity that
supposedly logically follows from international anarchy alone clearly does not.
Explaining international conflict thus requires explaining why states have such
interests in the first place, or why other states might believe that they do.
Despite these seemingly fatal criticisms, Realism is far from dead, but
rather is in the midst of a process of self-reinvention. As evinced by the now
infamous article (and subsequent book) by Realists John Mearsheimer and
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Stephen Walt on the supposedly pernicious influence on American foreign pol-
icy of the “Israel lobby” (Mearsheimer and Walt, 2006), as well as the growing
(related) literature from those scholars Gideon Rose has dubbed “neo-classical
Realists” (Rose, 1998), Realism today, in an inversion of its Machiavellian
roots, appears to be transforming itself from a set of descriptions and expla-
nations into a set of normative prescriptions and warnings: Realists no longer
necessarily take it as given that states do behave as unitary and purely self-
interested actors, but only that they should, and they are increasingly willing
to use domestic politics as an explanation for those instances when they do
not. These authors have additionally put themselves in the rather strange
position of arguing that domestic politics only explain the failure of states to
act in their own best interest, while the usual Realist arsenal of explanatory
variables — anarchy, the distribution of economic and military power, etc. —
still, of course, account for the successes. But how can this be? If domestic
politics can in some cases intervene to cause states to act against their own
objective interests, then we must explain why it is that in other cases they fail
to so intervene. If we use domestic politics to explain some international out-
comes, then we must, if only through uncovering the reason for their absence,
allow them to play some part in explaining all international outcomes. Or, put
another way, does not the very fact that Mearsheimer and Walt disagree so
strongly with those they identify as the “Israel lobby” about what America’s
foreign policy should be call into question the notion that America’s “best
interests” can be objectively and easily defined? As the quote from Wagner
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above suggests, discovering what, in fact, determines states’ interests and/or
states’ beliefs about other states’ interests, and what those interests and beliefs
imply, are among the primary tasks facing IR scholars. As it turns out, some
of the better answers to these questions can only come from a close analysis
of states’ domestic politics.
The present project is in many ways profoundly indebted to Realism,
in that it arose in part from a consideration of the implications of Realism’s
transformations in the post-Cold War era. Regardless of the validity of its ar-
guments, Realism has had a significant influence on American foreign policy —
Richard Nixon’s and Gerald Ford’s National Security Advisor and Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger being perhaps the most famous of all Realists.3 But so,
for that matter, have other, non-Realist approaches to thinking about inter-
national politics, such as neo-conservatism under George W. Bush and liberal
internationalism under Bill Clinton.4 If American political elites’ very ability
to evaluate the success or failure of their actions hinges on the paradigmatic
lens through which they view those actions — such that two well informed
3Though it is an open question whether and to what extent Kissinger would actually
agree with the evaluations of Mearsheimer or even Waltz.
4The distinctions between these approaches are perhaps not as stark as the above sug-
gests. This is due in large part to the difficulty inherent in mapping any scholarly, theoretical
paradigm to a corresponding set of pragmatic policy implications. (Kupchan and Trubowitz,
2007), for example, classify Nixon’s foreign policy as “soft-liberal interventionism” — and
thus, perhaps, consistent with the foreign policy approaches of Clinton and others. Sim-
ilarly, some have suggested the existence of commonalities between Bush’s approach and
the “liberal interventionism” of Woodrow Wilson (Smith, 2009). For my purposes, it is
sufficient to note that each of these approaches to thinking about foreign policy implies at
least a slightly different set of interpretations of international political phenomena.
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groups of Americans can look at the same information about the same foreign
policy and come to very different conclusions about its likelihood of success
— shouldn’t political elites from different states also be able to disagree in
this manner? What would the implications of such a disagreement be? An-
swering this question requires taking seriously the role of internal politics in
determining international political outcomes.
2.2 Domestic audience costs
The “other means” that Clauswitz famously suggested make war dis-
tinct from normal political intercourse for the most part take the form of the
direct or indirect imposition of costs. Unlike other kinds of political and eco-
nomic engagement (with the exception of those that involve the possibility of
labor strikes), the failure to reach an agreement in an international crisis set-
ting does not necessarily lead to an end to bargaining and the re-imposition or
maintenance of the status quo and, at worst, a temporary delay or breakdown
in the provision of some contract-dependent good. Rather, an international
crisis setting allows for the possibility of the involved parties imposing strong
penalties upon each other for their failure to reach an agreement, and then to
force a further stage of bargaining. Under the “black box” models proposed
by Realists, where the broader interests of the state are understood to be the
same as the interests of the persons in charge of making foreign policy deci-
sions, it seems necessary to take a rather narrow view of these costs. Losses
of reputation, treasure, and lives should only matter insofar as they dimin-
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ish a state’s ability to fight and win future battles. But breaking open these
black boxes to acknowledge the multiple actors whose interests potentially in-
fluence foreign policy decision making complicates how costs operate. At a
minimum, we might expect some kinds of states — democratic, autocratic,
mixed — to have lower thresholds of cost tolerance than others, as Saddam
Hussein suggested was true of the United States and Iraq. Ceteris paribus,
states with lower cost thresholds might have certain strategic advantages and
disadvantages when compared to their more cost tolerant counterparts. But
more interestingly, how different domestic audiences might react to these costs,
and how these reactions might change or be changed over time, have serious
implications for international conflict outcomes. As mentioned in the previ-
ous chapter, it might also be that material costs only matter insofar as they
translate into political costs.
Loss of life and limb is the most obvious, and perhaps the most defini-
tive, of the costs associated with war, and what follows will focus primarily
on the direct and indirect consequences of different actors’ sensitivity to war’s
casualties. The seminal study on the subject by Mueller (1973) suggests that
we can expect American public support of a war to be a negative logarithmic
function of American casualties: support declines throughout as casualties in-
crease, but the decline is steeper at the beginning when there is a large number
of weak supporters (i.e. “fence–sitters”) who are easily discouraged by fail-
ure. Strikingly, he finds no relationship between the vocal-ness of opposition
and the rate of declining support. That is, the rate of declining support due
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to mounting casualties was the same for both wars, despite the much more
publicly visible domestic opposition that the Vietnam war garnered.5
A number of effects at the international level have been proposed as
following from this casualty sensitivity and other, similar attributes that are
supposedly unique to democracies like the US. Democratic leaders, concerned
with losing favor among their electorate due to the mounting costs in human
lives related to war, will be more restrained in choosing their battles. They will
more often choose to fight those wars that are most vital to national interests,
and that they are most likely to win. Selection effects due to these choices
will mean that democracies will, on the whole, win more wars, and do so more
quickly and decisively, than other kinds of states. On the other hand, when
democracies become involved in longer and more costly wars, then they are
less likely to prevail than are other kinds of states (Reiter and Stam, 2002,
contains a useful survey of this literature and its hypotheses).
The notion that democracies are directly hampered in attaining their
strategic goals by domestic sensitivity to war casualties has been the subject of
some dispute. Christopher Gelpi, Peter Feaver, and Jason Reifler (Gelpi et al.,
2007; Feaver and Gelpi, 2005), echoing Eric Larson a decade before (Larson,
1996), have suggested that the United States suffers from casualty sensitivity
only when casualties are accompanied by a waning of the voting public’s belief
that the war in question is necessary, just, and ultimately winnable. But even
5The significance of this last point will be elaborated in chapters 4 and 5.
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Gelpi, Feaver, and Reifler’s caveats take for granted that changes in a democ-
racy’s, or any state’s, success on the battlefield can have some effect upon the
willingness of the domestic public to support a war, and, more importantly,
that the consequent fluctuations in support have serious implications for that
state’s ability to continue fighting.
Furthermore, as the above discussion of Hussein’s remarks suggested,
democracies are not the only kinds of political organization that can be affected
by domestic audiences’ sensitivity to the costs associated with war. This point
is not merely hypothetical: As recent work by Hein Goemans (2000) has shown,
the leaders of autocracies should also be concerned about war costs — perhaps
more–so — because their internal enemies would be happy to use such costs
as a pretense for their ouster, and the repercussions of being removed from
power tend to be much more dire for autocrats than for democrats. Non–
democracies should therefore also be sensitive to the domestic audience costs
of their foreign policies.
But what are the mechanisms through which sensitivity to war costs
translates into behavior? Building upon previous arguments by Schelling
(1960), James Fearon has suggested a number of implications that follow from
the public nature of international crisis bargaining, its observation by domestic
audiences who are likely to directly experience the costs of a war resulting from
a failure to reach a settlement, and the observation of those domestic audiences
by belligerents (Fearon, 1994). He argues that as domestic audiences observe
and assess the performance of leaders, it can become increasingly difficult for
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the leaders to back down or make concessions, for fear of appearing weak.
Thus more constrained a leader is from making frivolous threats by such audi-
ence costs, the more credible the threats she does make, thus allowing states
that are so constrained to more easily resolve crises without resorting to war.
Thus there is a clear connection between the costs of war and the behavior of
belligerents.
Fearon’s conception of audience costs does not specify a mechanism
through which foreign adversaries become aware of whether and to what ex-
tent a leader is constrained in a given moment, such that the ex post costs
domestic audiences can impose translate into ex ante strategic advantages or
disadvantages. It therefore offers little in the way of practical explanation of
any observed variations in states’ behavior and in crisis bargaining outcomes.
Kenneth Schultz’s research addresses some of these shortcomings (Schultz,
1998, 1999, 2001a). Schultz argues that it is the existence of opposition par-
ties in democracies that allows democracies to make more credible threats than
non-democracies. Opposition parties are likely to support the party in power
when it makes threats that it can actually carry out, so that they will not
be on record as having opposed a successful and therefore popular war when
the next election comes around. They will oppose the party in power when
it makes threats that it cannot carry out, so that they will be on record as
having opposed an unsuccessful and therefore unpopular war when the next
election comes around. Thus threats made by democracies can be “confirmed”
in a manner that threats made by states without such electoral apparatuses
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cannot.
While Fearon and Schultz are primarily concerned with crisis bargain-
ing, i.e., bargaining that takes place in the shadow of war as a prelude to (or
means of avoiding) actual fighting,6 their theories do contain some implications
about the behavior of belligerents who are already at war. If political masses
can and do punish their leaders for making decisions contrary to their inter-
ests in the lead–up to war, why wouldn’t they similarly punish their leaders for
making decisions contrary to their interests during the war itself? There are,
however, some problems with the operationalization of the mechanisms pro-
posed by Fearon and Schultz, especially when considering their implications
for bargaining while fighting. First among these problems is the unjustified
assumption that electorates would automatically punish their leaders for back-
ing down after making a threat (Schultz, 2001b). Why would this be the case?
There have been some heroic, but ultimately unsatisfying attempts to answer
this question (Smith, 1998; Guisinger and Smith, 2002), the most convincing
among them the suggestion that electorates hold the belief that their statesmen
will do better in executing their foreign policies when they have a reputation
for honesty, and when statesmen get caught in a bluff this reputation is com-
promised (Guisinger and Smith, 2002). But surely such a belief should not
be universal and unequivocal. Might not there be situations where electorates
would want their leaders to bluff or even to start wars without committing to
6This is true of much of the literature on “two–level games” that their work can be
understood to be a subset of (Putnam et al., 1993).
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fight them to the finish? And if there is some value to occasionally bluffing,
then should not electorates expect or even want their leaders to take occasional
risks with their reputations for honesty, and understand that these risks will
not always pay off?
The developing literature on “bargaining while fighting” (see below) of-
fers a similar challenge to the notion that domestic political audiences should
automatically punish leaders for escalating and then backing down. In partic-
ular, Wagner’s approach to thinking about war suggests that it can function
as a means of information gathering (Wagner, 2000). Each escalation and
each battle is essentially a means for states to acquire otherwise private and
incommunicable information about the others’ capabilities and willingness to
continue fighting. In this context it makes little sense to expect domestic au-
diences to always punish leaders for essentially engaging in the gathering of
vital intelligence.
Furthermore, assuming that states with reputations for honesty and
steadfastness uniformly do better in the context of international conflict situ-
ations than do states with reputations for bluffing and backing down, it is un-
clear why domestic audiences should matter in the first place. If a reputation
for honesty and trustworthiness is what ultimately determines international
outcomes, and a desire to maintain such a reputation is what drives all states’
behavior (as Anne Sartori (2005) and Andrew Kydd (2005) argue), then there
seems little point in thinking about domestic politics — states should endeavor
to avoid bluffing regardless of the feelings of their citizens or subjects — and
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there would therefore appear to be very little to distinguish the behavior of
democracies from that of non-democracies.7
For the purposes of the current study, another notable shortcoming of
nearly all of the above approaches to thinking about audience costs is that
they do little to explain the influence of domestic politics in non-democracies
— except, perhaps, to (questionably) imply that they do not matter as much
as they do in democracies. The “selectorate” theory of war proposed by Bruce
Bueno de Mesquita and his various coauthors takes some steps towards ad-
dressing this shortcoming, generalizing the political competition with audience
costs model to bring some shades of grey to the stark democracies–v.–non–
democracies contrast common throughout the rest of the literature (Bueno de
Mesquita and Siverson, 1995). They argue that the key to understanding the
behavior of political leaders is the size of the winning coalition (relative to
the number of enfranchised or otherwise politically empowered citizens) that
brought them to office. Once they have gained office, these leaders will want
to reward the people who helped them gain power, in order to ensure that
they will also help them maintain it. When the winning coalition is small, the
leader will pursue policies that are in the interests of this very narrow minor-
ity. As the winning coalition grows, their interests necessarily become broader
and more varied, ultimately converging with the interests of the majority of
the population at large, and the policies pursued by political leaders will like-
7Mearsheimer’s recent work on the rarity of lying in international politics offers some
confirmation of this intuition (Mearsheimer, 2011).
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wise converge toward policies consistent with promoting some perceived public
good. The authors argue that these calculations encourage democratic lead-
ers (i.e. leaders with large winning coalitions) to pursue less risky and less
costly foreign policy objectives, because decisions that turn out to be costly
for the population as a whole could get them tossed out of office. Meanwhile,
authoritarian leaders (i.e. leaders with small winning coalitions) will pursue
more risky and costly alternatives: They can more easily offset any damage
done to the public at large with selective rewards to the people that brought
them (and whose continued support keeps them) in office. While this is a
promising approach to thinking about the role of domestic politics, it is, like
the other models thus far discussed, far too static, thus obscuring some of the
more interesting implications of thinking of foreign policy in terms of gaining
and maintaining winning coalitions. First of all, certainly the very size of the
winning coalition is one of the things that a political leader’s policies, or an
opposition party’s proposals, might be meant to influence.8 Second, and per-
haps more importantly for the present project, the process through which this
winning coalition is formed and brings a given regime to power, and in fact
whether the regime is ultimately able to take power at all, might be of some
great importance, and are questions that Bueno de Mesquita’s approach does
8I owe this last insight to discussions with Harrison Wagner. Note, however, that the
desire to change the size of a winning coalition does not necessarily imply that political
leaders’ foreign policy decisions are directed towards increasing the size of said coalition.
As E.E. Schattschneider’s work suggests, a politician’s success is a function of her ability to
strike a balance between successfully widening her base of support and limiting the number
of interest groups to whom she is beholden.
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little to answer.
When explaining the behavior of belligerents in the context of an in-
surgency or civil war, these last points are especially important, as the answer
to the question — “Whose will be the winning coalition?” — is precisely
what they are fighting over.9 Determining the implications of these points
requires moving past two common features of “rationalist” theories of war —
first, the “costly lottery” model of conflict, and second (and somewhat more
controversially) the assumption of “common priors.”
2.3 Bargaining while fighting: Mutual optimism and its
remedy
Most approaches to thinking about war as either a form of bargaining,
or the result of a failure in bargaining — including the models of Fearon,
Schultz, and Bueno De Mesquita discussed above — typically treat war as a
“costly lottery.” In the typical costly lottery representation of conflict (Fearon,
1995), both parties have respective probabilities p and 1 − p of winning the
war, some value W they assign to winning, and they must pay some costs
c1 and c2 to fight. Fighting such a war would thus have an expected value of
p×W−c1 and (1−p)×W−c2.10 Wagner remarks that such a “costly lottery”
9And as, for example, (Goemans, 2000) and (Trubowitz, 1998) work suggests, this may
often be the case in interstate conflict as well.
10Note that I have simplified for the sake of space the usual version of a costly lottery
somewhat, by conflating the share of the object of war each side receives with the subjective
value that each side assigns to it. Under most circumstances, the logical ramifications of
my simplified version will be the same as in the more complicated canonical model.
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representation of war is equivalent to what Clauswitz calls “absolute war.”
That time is not a parameter means the cost of fighting and the probability of
winning are constant, implying that they represent not a series of battles with
variable outcomes, but rather a single fight fought to the finish. Thus waging
war is essentially, in Clauswitz’s words, “one decisive act,” like the roll of a
die (von Clausewitz, 1993, page 87).
In the absence of additional complications, states under these circum-
stances should always prefer a negotiated settlement to absolute war, because
there are any number of mutually agreeable divisions of W that they would
prefer to fighting (Fearon, 1995). State 1 should prefer any share larger than
p×W − c1 to war, and state 2 should be willing to give state 1 any share less
than p ×W − c2 rather than go to war. Put another way, c1 + c2 represent
the overall value lost by fighting — the inefficiencies of war — and both states
should prefer finding some way of keeping and dividing up this value rather
than fighting and losing it. The larger the values of c1 and c2 are, the larger
the range of settlements that both states prefer to war, and as long as c1 and
c2 are greater than zero — which we can assume given the loss of lives, ter-
ritory, and treasure that war necessarily entails — some range of settlements
will exist. Given this range of mutually agreeable divisions of W , why would
an absolute war ever occur?
One answer to this question that has inspired much of the contemporary
literature on conflict is mutual optimism (Fearon, 1995). It may be that one
or both sides overestimate their probabilities of winning, assigning subjective
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values to p — p1 and 1 − p2 — such that p1 + 1 − p2 > 1 (p1 − p2 > 0).
The larger are p1 and (1 − p2), the smaller are the range of divisions of W
that both would prefer to war. Once the difference between p1 × W and
(1−p2)×W is greater than c1 + c2, the range of possible settlements preferred
to war disappears entirely, such that p1 ×W − c1and (1 − p2) ×W − c2 are
greater than any division of W that the other side would agree to. Such mutual
optimism on its own is not enough to lead to war. If mutual optimism were
the only problem, states could avoid war by directly communicating to each
other whatever factors they believe give them an advantage, thus disabusing
each other of their respective incorrect assumptions about future success. In
order for mutual optimism to lead to war, it must be the result of states having
private information with an incentive to misrepresent, different beliefs about
likely outcomes given the facts, or both.11
11As mentioned in the previous chapter, Mark Fey and Kristopher Ramsay claim to have
shown that mutual optimism cannot lead to war (Fey and Ramsay, 2007). They argue that
except when the negotiation of a possible settlement is characterized by “take it or leave
it” offers (where “leaving it” automatically leads to war), or when the costs of negotiation
approach the costs of war itself, the very process of negotiating and renegotiating the terms
of possible settlements in the lead up to war allows for the unintentional communication of
private information about relative strength. By making an offer, a state necessarily reveals
to its adversary information about what it believes to be the probability of winning and the
costs associated with fighting. If said adversary has an opportunity to make a counteroffer,
then it will do so after revising its own beliefs in light of this signal, thus sending a signal of
its own to the first state about these revised beliefs. The first state can then make a similar
revision and make its own counteroffer, thus sending a new signal about its revised beliefs.
And so on. As long as both states agree on the factors that contribute to the probability
and cost of winning, then through the iterative process of making offers and counteroffers,
and updating their beliefs in response to the other’s most recent counteroffer, each state
inexorably arrives at estimates of these probabilities and costs that are close enough to p
for a range of mutually agreeable divisions of W to open up.
But in their attempt to “generalize” their model of mutual optimism, Fey and Ramsay
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As Wagner suggests, there are two possible interpretations of “costly
lottery” models. The first is that a choice between fighting and settling is “the
result of a take-it-or-leave-it offer made by one state to another: if this offer
is rejected then a fight to the finish will occur.” But not all fights are to the
finish — most, in fact, are not — because “a state might be willing to fight
for a while in hopes of getting a better deal even though it would be willing to
forego the possibility of agreement altogether,” so a “costly lottery” model so
understood can only explain a very small number of wars. The second is that
such models “merely represent the prewar expectations of states concerning
the terms of the final settlement and the costs that will be suffered before
it is reached.” But from whence these expectations come is among the most
pressing questions we can ask about conflict, which “costly lottery” models
can do nothing answer. Thus, Wagner suggests, despite their predominance,
“costly lottery” models of conflict are of very limited usefulness.
Invoking Clausewitz’s dictum that war is “the continuation of political
intercourse, with the addition of other means” (von Clausewitz, 1993), Wagner
remove from their model all of the mechanisms that make mutual optimism possible in
the first place. Thus it is no surprise that in their model mutual optimism cannot lead to
war. As already mentioned above, the mutual optimism that can lead to war is either a
result of private information with an incentive to misrepresent, different beliefs, or both.
Fey and Ramsay have constructed a model where beliefs are assumed to be universally
shared, and the communication of information is so frictionless that nothing can ever be
private, regardless of the intentions of the actors. That such communication is rarely so
frictionless is precisely what modeling conventions as “take it or leave it” offers is meant to
represent — admittedly, rather clumsily. See (Slantchev, 2011) for more on these points.
Given these objections, and that theirs is a costly lottery model of war that does not allow
for non-common priors — modeling choices that largely drive their results — their critique
has little bearing on the current project.
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suggests that we should understand war — or, more specifically, what Clause-
witz called “real war” — as a part of the bargaining process. Here both sides
try to influence the terms of a negotiated settlement by fighting, with a more
grandiose “total war” of disarmament as the usually never reached disagree-
ment outcome. In other words, states are fighting not to win, but rather to
determine who would win if they continued fighting.
This conception of mutual optimism suggests another a way it can
lead to conflict that is not revealed when war is treated purely as a costly
lottery. It need not be the case that both sides’ overestimates of their likelihood
of success be so great that there is no settlement they would both prefer
to fighting (though this, of course, would also lead to fighting in Wagner’s
conceptualization). Rather, if one side believes it can by fighting reduce the
other’s estimate of the likelihood of winning, then it should expect to get
greater concessions in the negotiated settlement that follows. Under these
circumstances, it might choose to engage in a real war even if it expects it
would lose in an absolute war. Thus conflict is possible even when one side
has a clear material advantage, as is clearly the case in insurgencies such as
the current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
In the context of Wagner’s conceptualization, domestic politics should
function in much the same way that they do in the “costly lottery” based
“audience cost” models explored above. Here, the information revealed by
domestic politics would presumably compliment the information revealed by
fighting, thus facilitating the convergence of belligerents’ beliefs and expecta-
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tions about winning. In other words, when domestic politics come to bear,
they can precipitate a war’s termination. If this is the case, then domestic
politics might tell us very little about protracted conflicts like the current war
in Iraq — unless, that is, we are able to somehow measure the lower salience
of domestic politics in such a conflict, and in so doing predict or explain its
duration. As I will show in chapter 2, in the current war in Iraq, soon to
be America’s second longest military engagement (the war in Afghanistan is
already in first place), it turns out that the domestic politics of the US have
played only a very limited role, which may very well have had some relationship
to its length.
Recent work by Smith and Stam offers a new approach to thinking
about bargaining while fighting in general, and some interesting implications
regarding the application of this concept to the context of insurgency and coun-
terinsurgency specifically. As discussed briefly above (and in greater detail in
chapter 5), Smith and Stam suggest that rather than following the convention
in the rationalist literature of treating different beliefs as essentially informa-
tional, we can allow them to differ even when actors are given access to the
same information. This requires eschewing the “common priors” assumption
common to nearly all rational choice treatments of war (Harsanyi, 1967).
That belligerents may, as Smith and Stam suggest, “agree to disagree”
raises the question of what they can agree to disagree about. In Smith and
Stam’s model, they can initially agree to disagree about their respective ex-
pected likelihoods of winning, leading them to war, and fighting allows them
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to bring these expectations into alignment, leading them to a negotiated set-
tlement. In chapter 5, I explore an alternative to their model wherein belliger-
ents can disagree not only about their likelihoods of winning before fighting,
but about who is in fact winning while fighting. I show that when coun-
terinsurgents have strong beliefs about their own relative capabilities, but
weak and contradictory beliefs about what approach to fighting — enemy–
or population–centric — is most effective, fighting can cause their expecta-
tions about winning to diverge from rather than converge towards those of the
insurgent. Furthermore, when these same conditions obtain, the counterinsur-
gent has the opportunity to learn which approach to fighting is, in fact, more
effective, and change her approach if necessary.
2.4 Explaining protracted wars: Domestic audiences,
mutual optimism, and credible commitments
In chapter 5 I show how a model of mutual optimism and learning while
fighting can be adapted to account for, among other things, the protracted
nature of some wars. Recent work by Dan Reiter suggests an alternative
way of thinking about protracted conflicts, based on the “realist insight” that
in the absence of a global government, there is no–one to enforce post–war
settlements (Reiter, 2011). As a result, belligerents face credibility problems
not only when it comes to their ability and willingness to start fighting, but
also about their ability and willingness to stop fighting and keep to the terms
of a treaty. If a belligerent’s promise to honor a post–war settlement is not
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credible, then fighting continues until it is.
Invoking Clausewitz, Reiter argues that there are therefore two kinds
of war. The first, equivalent to Clausewitz’s “limited wars,” are due to what
Reiter calls “informational” problems. These are wars fought due to mutual
optimism, as described above and in chapter 5, and that end in a negotiated
settlement once belligerents have overcome mutual optimism through fight-
ing.12 The second, equivalent to Clausewitz’s “absolute” or “total wars,” are
due to belligerents’ inability to credibly commit to a negotiated settlement,
and typically end only when one side’s capacity to continue fighting has been
completely annihilated.
Reiter here sidesteps Clausewitz’s assertion that limited wars are ac-
tually the only kind we ever observe, and that “absolute wars” are merely a
“play of the imagination” — i.e. a thought experiment to help better clarify
what real wars are (von Clausewitz, 1993). Instead, Reiter defines the concept
somewhat more expansively than does Clausewitz, as a war that ends in one
belligerent either annexing the other’s territory, dismantling its military, or
imposing on it a change of regime. With this definition in place, Reiter can
say that there have been around 60 absolute wars since the early 19th century.
Never mind that in many of these wars, fighting nonetheless continued long
after the “absolute” victory of one of the belligerents — as was clearly the case
12Reiter does not concern himself with the intricacies of the Harsanyi doctrine, and does
not distinguish between disagreements due to asymmetric information and disagreements
due to differences in beliefs. Thus both kinds of conflict are, according to his rubric, “infor-
mational.”
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in America’s invasion of Iraq. The inability of belligerents to make credible
commitments to stop fighting might explain protracted conflict, but it isn’t
clear how what Reiter calls “absolute war” solves this problem and thus helps
them to end fighting.
But as it turns out, the “commitment problem” identified by Reiter
can explain very little, as it is based on an essentially false dichotomy between
domestic and international politics — i.e., that in the former contracts are
possible, due to the enforcement power of the state, but in the latter they are
not possible, due to the absence of such a power. As Wagner suggests,
such reasoning rests on a confusion between the government’s role
in enforcing agreements among individuals and the enforcement
of the agreements that define the state itself. One such set of
agreements defines the organization of the government, another its
relation to its subjects, and a third the boundary between its ter-
ritory and the territory of other states, and they are all subject
to renegotiation by the use of force. There is no external enforcer
of any of them, and therefore what enforces them all is a com-
parison of the benefits they provide with expectations about the
consequences of trying to renegotiate them. A more economical
way of saying the same thing is that all these agreements must be
self–enforcing (Wagner, 2007).
While it is not clear how what Reiter calls “absolute wars” would help states
reach self–enforcing agreements, what Clausewitz calls “absolute wars” might
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serve quite well. It is probably the case that an actual absolute victory is
not only impossible but, for victor and loser alike, actually undesirable given
the effort that would be involved in realizing it. But coming to an agreement
on who they imagine the victor of an absolute war might be is a necessary
precondition of a self–enforcing agreement to stop fighting. Why, after all,
would a belligerent keep fighting if she knew that another battle would likely
only serve to bring her another step closer to disarmament?
But this brings us back to one of the central problems of the current
project: Under what circumstances is it possible for belligerents to come to
an agreement on who the likely victor of an absolute war would be? I take up




3.1 The empirical implications of theoretical models
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the current project is organized
in a manner that departs somewhat from many contemporary standards of
political science research. In particular, it is a kind of inversion of the EITM
(Empirical Implications of Theoretical Models) approach (Granato and Scioli,
2004). To explain and justify this inversion, I will briefly sketch the motiva-
tions behind the EITM movement and why I view my own work as essentially
consistent with those motivations.
The original NSF–sponsored EITM workshop was organized primar-
ily in response to the widely observed problem of non–cumulation in political
science research (Achen, 2002), i.e., that after decades of using increasingly
sophisticated mathematical models to make sense of political phenomena, po-
litical scientists have remarkably little to show for their efforts. Not only have
political scientists not identified any “law–like” properties attending political
phenomena, they have established very little in the way of widely accepted
theories explaining what they have observed.
The EITM workshop participants suggested that a primary reason for
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non–cumulation in political science research is political scientists’ failure to
properly link empirical and theoretical models. This failure, they argued, is
due in large part to the increasing compartmentalization of theoretical and
empirical research, precluding necessary dialog between the two. Thus, for
example, when theoretical researchers develop formal models, they often do
so with little or no basis in or even acknowledgement of the extent to which
their foundational premises may be unsupported by empirical observation.
Similarly, empirical researchers often treat peculiarities in their data as mere
sources of statistical error to be corrected with statistical tools, ignoring the
extent to which such peculiarities may be theoretically meaningful. Thus,
without proper guidance from the other, neither is able to make any real
progress.
Constructing bridges between empirical and theoretical research, ac-
cording to the EITM approach, entails the use of formal modeling techniques
to identify the structural parameters to be estimated with an empirical model.
But basing empirical models on analogous formal models requires that formal
models with clearly specified, observable, and testable empirical implications
exist. For projects involving the study of electoral politics and, perhaps, com-
parative and international political economies, such models may indeed be in
plentiful supply. But unfortunately, as R. Harrison Wagner has suggested, in
projects involving the study of international conflict such models are in lim-
ited supply. By Wagner’s reckoning, the problem is not so much that empirical
researchers are not paying sufficient attention to the insights coming from the
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theoretical literature, but rather that the theoretical literature has surpris-
ingly little guidance to give empirical research. The vast majority of theories
in political science treatments of international relations, Wagner suggests, are
essentially incomplete. Not necessarily wrong (or, as more scathingly put by
physicist Wolfgang Pauli, “not even wrong”), these arguments are nonethe-
less logically invalid, their conclusions not of necessity following from their
premises.
If theoretical approaches to understanding international politics are
largely made up of logically invalid arguments, this poses a formidable chal-
lenge to any researcher who wants to employ the EITM approach: It is not
possible to derive clear empirical implications from a logically invalid argu-
ment. Any test of such an argument will be at best merely a test of any and
all arguments that have similar premises. This, Wagner suggests, is one reason
why the “debate” between Realists and Neoliberal Institutionalists has per-
sisted for so long. Because both approaches seem to base their contradictory
conclusions on nearly identical premises, it is not clear how any empirical test
might decide between them.
3.2 The theoretical implications of empirical models
In fact, the situation may be even worse than Wagner suggests. The
dearth of logically valid arguments in the study of international politics may be
due in part to the essentially cognitive difficulties attending their construction,
as Wagner suggests. But it may be due as well to the lack of well established
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premises with which to construct logically valid arguments. With the possible
exception of the poorly explained and understood “democratic peace,” there
are few empirical generalities that IR scholars agree upon.
Due in large part to the extent to which the agenda of IR research
has been historically set by Realists, what is missing from most explanations
of the behavior of states and other political organizations that participate in
international politics is some notion of what it is — besides some vaguely
defined interest in “security maximization” — that such organizations (or,
more accurately, their members) want, and why they want it. These basic,
underlying motivations, far from given, are among the most poorly understood
and therefore important objects of inquiry in the study of international politics.
The problem is that there are few good places to start in determin-
ing what these organizations’ motivations are or where they come from. As
discussed in the previous chapter, in the rational choice literature on conflict
bargaining, the most common approach to thinking about these motivations
is to assume that they are determined in large part by costs that the organiza-
tions’ base of support — the electorate in democracies and the “selectorate” in
non–democracies — can impose on them. Kenneth Schultz and other scholars
argue that because these domestic audiences can impose such costs on political
elites, their actions can be quite revealing, communicating to rival organiza-
tions otherwise private information about their intentions and resolve. But as
I suggested in the previous chapter, there are a number of serious shortcom-
ings to such a conceptualization of the role of domestic politics in a conflict
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setting, and therefore good reasons to imagine that we will be often unlikely
to observe the specific patterns of behavior Schultz suggests follow from it.
The purpose of the current project, then, is to find a better model of
this relationship between international and domestic politics by observing the
realities of a specific conflict setting. To make sense of the war in Iraq, I
begin with the “audience costs” model, and then see to what extent empirical
realities conform to what is predicted by this model. The role of empirical
analysis in this project is not to confirm or disconfirm the “audience costs”
model. On the contrary, given the concerns expressed in the previous chapter,
I begin with the assumption that there will be a mismatch between what the
model suggests and what I actually observe. The point of empirical analysis,
then, is to determine what the nature of that mismatch is, so as to construct
an alternative model (see below).
3.3 Data
In order to more carefully evaluate the claims of the “audience costs”
literature 1, I use vector autoregression (VAR) models to examine the dynamics
of the insurgency and counterinsurgency in Iraq. I will explain VAR models
in greater detail in the next section. But in this section I will discuss briefly
the kinds of data required by such models, then describe and explain the data
I collected for analysis and some of their peculiarities.
1As well as the rhetoric of US foreign policy elites; see chapter 3.
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3.3.1 General requirements of the data
The analysis of time series data in general, and vector autoregression
in particular, requires that data be stationary. A stationary time series is a
stochastic process whose “mean and variance are constant over time” and for
whom “the value of covariance between two time periods depends only on the
distance or lag between the two time periods and not the actual time at which
the covariance is computed” (Gujarati, 2002).
Most time series data are non–stationary (Gujarati, 2002). In practice,
therefore, the analysis of time series data requires that these non–stationary
data be transformed to stationary analogs before they can be fit to a statistical
model. There are two approaches I take to effecting such transformations,
depending on the source of non–stationarity.
The first potential cause of non–stationarity is that the data actually
represent a number of distinct phases, each with its own mean, variance, and
covariance between different time periods within the phase. The war in Iraq
can be divided into such phases, i.e. the invasion, the initial occupation and
insurgency, “the awakening,” “the surge,” etc. Combining data for each phase
into a single, long time series would thus confound inference, as the resulting
time series would be non–stationary. In analyzing the conflict, therefore, it
is necessary to either employ empirical models that account for changes in
“regimes,” or to analyze each phase separately. I have chosen to take the
latter approach, and limit the scope of my analysis to the longest such phase
— beginning with the end of the initial invasion (marked by Bush’s “Mission
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Accomplished” speech) and ending before the commencement of “the surge.”
The second potential cause of non–stationarity is the presence in the
data of some kind of trend. A variable that more or less inexorably increases or
decreases over time will not, needless to say, have a constant mean over time.
Where more than one time series has such a trend, it is sometimes possible
that a linear combination of the trending series will be stationary (these are
called “cointegrated” time series). This is both convenient, allowing for time
series analysis of the data without radically transforming them, and substan-
tively meaningful, suggesting a long–run relationship between the variables.
Otherwise, it is necessary to transform the data, usually by differencing, until
the trend goes away.
3.3.2 Public opinion
To determine the effect of changes in foreign policy opinion on the
behavior of US and Iraqi forces, I have collected into a time series polling
data on public approval of Bush’s handling of foreign affairs. Using the iPoll
database at the University of Connecticut’s Roper Center, I pooled data from
polls on American public opinion regarding Bush’s handling of foreign policy
conducted by NBC News/Wall Street Journal, CBS News/New York Times,
Time/CNN/Harris Interactive, Democracy Corps, Gallup/USA Today, Prince-
ton Survey Research Associates/Newsweek, Pew News Interest Index, IPSOS-
Reid/Cook Political Report, and Quinnipiac University. I used only polls with
comparable questions and samples (Roper Center, 2007).
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These polls were conducted at irregularly spaced intervals. For the
purpose of time series analysis of these data, it was necessary to create a
temporally consistent analog. In order to be consistent with the conventions
of the empirical literature on reciprocity (Goldstein and Freeman, 1990), I need
a weekly analog of the data. Rather than a linear interpolation, where weekly
values are generated by taking weighted averages of values at the nearest
preceding and succeeding dates, I use a constant interpolation, where each
weekly value is set as equal to the value at the nearest preceding date for
which polling data is available. I believe this constant interpolation makes the
most substantive sense: The measures of public opinion published by these
polling agencies are the only measures of public opinion potentially available
to all of the relevant actors, and while there might be some gradual, linear
change in public opinion occurring between polls, most of the relevant actors
will not know about the direction or magnitude of this change until after the
next poll has been published. Figure 3.1 presents the time series created using
the constant interpolation.
There is an obvious downward trend in these data. This is easily appar-
ent from merely eyeballing the time series plot of the data, but an augmented
Dickey Fuller test of the time series data confirms its non–stationarity. As ex-
plained above, such trends interfere with accurate time series analysis. Thus, I
have created a second time series of de–trended (first differenced) data, which
can be substantively interpreted as the weekly change in public opinion re-
garding Bush’s handling of foreign policy. Repeating the augmented Dickey
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Fuller test on the de–trended data indicates that doing so has eliminated its
non-stationarity. These de–trended data are in figure 3.2.
As suggested by the discussion above, using de–trended data is some-
what problematic: The elimination of the most obvious characteristic of a
given variable (its downward slope over time) could also potentially eliminate
whatever effect might have on the other variables. This would certainly be
the case if the other variables of interest exhibited their own long–run dynam-
ics. But as I show below, neither shows any indication of non-stationarity; all
of their dynamics are short–run, and it makes little substantive sense that a
long–run trend in one variable could explain short-run variations in another.
De–trending the public opinion time series ensures that the focus of the sta-
tistical analysis is on these short–run dynamics. That said, the long–run,
downward trend in American public opinion is far from unimportant. I will
discuss its implications in the conclusion of chapter 3, and in greater depth in
chapter 4.
3.3.3 Hostility
To see how belligerents react to changes in public opinion, as well as to
each other, I need a measure of each sides’ level of hostility toward the other
over time. To create such a measure, I have used machine coded event data,
relying upon Philip Schrodt’s Tabari engine to code newswire feeds from the
Agence France Presse wire service (Schrodt, 2006).


























































Figure 3.2: Public Opinion
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tion, contain a declarative summary of the entire article), and tries to deter-
mine who the main actors are and what the lead suggests they’ve done to each
other, based on various contextual cues and a set of dictionaries developed
by the user. The main difficulty in using Tabari, besides the time-consuming
process of downloading the enormous number of articles for it to read, is the
development of these dictionaries.
The two primary dictionaries that Tabari uses are an actors dictionary
and a verbs dictionary. The first of these identifies all of the actors of inter-
est and associates each of them with a code representing the primary group
to which they belong. In my project, I associated the names (and common
variants thereof) of people who have fought on behalf of the United States
(from actors as specific as “Lynndie England” and “Patrick Tillman” to the
more generic “US soldiers”) and those in the military or civilian government
who have authority over them (again, as specific as “George Bush” or “Don-
ald Rumsfeld” and as generic as “The White house,” “The Pentagon,” or even
“The US”) under the group USA. Then, I put the names (and variants thereof)
of members of Al Qaeda in Iraq, the Ba’ath Party, and anyone identified as
a Shiite radical, a Sunni radical, or an insurgent into the group IRQ (again,
using both very specific and very generic terms to identify such actors). There
are, of course, problems with lumping all of these groups together. Primarily
among them, in the case of the group IRQ, is that many of the subgroups
are fighting each other. However, the interdependence of public opinion and
hostilities between the US counterinsurgents and Iraqi insurgents requires only
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that problems of collective action and/or coordination be resolved within, not
among, Iraq’s rival factions.2 My primary goal in creating my actors dictio-
nary was to be as expansive as possible, but without including co–nationals
who are not actually directly associated with or responsible for either set of
belligerents. For example, I would not want Nancy Pelosi or John Kerry to be
included under USA, despite the fact that they are, obviously, members of the
US government, as Tabari would be unable to handle appropriately their vocal
criticisms of the Bush administration. Nor would I want ostensible US allies
such as Ayad Allawi or Nuri al-Maliki included under IRQ, for similar reasons.
This turned out to be the most difficult part of using Tabari for the purpose
of exploring the dynamics of insurgency and counterinsurgency: Even with
a very sophisticated and thorough actors dictionary, it is too often the case
that Tabari will incorrectly interpret, e.g., a conciliatory statement from the
United States government to an already vaguely sympathetic post-invasion
Iraqi government official, or vice versa, as a reduction in hostility between
belligerents.
I created my initial actors dictionary by referencing existing dictionaries
created by Philip Schrodt in preparation for his most recent research on general
levels of conflict in the Middle East. I then expanded these dictionaries by
including names of slightly more obscure actors in the US and Iraq, whose
inclusion would have had only marginal effects (compared to the effort required
2Whether and to what extent these groups were capable of cooperating among them-
selves, and what the implications of such cooperation (or lack thereof) might be, are all
certainly interesting questions, but are beyond the scope of this project.
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to enumerate all of them) on Schrodt’s analysis of the larger region, but which
nonetheless would significantly improve the number and accuracy of identified
events pertaining only to the conflict in Iraq. To give two examples, there was
only one phrase in Schrodt’s dictionary that would have identified Moqtada
al-Sadr and the Mahdi army as key actors, despite the enormous number of
permutations of phrases (e.g. ‘Mehid’, etc.) in AFP articles referring to these
people, and neither Jay Garner nor Paul Bremer were included in Schrodt’s
dictionary at all. I further expanded the dictionaries by including actors who
have gained prominence since Schrodt’s study ended (such as Robert Gates).
Finally, I expanded the actors dictionary by using a Perl text processing script
to find and count all instances of phrases consisting of words with capital
first letters and used the most frequently appearing words of the resulting
lists to find phrases identifying relevant actors that neither I nor Schrodt had
considered.
The verbs dictionary associates verb phrases with a numeric code in-
dicating a slightly more generic action. Among studies of conflict employing
event data, there are two now standard coding systems: WEIS, originally
developed by Charles McClelland and published in 1984, and CAMEO, devel-
oped by Schrodt. The CAMEO system is more thorough, more coherent, and,
according to Schrodt, more compatible with Tabari, so I elected to use this
system. CAMEO consists of 20 categories, each assigned a two-digit number:















• 15: Exhibit Military Posture





• 20: Attack with Weapons of Mass Destruction
Within each category, there are a number of sub-categories. For exam-
ple, 19: Fight has the following sub-categories:
• 190: Use conventional military force, not specified below
• 191: Impose blockade, restrict movement
• 192: Occupy territory
• 193: Fight with small arms and light weapons
• 194: Fight with artillery and tanks
• 195: Employ aerial weapons
Tabari assigns to each lead it identifies as an event (i.e., a lead contain-
ing two actors and a verb phrase that it recognizes) a three or four digit number
representing one of these sub-categories, based on associations established in
the verb dictionary. For example, the phrase “carried out air strikes against”
would be assigned the code 195, whereas “carried out strikes against” be as-
signed the code 190. To create my own initial verbs dictionary, I combined verb
dictionaries from a number of other projects using Tabari for research having
to do with conflict in the Middle East, civil war, and/or counterinsurgency
operations.
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Tabari achieves two goals using these dictionaries. The first goal is to
read every lead to determine whether it describes an event (i.e., whether it
contains two actors and a verb phrase, as defined by the user-supplied dic-
tionaries, combined in a syntactically meaningful way, as defined by Tabari’s
text parsing engine). If it finds an event in a given lead, the second goal is to
accurately determine who is the source of the action, who is the target, and
what the former is doing to the latter, and to transform this into one or more
simple codes, in my project taking the form USA #### IRQ and/or IRQ
#### USA, where #### is the three or four digit number from one of the
sub-categories described above.
As the Tabari coder, my job was to edit the dictionaries to make Tabari
read leads more accurately. Accuracy here meant more than one thing: First, it
meant minimizing the number of leads describing relevant events that Tabari
ignored, while maximizing the number of leads containing no or irrelevant
events that it ignored. Second, it meant making sure that verb phrases were
properly identified and associated with the correct numeric code. Third, it
meant ensuring that Tabari correctly identified all of the relevant actors, and
that it did not confuse the source of an action with the target or vice versa.
Creating initial dictionaries was thus just the first step in coding. The
next consisted of refining these dictionaries so that they accurately read the
specific leads I’d downloaded. To refine dictionaries, I monitored Tabari as it
read a few hundred leads, one by one, and constructed event codes from them.
When I found an instance of Tabari incorrectly coding (or failing to code)
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an event, I edited the dictionaries (usually by adding actors or verb phrases)
such that it coded the event correctly. At the end of this process, according
to Schrodt, the success rate is about 90 percent, which is about the same as
human coding, albeit ultimately much faster.
Once I was reasonably confident of the accuracy of the dictionaries, I
ran Tabari on the lead sentence of every AFP newswire submission from April,
2003 to January 2007 containing the word “Iraq” — about 100,000 in total.
Tabari transformed this massive text file (28 MB) into event data in only a
few minutes.
I then transformed these event data into two time series representing
the behavior of each belligerent towards the other over time. To do this, I
assigned to each event code a number between -10 and 10, corresponding to a
schema developed by Joshua Goldstein and Philip Schrodt, where -10 indicates
a high level of hostility and 10 indicates a high level of cooperative behavior
from the source towards the target actor. Goldstein based these weightings on
the recommendations of a panel of academics who study international politics.
Some examples of the weightings are: -10 for a military attack, -9.2 for a
seizure of possessions, -6.9 for a threat or an ultimatum, 1.8 for an apology,
7.4 for the extension of economic aid, and 8.3 for the extension of military
assistance. I reversed the scale so that higher numbers indicate higher levels
of hostility. To create weekly data, I summed numbers assigned to each event
code in a given week to create a measure of aggregated, directed levels of
hostility. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are time series data representing US hostility
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towards Iraqi insurgents and of insurgent hostility towards the US. There is
no visible time trend in either of these series, and augmented Dickey Fuller
tests indicate that they are both stationary.
3.4 Empirical Model
The central puzzle of the current project is to identify the determinants
of political actors’ behavior (in this case, the behavior of insurgents, counterin-
surgents, and mass political actors) in an international conflict setting (in this
case, the war in Iraq), in order to determine whether these patterns of behavior
are consistent with what is suggested by the existent literature. As I suggested
in the introduction, two considerations often missing from the empirical anal-
ysis of such phenomena are dynamics and simultaneity. To account for these
factors requires an empirical model that allows for the possibility that belliger-
ents’ behavior is determined in part or in whole by 1) their own past behavior,
2) the past behavior of the other belligerents, and 3) the past evaluations of
mass political actors. Likewise, the model must allow for the possibility that
the behavior of mass political actors is determined in part or in whole by 1)
their own past behavior and 2) the past behavior of the belligerents. Finally,
the model must allow for the possibility that all of these patterns of behavior
are simultaneously endogenous — i.e. at once affecting and affected by all
of the others. I explain each of these relationships in greater depth in the
following chapter.




























Figure 3.4: Total level of aggression or cooperation, Iraq to US
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of interest can be expressed in the following system of linear equations:
Irq2usa = αIILK(Irq2usa) + αIULK(Usa2irq) + αIFLK(Fp) + eI (3.1)
Usa2irq = αUILK(Irq2usa) + αUULK(Usa2irq) + αUFLK(Fp) + eU(3.2)
Fpo = αFILK(Irq2usa) + αFULK(Usa2irq) + αFFLK(Fp) + eF(3.3)
Where Usa2irq is the US armed forces’ average level of hostility di-
rected toward the Iraqi insurgents during week t, Irq2usa is the Iraqi Insur-
gents’ average level of hostility directed at the US during week t, and Fpo is
the change in American public opinion of Bush’s handling of foreign policy
between week t − 1 and week t, LK(.) is an operator that transforms the en-
closed variable into a k × 1 vector of lagged variables for t − 1, t − 2 up to
t − k, and the αs are corresponding 1 × k vectors of unknown parameters to
be estimated.
For further notational simplicity, these equations can be expressed in
matrix form as:
Yt = A1Yt−1 + A2Yt−2 + . . .+ ApYt−p + et
This representation allows for the estimation of vector autoregressive
(VAR) models (Sims, 1980; Freeman et al., 1989). VAR models allow re-
searchers to study the relationships among variables where there is little in the
way of theory to guide initial assumptions about how those variables might
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be related. In particular, which variables are endogenous and exogenous, and
each equation’s order of autoregression, need not be known in advance of es-
timation.
3.4.1 Estimation
Because in each equation, the left hand side variable is a function of
the right hand side variables at earlier time periods — i.e., they enter the
equations as “givens” — there is no autocorrelation, and therefore they can be
estimated using ordinary least squares. However, there are some peculiarities
in interpreting the results of VAR models, which I will detail below.
These equations are in reduced form. This means the direct and in-
direct effects of each variable on the other variables, as well as an explicit
adjustment for the dampening of these effects over time, are collapsed into
the single vector of coefficients A. In principle, it is possible to uncover these
structural parameters from a system of reduced form equations by making
sufficient restrictions on each of the three equations that the free parameters
can all be mathematically identified — i.e., by having an explicit theory about
how the variables are related to each other. Unfortunately, under the current
circumstances there is no theoretical justification for making such restrictions.
But as it turns out, it is possible to learn a great deal about the relationships
among these three variables by looking at reduced form coefficients only, as I
explain in the next section.
In the absence of a strong theoretical expectation about the value of
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p, it is necessary to employ some other criterion for determining lag length.
It is standard to use a typical goodness of fit statistic, but special care must
be taken in determining what statistic to use. R-squared and log likelihood
statistics do not adequately account for the fact that fit can appear to improve
as degrees of freedom go down (i.e. as additional parameters are introduced).
Akaike’s information criterion is a measure of goodness of fit that penalizes





where Σ̃ is the estimated covariance matrix, T is the number of observations,
and K is the number of parameters. The system of equations with the number
of lags producing the lowest AIC is the best model according to this criterion.
In this case, the criterion selected the model with 5 lags. Thus, my analysis
will be based on a VAR(5) model.
3.4.2 Interpretation
Some special care must be taken in evaluating the results of a VAR
model. Because of the extreme multicolinearity attending equations contain-
ing multiple lags of the same variables, the usual measures of the significance,
sign, and magnitude of the effect of each variable on the others are meaning-
less. Luckily, there are a number of well established approaches for uncovering
analogous concepts in VAR models.
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Block F-tests or likelihood ratio tests are the primary means of de-
termining the significance of the influence of each variable upon the other. A
variant on such tests, the Granger Causality Test, also serves to identify which
variables are endogenous, by determining whether the F-tests suggest that the
variables are unilaterally dependent, bilaterally dependent, or independent.
While not to be confused with proper causality, the endogeneity identified by
Granger Causality Tests is a good first cut at determining what are likely to
be the primary driving forces in a given data set.
A rough equivalent to measures in the standard regression model of
the sign (i.e. positivity or negativity) of influence of a given variable on an-
other can be discerned through some form of “innovation accounting” using
impulse response functions. Impulse response functions are simulations that
charts the response of the system of equations to at shock (usually of one
standard deviation) to a variable’s residual. These responses can be either
positive (suggesting a kind of reciprocity) or negative (suggesting an inverse
reciprocity).
Impulse response functions give some idea of both the magnitude as
well as the sign of the influence of one variable on the others. Another, com-
plimentary measure of this magnitude can be determined by decomposing the
forecast error variance of each endogenous variable. This decomposition de-
scribes the proportion of future values of a variable that is accounted for by
its own and other variables’ current values.
I employ all of these techniques to analyze the system of equations
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described above in the following chapter.
3.5 Theoretical implications
As I will show in the following chapter, the “audience costs” model is
a poor tool for making sense of the insurgency and counterinsurgency in Iraq.
The derivation of theoretical implications from this finding requires consider-
ation of where the “audience costs” model breaks down, and why. Certainly
“audience costs” should matter, especially in modern democracies where voters
can remove from office foreign policy makers who make decisions that they do
not like. But as it turns out, the influence of domestic audiences is sometimes
much less than the “audience costs” literature presupposes. The informational
contribution of domestic audiences to the Iraq war is insignificant. There is,
furthermore, very little room for differences of interpretation of US domestic
politics. This is because the inexorable decline of US public opinion of the war
is easily observable for all actors and is therefore essentially common knowl-
edge, and there can be little doubt of the ultimate repercussions for any given
administration of this decline. Thus, the extent to which insurgents and coun-
terinsurgents might have different beliefs about the significance of US domestic
politics is minimal to nonexistent.
If there is little reason for US counterinsurgents or Iraqi insurgents
to pay heed to US domestic audiences, and little room for disagreement be-
tween belligerents about the significance of those audiences, then there is little
that we can learn about insurgent or counterinsurgent behavior by study-
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ing domestic politics in the US. But what of domestic politics in Iraq? The
role of domestic audiences in Iraq in determining outcomes for insurgents and
counterinsurgents cannot be informational because the nature of domestic au-
diences’ responses to the conflict is never common knowledge. Few if any
consistent, reliable and mutually agreed upon measures of these responses ex-
ist, for belligerents or for academics. But this suggests that the primary role
for Iraqi domestic politics in determining outcomes for insurgents and coun-
terinsurgents could well be in influencing those belligerents’ beliefs. I explore
this possibility in chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Were Bush’s critics a fifth column?
4.1 An emboldening effect?
Over the course of the seven years that elapsed between the terrorist at-
tacks of September 11th, 2001, and the departure of President George W. Bush
from office, a common claim made by his administration and its supporters
was that criticism of his policies undermined US armed forces’ ability to wage
and win the “war on terror,” with Bush suggesting that his domestic critics
“emboldened” America’s enemies and “dispirited” America’s troops and sup-
porters abroad (Bush, 2001). On its face, this claim bears some similarities to
the arguments advanced within IR scholarship on the role of “audience costs”
in international politics, in particular Kenneth Schultz’s work suggesting that
democracies’ domestic politics contribute directly or indirectly to their actual
or perceived resolve (Schultz, 1998, 1999, 2001a). If true, these arguments may
have profound implications for how democracies should conduct themselves —
both domestically and internationally — in times of international crisis. But
whether they are in fact true has not been well established. In what follows, I
examine the theoretical bases of the audience costs literature and how it might
be brought to bear upon the question of an “emboldening” and or “dispirit-
ing” effect. Then, using vector autoregression analysis of time series data, I
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find that there is little evidence to support either such effect, which suggests
that domestic audience costs as traditionally understood may have had little
bearing on the Iraq war, and perhaps similarly limited explanatory value for
insurgencies and counterinsurgencies in general. I conclude by contemplat-
ing what, in the absence of audience costs as traditionally understood, might
have driven the dynamics of the insurgency and counterinsurgency in Iraq, a
question I explore in greater depth in chapter 3.
In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11th, 2001, pub-
lic dissent among Americans towards their government’s foreign policy was
rare. That the American public “rallies around the flag” in times of inter-
national crisis is oft-observed (Mueller, 1973, 1994), and this particular rally
was matched in intensity only by that following the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor. According to polling by ABC, within two weeks of President Bush’s
declaration of a “war on terror” on September 20th, approval of his admin-
istration’s handling of foreign affairs had soared to 92%, considerably higher
than Franklin Roosevelt’s peak of 84% (Roper Center, 2007). However, despite
the marginality and paucity of American opinions critical of the Bush admin-
istration during this period, supporters of its policies nonetheless focused no
small amount of energy on responding to and discouraging public articulations
of dissent.
Many of the earliest such arguments were reminiscent of — and, indeed,
sometimes explicitly invoked — George Orwell’s comments on those among
his fellow leftists who protested Britain’s declaration of war against Hitler’s
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Germany:
Pacifism is objectively pro-Fascist. This is elementary common
sense. If you hamper the war effort of one side you automatically
help that of the other. Nor is there any real way of remaining
outside such a war as the present one. In practice, “he that is not
with me is against me.” (Orwell, 1968).
President Bush used a similar phrase in a speech delivered on September
20th — “either you are with us, or you are with the terrorists” — although
unlike Orwell’s, Bush’s words were directed at the international community
rather than at domestic critics (Bush, 2001). But a number of commentators
were already making the connection on his behalf. Sunday Times columnist
Andrew Sullivan worried about the American “decadent left” forming a “fifth
column” (Sullivan, 2001). Explicitly invoking Orwell, Washington Post colum-
nist Michael Kelly wrote
Organized terrorist groups have attacked America. These groups
wish the Americans to not fight. The American pacifists wish the
Americans to not fight. If the Americans do not fight, the terrorists
will attack America again. And now we know such attacks can kill
many thousands of Americans. The American pacifists, therefore,
are on the side of future mass murders of Americans. They are
objectively pro-terrorist (Kelly, r 26).
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Such suggestions were not limited to the comments of pundits alone.
Similar language was employed by high-ranking officials in the Bush adminis-
tration, as well as by Republicans in Congress. In testimony before the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary on December 6, 2001, regarding Democrats’ con-
cern about the domestic anti-terrorism measures the Bush administration was
advocating, then Attorney General John Ashcroft remarked
[T]o those who scare peace-loving people with phantoms of lost
liberty; my message is this: Your tactics only aid terrorists — for
they erode our national unity and diminish our resolve. They give
ammunition to America’s enemies, and pause to America’s friends.
They encourage people of good will to remain silent in the face of
evil (Ashcroft, 2001).1
When Democrats continued to voice concerns about the Bush adminis-
tration’s response to the terrorist threat, Republican representative Tom Davis
suggested that “divisive comments have the effect of giving aid and comfort to
our enemies by allowing them to exploit divisions in our country,” and White
House communications director Dan Bartlett remarked that the Democrats
were doing “exactly what our opponents, our enemies, want us to do” (Keefer,
2002a).
As the war on terror was refocused on the toppling of Saddam Hussein’s
regime, this rhetorical tactic was extended to include critics of the American
1Note, however, that in the same speech Ashcroft also criticized those on the right who
claimed that these measures did not go far enough.
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invasion and occupation of Iraq. Students for Academic Freedom founder
David Horowitz’s was perhaps the most extreme rhetorical attack on foreign
policy dissenters. Three days before the invasion, he wrote
the peace movement is not about peace, it is a fifth column com-
munist movement to destroy America and give victory to our to-
talitarian enemies. Now this Fifth Column is preparing to move
into action to attempt to defeat America in its war against Saddam
(Horowitz, 2003).
During his 2004 campaign for reelection, George Bush used slightly
more gentle language to reprimand his opponent, John Kerry, for criticizing
his foreign policy decisions, but nonetheless seemed to be making a similar
point:
You can embolden an enemy by sending a mixed message. You can
dispirit the Iraqi people by sending mixed messages. You send the
wrong message to our troops by sending mixed messages (Bush,
2001).
What emerges from a review of these and similar comments is a clear
pattern of identifying dissent as a form of betrayal with the potential ultimately
to undermine national security.2 These remarks advance, albeit somewhat ob-
scurely, an argument about causality. They suggest that there is a relationship
2See Keefer (2002a); Nyhan (2002); Keefer (2002b) for more examples.
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between domestic support for an administration at war and the ultimate suc-
cess of the war effort. But is there any evidence that such a relationship
exists?
Much of contemporary international relations scholarship — in partic-
ular the literature on audience costs developed by Thomas Schelling (1960),
James Fearon (1995), Kenneth Schultz (1998, 1999, 2001a), and others — sug-
gests that it might, and a recent paper by Iyengar and Monten (2008) provides
some preliminary evidence that it does. Drawing upon theories of audience
costs that tie the ability of belligerents to signal resolve to domestic politi-
cal processes, Iyengar and Monten develop an empirical model that seems to
evince a relationship between public criticism in the United States of the Iraq
war and the behavior of America’s adversaries in Iraq: Insurgents engage in
higher levels of violence during periods when domestic dissent against the war
appears greatest. In what follows I will examine the theoretical bases and
empirical legitimacy of these claims.
4.2 Signaling resolve
How do members of the Bush administration and its supporters imag-
ine that public dissent, “mixed messages” from the non-incumbent party, or
other signs of domestic discontent with US foreign policy affect the behavior of
America’s adversaries, America’s military forces, and/or America’s supporters
abroad? Answering this question in a manner that generates hypotheses that
can be supported or falsified by empirical research requires a great deal of
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supposition, as the remarks cataloged above do not offer any explicit theory
of causality, and do little to suggest what we might observe if the relation-
ships they describe obtain.3 What is the precise mechanism that connects
public dissent to the emboldening of an enemy or the dispiriting of troops and
supporters? What forms of public dissent are likely to result in emboldened
enemies or dispirited troops? What do emboldened enemies and dispirited
troops look like, and how might they differ from enemies and troops that have
not been emboldened and dispirited? Neither Bush nor his supporters ever
answered any of these questions directly, but IR scholars have suggested some
mechanisms, consistent with the emboldenment hypothesis, that might.
As discussed in the previous chapter, scholars of international rela-
tions have often cited Saddam Hussein’s statement to U.S. Ambassador April
Glaspie in the run-up to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990 — “Yours is a so-
ciety that cannot accept ten thousand dead in one battle” (Stein, 1992) — as
evidence that Hussein believed democracies (or, at the very least, America’s
particular form of democracy) are more sensitive to war casualties than other
kinds of states, and furthermore that this sensitivity puts them at a strategic
disadvantage in militarized disputes (Mueller, 1994; Reiter and Stam, 2002).
One can find even more extreme articulations of similar sentiments in the
writings of many early– and mid–20th century revolutionaries and insurgents,
such as the Vietnamese communist Truong Chinh’s assertion that the French
3Of course this is also true of a great deal of arguments in the academic IR literature
(Wagner, 2007).
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people would, given time, so “strongly oppose” the war in Indochina that they
would “rise up to overthrow” their own government (Chinh, 2001). If Hussein,
Truong, and other potential belligerents, hold such beliefs, then these beliefs
could have some effect upon their behavior towards democracies such as the
United States and France. Perhaps, then, when the Bush administration and
its supporters suggest that disagreement within the United States on ques-
tions of foreign policy embolden our enemies and dispirit our troops, and that
dissenters are therefore a “fifth column” actively undermining the war effort,
what they mean is that our enemies and troops alike hold beliefs such as Hus-
sein’s and/or Truong’s, that public dissent at home encourages such beliefs,
and that we can expect these beliefs to result in a certain pattern of behavior.
But what kind of pattern should we then expect to observe, and why?
That America will be particularly sensitive to the costs of war is an
assumption central to much of the “audience costs” literature discussed in the
previous chapter. This literature holds that the domestic politics of democratic
states can, indeed, serve as a rich signal of those states’ intentions, capabilities,
and resolve. Hussein seems to be primarily concerned with mass politics — it is
an expansively defined American “society” that cannot bear the war casualties
he claims to be prepared to inflict upon the United States. But in much of
the “audience costs” literature, it is the behavior of political elites — usually
the most prominent public supporters and opponents of the incumbent regime
— that communicates the most useful information to potential belligerents.
This choice of focus is typically due not only to the assumption that political
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elites are better informed than are the masses, but also that elites are capable
of cooperation and strategic choice in a way that masses are not (see the
discussion in chapter 1 of coordination and collective action for reasons why
this is likely to be the case).
Iyengar and Monten’s paper is consistent with this elites–focused litera-
ture, examining the informational role played by a specific set of political elites
— the news media. Dividing Iraq into different regions with varying levels of
access to American news media outlets, Iyengar and Monten find that regions
with greater access to American media experience greater levels of insurgent
violence following the appearance in the media of negative or otherwise “em-
boldening” statements about the war. As the authors concede, their results
may be driven by some unmeasured third factor related to both the levels of
insurgent violence and the perceptions of U.S. domestic audiences. As I show
below, a third factor does indeed pertain: U.S. military forces are responsive
to U.S. domestic opinion of the war. Had Iyengar and Monten accounted for
the role of changes in the behavior of U.S. forces, their findings might have
been quite different. It may well be that it is only the U.S. forces that are
directly responsive to negative statements about the war in the U.S. media,
and that insurgents are responding not to “emboldening” statements in the
media, but rather to the changes in the behavior of U.S. forces caused by such
statements. I provide evidence suggesting that this might be the case below.
That America’s adversaries and soldiers alike might look at the behav-
ior and rhetoric of political elites — in particular, the representatives of both
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the incumbent and opposition parties — to guess the future direction of the
country’s foreign policy would appear to also be the argument implied by the
statements made by the Bush administration and its supporters. But to ex-
plain why an international counterpart might care about opposing perspectives
among political elites in a democracy, when in fact only one party may have
any real control over foreign policy decision making at any given time, each of
these elite theories of the relationship between domestic and foreign politics
relies directly or indirectly on the institutions of mass, electoral politics. The
ability of a party to determine foreign policy is dependent upon its members
gaining and maintaining power, which is in turn dependent upon their policies
remaining popular with a plurality of voters. Thus, when public opinion of
foreign policy is high and/or increasing, this would be a fairly clear indication
that the policy is likely to continue. Likewise, when public opinion of foreign
policy is low and/or decreasing, this would be a clear indication that the policy
is likely to soon end.
The best measure of America’s resolve, then, is not the content of the
opposition’s critique of the incumbent party’s foreign policies, but rather the
general public’s opinion of those policies. What information, then, can the
behavior of political elites communicate that is not already communicated
by mass opinion? As mentioned above, Schultz and other contributors to the
“audience costs” literature have suggested that these elites are better informed
and more capable of thinking and acting strategically than are the general
public. But regardless of whether they are better informed or better able to
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make strategically informed choices, if they are unable to either anticipate or
influence mass opinion in a way that other actors cannot, it is not clear how
they could be expected make a unique informational contribution to a conflict
setting. In fact, the evidence that they can do either in a way that is relevant
to foreign policy decision–making is far from compelling. John Mueller and
many others have shown, for example, that American opinion of involvement in
foreign wars is more or less insensitive to the anti–war sentiments of political
and media elites (Mueller, 1973). Instead, Mueller suggests, public opinion
decreases predictably, consistently, and ineluctably as casualties mount.4
Despite these caveats, there is significant evidence that at least one
group of political elites believed — or at the very least hoped — it could influ-
ence public opinion of the war: the Bush administration itself. While they were
advising the Bush administration, Peter Feaver, Christopher Gelpi, and Jason
Reifler have provided some evidence for a modification of Mueller’s explana-
tion of the relationship between public opinion and war (Gelpi et al., 2007).
While they acknowledge that it is generally true that public opinion declines
as casualties increase, they suggest that this relationship does not hold when
the public can be convinced that the war is likely to succeed. Unsurprisingly,
after Feaver et. al. began advising Bush, his speeches increasingly focused on
evidence of success in the prosecution of the war in Iraq (Shane, 2005). While
Bush was ultimately unsuccessful in making this case, as I argue below, some
4More precisely, Mueller suggests that public opinion decreases as a logarithmic function
of war casualties.
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of the behavior of US forces in Iraq can be best explained as a response to, and
an attempt to reverse, the then already apparent downward trend in public
opinion.
Regardless of whether political and media elites have the influence sug-
gested by the “audience costs” literature, much of the direction of foreign
policy is determined by the general public. Thus, even if America’s soldiers
and adversaries can and do look to the proclamations of political and media
elites for some of the more subtle cues about resolve and the future direction
of foreign policy, they should still also pay some attention to the clearest and
most direct signal of such — public opinion. If public opinion regarding a
president’s foreign policy goes down, this would appear to be the clearest indi-
cator of weakening resolve, and a generally increased willingness of the public
to try a different course of action —and to replace the current regime with
one willing to pursue such a course. If it is possible to uncover a relationship
between public opinion of foreign policy and the behavior of US soldiers and
foreign adversaries — that US soldiers or foreign adversaries pay attention to
public opinion and respond to it — then this might well imply an emboldening
or dispiriting effect. But if there is no evidence that foreign adversaries or US
troops pay attention and respond to such a simple and obvious measure of
American foreign policy resolve as public opinion, then it seems unlikely that
they would consider any of the more subtle measures that are implied by the
elite theories outlined in chapter 1.
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4.2.1 Bystanders and followers, accountability and credibility
Bush’s comments suggest not only that the “mixed messages” of do-
mestic politics can “embolden” the enemy, but that they might also have
a correspondingly “dispiriting” effect on US soldiers. Thus, he seems to be
implying an overall effect of domestic politics on all belligerents’ levels of ag-
gression or hostility. As it turns out, this is the primary variable of interest in
the action-response models common in the empirical literature on reciprocity.
Building on the empirical and theoretical models of Richardson (1960) and Ax-
elrod (1981), this literature has shown that the guiding principle in bilateral
and trilateral relations among potential belligerents is often one of “tit-for-
tat,” allowing for mutually beneficial, cooperative behavior even where states
are predisposed to distrust one another (Goldstein and Freeman, 1990). In the
following sections, I will explain how these models can be adapted to test the
hypotheses suggested by the statements of Bush and his supporters.
Brandt, Colaresi, and Freeman have already suggested a number of
ways to modify models of reciprocity to account for the possible influence of
public opinion on the relations among international rivals (Brandt and Co-
laresi, 2008). They suggest four possible models of the influence of domestic
politics on belligerents’ behavior, each nested in the last. The first, which takes
as its starting point suggestions by Lippman (1922), Almond (1965), Morgen-
thau (1967), and Rosato (2003) that the public actually tend to be quite
uninformed about foreign policy , is the “bystander” model, where the public
pays little attention to foreign policy. The public here largely ignores what its
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own and other foreign policy leaders are doing, and therefore foreign policy
leaders ignore the public in turn. From the perspective of international poli-
tics, then, the bystander model is roughly equivalent to those action-response
models that do not allow for a possible influence of public opinion foreign
policy decision-making.
The second, inspired by observations of the “rally-round-the-flag” ef-
fect as well as diversionary theories of war (see discussion in chapter 1 above),
is the “follower” model, where the public, while informed about international
political phenomena, gets its information exclusively from its own foreign pol-
icy elites. Brandt, et al allow for two possible ways that the public might be
followers, one where they tend to approve of any choice made by its foreign
policy leaders, and the other where they tend to approve of initial decisions
but disapprove of any change of course that foreign policy-makers might take
thereafter. In either case, foreign policy leaders once again have little reason to
pay any heed to public opinion — as a predictable response to decisions those
leaders have already made, it contains no new information. Once again, from
the perspective of international politics at least, this model is roughly equiv-
alent to one where public opinion is left out entirely. But unlike the previous
model, here international politics can be used to explain domestic politics.
Given that the public could either approve or disapprove of decisions
made by their own or other foreign policy leaders, and that these opinions
can have considerable impact on the future political careers of these leaders,
two other models suggest themselves. The first is what Brandt et al call the
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“accountability” model. Rooted in the Madisonian tradition of understanding
democratic institutions as primarily a means of constraining leaders the ac-
countability model suggests that domestic political actors observe their foreign
policy decisions and remove them from office when they do not like the deci-
sions that they have made. Because foreign policymakers can anticipate the
ejection from office that a dip in public opinion may foreshadow, they should
be responsive to such fluctuations, changing their future behavior when the
response to past behavior has been negative.
If foreign policymakers are held accountable for their actions by their
voters, and therefore observe and respond to public opinion, then it may well
follow that their international adversaries can find hints about their future
behavior by paying attention to the consequent fluctuations in public opinion.
This “credibility” model would appear to be more or less identical to the au-
dience costs models suggested by Schelling, Fearon, and Schultz, only applied
to bargaining while fighting rather than crisis bargaining.
4.2.2 Can an uninformed public inform?
These models are far from exhaustive in their treatment of plausible re-
lationships between domestic and international politics. In particular, Brandt,
et al’s models do not acknowledge that an ignorant and/or easily manipulable
public — as in their “follower” and “bystander” models — can nonetheless
have enormous influence on the direction of foreign policy — as in their “ac-
countability” and “credibility” models. In modern, liberal democracies, the
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right to vote is not reserved for the most well informed and autonomous cit-
izens; the uninformed and compliant can also vote. Thus, even the opinion
of a voting public that evinces little or no awareness of political realities may
ultimately matter a great deal for foreign policy leaders — uninformed or de-
luded voters can reelect or remove them from office just as easily as informed
voters would.
This relationship can lead to rather perverse outcomes, such as in the
principal–agent models analyzed by Downs and Rocke (1994). If, for example,
an uninformed public’s metrics for evaluating their leadership are poor — such
that they consider only the success of a leader’s choice rather than whether
the choice was ex ante a good one — then they may punish good but unlucky
leaders while rewarding bad but lucky ones. This perverse pattern of behavior
from the public leads to even more perverse patterns of behavior from foreign
policy leaders, who, knowing they are likely to be kicked out of office if they
fail, follow bad or unlucky decisions with even worse decisions in an attempt
to “gamble for resurrection.” As I suggest below, this is one way of looking at
the majority of US counterinsurgency in Iraq — as an extended and ultimately
unsuccessful gamble for resurrection.
4.3 Analysis
Bush’s statements that mixed messages “embolden an enemy” imply
that we should expect to see waning public support result in higher levels of
hostility from Iraqi insurgents, and therefore that increasing support should
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result in lower levels of hostility. His statement about “dispiriting” the troops
similarly implies that waning public support should result in lower levels of
hostility from American forces: Demoralized by a lack of support at home, US
troops would not fight as hard.
In other words, the following relationships should obtain:
• The vector of parameters represented by αIF in equation 3.1 should be
jointly significant.
• Impulse response functions5 based on the system equations 3.1, 3.2, and
3.3 should indicate a negative effect of Fpo on Irq2Usa.
• The vector of parameters represented by αUF in equation 3.2 should be
jointly significant.
• Impulse response functions based on the system equations 3.1, 3.2, and
3.3 should indicate a positive effect of Fpo on Usa2Irq.
Given the results from the literature on reciprocity discussed above, we should
also expect the following:




• Impulse response functions based on the system equations 3.1, 3.2, and
3.3 should indicate a positive effect of Usa2Irq on Irq2Usa.
• The vector of parameters represented by αUI in equation 3.2 should be
jointly significant.
• Impulse response functions based on the system equations 3.1, 3.2, and
3.3 should indicate a positive effect of Irq2Usa on Usa2Irq.
And an open question is whether the public consists primarily of “bystanders”
or “followers.” If the latter, we should expect either the vector of parameters
represented by αFU to be jointly significant or the vector of parameters rep-
resented by αFI to be jointly significant, or both. If neither vector is jointly
significant, this suggests a “bystander” model, but it does not rule out the
possibility of “gambling for resurrection” or other principle–agent problems.
As noted in chapter 3, because VAR models contain multiple lagged
versions of the same variables, the consequent multicollinearity makes any
individually estimated coefficient and its accompanying standard error effec-
tively meaningless. The resulting difficulty in establishing anything analogous
to the standard regression model’s usual measures of magnitude and statistical
significance of influence is the primary stumbling block for the employment of
VAR models. A number of alternative approaches for interpreting results ex-
ist: Granger causality tests, decomposition of the forecast error variance, and
graphing impulse response functions.
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Granger’s causality test (Granger, 1969; Sims, 1972) is essentially a
series of bivariate/block F-tests, to determine if the coefficients associated with
the regression of one variable, and its lags, on another are jointly significantly
greater than zero. Granger causality tests are a good first cut at uncovering
the relationships among variables, but because they are essentially bivariate,
they do not properly account for multiple endogeneity in all of its complexity.
Thus, they are not particularly instructive in the present context. Nonetheless,
I have included in table 4.1 the results of Granger causality tests for the three
variables of interest. The Granger tests show that changes in US hostility
towards Iraqi insurgents appear to have a direct effect on changes in Iraqi
insurgents’ hostility towards the US and vice versa. That is, there would
appear to be some form of reciprocity between both sets of hostiles. They
also show that changes in public opinion may have some (small) direct effect
on changes in US hostility towards Iraqi insurgents. Importantly, neither US
hostility towards Iraqi insurgents nor Iraqi insurgents’ hostility towards the
US seem to have any effect upon public opinion. And most important to
the emboldening effect hypothesis, there is no evidence that changes in public
opinion Granger cause changes in Iraqi forces’ level of hostility. However,
consistent with the dispiriting effect hypothesis, there is some evidence that
changes to public opinion do Granger cause changes in US forces’ level of
hostility, though it is unclear in what direction this effect is.
Decomposition of the forecast error variance allows for a measure of
the percentage of the variance in the outcome variable at time t + s that is
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F-statistic p-value
irq2usa → usa2irq 4.633 0.003
fpapp → usa2irq 2.094 0.101
usa2irq → irq2usa 4.161 0.006
fpapp → irq2usa 0.410 0.746
usa2irq → fpapp 0.226 0.8782
irq2usa → fpapp 0.247 0.863
Table 4.1: Results of Granger test
Figure 4.1: Decomposition of Forecast Error Variance for US Hostility
attributable to an orthogonal innovation at time t. Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
show that by t+10, still over 98 percent of the variance in public opinion is due
to itself, almost completely engulfing effects from the other variables. While
the Granger test indicates that there is some impact of changes in public
opinion on the behavior of US forces, forecast error variance decomposition
shows that this effect is actually quite small. By time t+ 10, about 3 percent
of the variance in US forces’ hostility towards Iraqi insurgents is due to the
initial shock. By this time, only .6 percent of the variance of Iraqi forces’
Figure 4.2: Decomposition of Forecast Error Variance for Iraq Hostility
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Figure 4.4: Impulse Response Functions from Public Opinion
hostility towards US forces is due to changes in public opinion.
Finally, impulse response functions help describe the precise chain re-
actions implied by the system of equations. Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 show how
a shock to one variable reverberates in another. While some have suggested
that the attitude of insurgents towards counterinsurgents is often character-
ized by “aggressive opportunism” — where insurgents’ hostility towards the
counterinsurgent increases (decreases) in response to decreases (increases) in
counterinsurgent hostility — in the Iraqi context, counterinsurgents and insur-
gents appear to have a reciprocally hostile relationship similar to those often
observed between major powers. That is, as counterinsurgents’ hostility in-
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Figure 4.6: Impulse Response Functions from Iraq Hostility
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But the most notable significant relationship is that between public opinion
and the hostility of US forces: decreases (increases) in public opinion lead to
an increase (decrease) in the hostility of US forces. Because the relationship
between US and Iraqi forces is one of reciprocity, this in turn leads to an in-
crease in the hostility of Iraqi forces. Taken together, these relationships do
seem to suggest an effect of public opinion on the behavior of Iraqi forces.
The relationship does not, however, seem consistent with the emboldening
effect conjecture, because what the Iraqi forces are directly responding to is
a change not in public opinion, but in the behavior of US forces caused by
changes in public opinion. The results also directly contradict the suggestion
of a dispiriting effect: The evidence seems to suggest that US forces become
more aggressive, not less, as public opinion of the war goes down.
Clearly the most notable feature of these data is not what they suggest
about the behavior of Iraqi insurgents — on the contrary, Iraqi insurgents ap-
pear to rather predictably reciprocate the behavior of US counterinsurgents —
but what they suggest about the behavior of US counterinsurgents. Contrary
to Bush’s assertions, it is US counterinsurgents who appear to be “embold-
ened” by the mounting criticism of US war efforts evinced by flagging public
opinion. Why would this be the case? As noted above, Peter Feaver was hired
as an advisor by the Bush administration in June of 2005, and perhaps not
coincidentally was at the same time in the process of co–authoring a number
of articles suggesting that the best way to win public support of a war is to
convince the public that the war is a success. One plausible explanation for the
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relationship between public opinion and US counterinsurgent activity, then, is
that there is an electoral logic driving the latter: Sensitive to the extent to
which the continuation of its policy in Iraq would be decided by future elec-
tions, the Bush administration responded to dips in public opinion by ramping
up its efforts in Iraq to better project an image of success at home.
An even stronger, and for that matter more directly testable, assertion
would be that this is not only evidence of the aforementioned electoral logic,
but also — contrary to the concerns expressed by Nye and Walt discussed
in chapter 1 — of the influence of academia on politics. At the time of his
appointment, a number of news analysis pieces suggested the existence of
such an influence, implying that the Bush administration’s approach to the
war in Iraq had altered significantly in the latter half of 2005, and that the
change was directly attributable to Feaver’s work (Shane, 2005; Baker and
Balz, 2005). But is there evidence of a significant change in the behavior of
US counterinsurgents after Feaver’s appointment to the Bush administration?
A Chow test is one way to determine whether a structural break occurs
in the data at about the time of Feaver’s appointment. A Chow test is essen-
tially a simple F–statistic based on the residuals from three OLS estimates, in
this particular instance of the mean of the time series representing US hostility
towards Iraqi insurgents:
usa2irqt = α + u1t, t = 1, 2, . . . , n1 (4.1)
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for the period before the proposed structural break,
usa2irqt = β + u2t, t = n1, n1 + 1, . . . , N (4.2)
for the period after the proposed structural break, and
usa2irqt = λ+ ut, t = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.3)
for the whole time series.
It is then only necessary to calculate
F =
(RSS3 −RSS1 −RSS2)/2
(RSS1 +RSS2)/(N − 2)
(4.4)
where RSS1, RSS2, and RSS3 are the residual sum of squares from
equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. If F is sufficiently large, we can reject
the null hypothesis that the means before and after the supposed break — i.e.
if F is sufficiently large, then there is a break (Gujarati, 2002).
The F–statistic for a break at mid-June of 2005 is 13.26, corresponding
to a p-value of 0.0003. While this is strong evidence in support of a structural
break, the Chow test is a very blunt instrument, and does not rule out the
possibility that the true break might have occurred at an earlier or a later
date — the null hypothesis here is “no structural break” not “no structural
break at a different date.” For example, the F–statistic for a break at mid-
May of 2005 is 16.78, and for mid-April it is 20.83 (and the corresponding
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p values go down). In other words, the evidence of a structural break at
an earlier date seems even stronger. Intuitively, a breakpoint with a larger
corresponding F–statistic would seem to be a better candidate for the moment
a structural change occurred. Zeileis et al. (2003) suggest that this intuition
is well–founded, and that one should therefore seek an optimal breakpoint,
defined as the point where the corresponding F–statistic is largest. Calculating
F–statistics for all possible breakpoints in the time series indicates that, in
fact, the major change in the behavior of US counterinsurgents occurred in the
summer of 2004 (F = 29.1553, p = 1.969× 10−07), a full year before Feaver’s
appointment. Thus, if there is an electoral logic behind the US approach to
counterinsurgency in Iraq, Feaver’s appointment is likely a symptom of that
logic, not its cause.
4.4 Conclusion
The argument that a nation’s success in a conflict depends to some
extent on its ability to project an image of unified determination, and that
liberal democracies might face difficulties in this regard that other kinds of
states do not, is hardly unique to the proponents of the war in Iraq. It was
in fact already a well-worn truism by the time of Orwell’s voicing of similar
concerns a half-century earlier. Concerns about such emboldening and dispir-
iting effects are not unjustified. But before we have a discussion about the
implications of this insight, we first must determine whether it is, in fact, true.
It may well be that in some instances public dissent at home can have
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an adverse effect on the morale of American troops abroad, and that decreased
morale might hinder troops’ ability to fight. This seems to be the meaning of
the second part of Bush’s reprimand of John Kerry for criticizing his policies
in Iraq, that sending a “mixed message” to the troops may dispirit them
and thus undermine the war effort. As it turns out, my analysis of the data
suggests that, if anything, the opposite is true in Iraq. There appears to be
a negative relationship between public opinion and the level of hostility US
forces display towards their opponents. That is, when public opinion goes
down, the willingness of US troops to inflict losses upon their adversaries in
Iraq apparently goes up.
It seems unlikely, however, that this would be evidence that decreases in
public opinion correspond directly to an increase in American troops’ morale.
A more plausible explanation for this relationship is that it reflects the in-
fluence not of public opinion on the troops themselves, but rather of public
opinion on the decisions of the foreign policy leaders that command them. As
discussed above, Feaver and Gelpi argue that the public will support a war
if they believe it is likely to be successful — a conclusion that the Bush ad-
ministration appears to have shared. Given the electoral logic of American
foreign policy making — i.e., that in order to make foreign policy decisions,
one needs to gain and maintain political office — the relationship uncovered by
the above data analysis is likely evidence that the Bush administration sought
to calibrate policy in Iraq so as to influence public opinion of that policy at
home. Prior to the introduction and widespread adoption of the “population–
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centric” tactics associated with the “surge” (see chapter 5), this would have
meant increasing hostility against insurgent forces in response to decreases in
public opinion, so as to project an image of battlefield success to observers
at home. In other words, this is behavior that is more or less consistent with
what Downs and Rocke call “gambling for resurrection.”
While the data thus suggest that US foreign policy makers paid atten-
tion and responded to fluctuations in public opinion, and anecdotal evidence
suggests that they did so with an eye towards influencing it, the relationship
does not appear to have been reciprocal. That is, despite their best efforts, US
foreign policy makers were not able to change the trajectory of public opinion
of the war in Iraq. In other words, the gamble was ultimately unsuccessful.
The data further indicate that Iraqi insurgents were not paying atten-
tion and responding to American public opinion of the war at all — at least,
not to its short–run fluctuations. What Iyengar and Monten see as evidence of
such a relationship is likely indication only of an indirect effect of public opin-
ion on the behavior of Iraqi insurgents through US forces. That is, contrary
to the assertions of the Bush administration and its supporters, it is only the
US forces that responded (or appeared to respond) to fluctuations in public
opinion, and the Iraqi insurgents merely responded to the US forces’ response.
Despite these findings, it is still quite likely that Iraqi insurgents paid
(and perhaps still pay) some attention to American public opinion of the war.
I suggested above that the very obvious, long–run, downward trend in public
opinion had no analogue in the time series of belligerents’ behavior. But this
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doesn’t mean that no such trend in belligerents’ behavior existed, only that
the data I collected did not measure it. While I cannot provide evidence, I
would suggest that the trend in the behavior of Iraqi insurgents corresponding
to the downward trend in US public opinion is their increasing confidence that
they can win the war against US counterinsurgent forces. Put another way,
the fact that they keep fighting is the trend corresponding to the downward
trend in US public opinion.
In the earlier phases of an insurgency, when the conflict is at its most
asymmetrical, conventional military means are not available to insurgents.
During these phases, it is therefore necessary for insurgents to adopt what
contemporary theorists of counterinsurgency call “population–centric” tactics
(see chapter 5 for a more in–depth discussion of what this means): Their
focus is less on direct engagement with the counterinsurgent and is instead
on winning over the civilian population of the territory they seek to control
and, more important to the present discussion, turning the counterinsurgent’s
own domestic base of support against her (as suggested by the discussion of
Hussein above). When US public opinion continued to go down, this suggested
that the latter part of this strategy, at least, was successful. Thus the trend
in insurgent behavior that corresponds to the downward trend in US public
opinion is the insurgents increasing belief that the war is worth fighting and,
ultimately, winnable.
While this explanation is plausible, it is far from satisfying. It suggests
that dynamic, multiply endogenous processes, the search for which motivated
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the current project, are nowhere to be found in the current conflict in Iraq
— except, trivially, insofar as the insurgents and counterinsurgents evince the
same patters of reciprocity that have been observed among rivalrous states
(Goldstein and Freeman, 1990). But what about domestic political actors? In
the following chapter I attempt to find another role for them in this conflict.
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Chapter 5
A Random Walk in the Moonlight:
Divergence and Convergence of Beliefs in
Insurgency and Counterinsurgency
In the following chapter, I elaborate a model of bargaining and learning
while fighting that allows for disagreement among belligerents about how best
to measure success on the battlefield. This disagreement can cause belligerents
to initially become more, rather than less, mutually optimistic while fighting.
Thus, in this model, it is possible for belligerents’ expectations about winning
to diverge in the short run, before ultimately converging in the long run. This
is a fundamental departure from the majority of the literature on mutual
optimism, which The model can be used to explain why, in large-N studies
of war, the likelihood of war termination initially decreases before increasing
(Ramsay, 2008). It also can be used to understand the dynamics of individual
wars. In particular, it helps explain the conditions that led to insurgent and




What makes insurgency and counterinsurgency different from other
forms of warfare? What is irregular about irregular war? The social science
literature on insurgency and counterinsurgency evinces widespread agreement
that insurgency and counterinsurgency should be considered categories apart
from other kinds of war, and equally widespread disagreement about what
makes them special. Are the underlying causes of insurgency and counterin-
surgency essentially distinct from the underlying causes of conventional war?
Are the goals of insurgents and counterinsurgents different from the goals of
belligerents in conventional war? Are the means of fighting available to insur-
gents and counterinsurgents different from the means of fighting available to
belligerents in conventional war? If any of these differences do exist, how do
they affect the belligerents’ choice of tactics? Are the factors contributing to
the termination of insurgencies and counterinsurgencies different from those
of conventional wars? All of these questions have contestable and regularly
contested answers.
These are not, it should be mentioned, purely academic debates. The
difficulties that social scientists have in answering these questions are mirrored
by the difficulties belligerents face in formulating and implementing consis-
tently successful approaches to the practice of insurgency and counterinsur-
gency. The similarities between the disagreements of the practitioners and the
disagreements of the theorists of insurgency and counterinsurgency should not
be surprising. Many of the most prominent theories of insurgency and coun-
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terinsurgency come from its practitioners – from Mao Zedong and Che Guevera
to David Galula and C.E. Callwell to Jonathan Nagl, Steven Metz, and David
Kilcullen. Knowing this, we might assume that the beliefs of the practitioners
of insurgency and counterinsurgency about the nature of the conflict in which
they were engaged affected the decisions they made while fighting, and likewise
that their beliefs were affected by the outcomes of their decisions. Thus the
similarities between differences of opinion in theory and differences of opinion
in practice are instructive, as they suggest that we might be able to better
understand insurgency and counterinsurgency not by attempting a definitive
refutation or proof of any of these arguments, but rather by understanding how
these disagreements occur in the first place, and how the disagreements them-
selves might affect a war’s outcomes. If the practitioners of insurgency and
counterinsurgency are just as confused about the nature of the war they are
fighting as are those of us who are trying merely to understand it, then it may
well be that this very confusion is theoretically and substantively meaningful.
It is my contention that the confusion evinced by many of these argu-
ments is in fact an inherent and unavoidable attribute of irregular warfare, as
it stems from questions that cannot be definitively answered without actually
fighting an irregular war to its conclusion. This is because whether, how, by
whom, and why insurgencies and counterinsurgencies are fought and won will
vary from case to case, and as I will argue many of the factors that determine
outcomes are not always easily or immediately observable — not even by the
belligerents themselves, and even well after fighting commences. If they are
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unobservable, then belligerents must make guesses about them, and may well
disagree in how they guess.
Such disagreement can affect the war’s outcome in at least two ways:
First, it can cause belligerents to overestimate their likelihoods of winning,
which may lead them to make excessive and disagreeable settlement demands
of each other, thus prolonging the conflict. This is an insight common among
contributions to the literature on conflict bargaining that focus on “mutual
optimism” as an explanation of war. The “silver lining” in many of these anal-
yses, to the extent that there is one, is the insight that fighting a war provides
opportunities for adversaries to learn previously unknown or incommunicable
information about their chances of winning. And because the outcomes of a
war can be observed by all parties, war can potentially bring their beliefs and
expectations into alignment. Thus, mutual optimism can lead adversaries to
war, and war can then help adversaries overcome mutual optimism.
But the potential for such ex ante disagreement raises the possibility
of a second kind of disagreement, which has not been addressed in the formal
literature on conflict bargaining. If belligerents disagree about the determi-
nants of success, this very disagreement can lead them to interpret differently
even those events that they do both observe. Therefore, they can disagree
not only on the interpretation of events that occur before the war begins, but
also on the interpretation of events that take place during the war itself. As
I will show, these ex post disagreements may in the short run undermine the
process through which war can otherwise bring their beliefs and expectations
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into alignment.
In the following chapter I propose an approach to thinking about in-
surgency and counterinsurgency that allows for the possibility of both such
differences of opinion — ex ante and ex post — and explains how and under
what circumstances they can affect the outcomes of irregular warfare.
5.1.1 Two views of insurgency and counterinsurgency
The majority of contemporary disagreements over the practice of in-
surgency and counterinsurgency hinges on whether and how to utilize civilian
populations. Following David Kilcullen, I divide approaches to thinking about
insurgency and counterinsurgency into two categories: “enemy centric” and
“population centric” (Kilcullen, 2009).1 I will elaborate below how these ap-
proaches differ.
5.1.1.1 The “population centric” approach
According to much of contemporary counterinsurgency theory, what
makes insurgency and counterinsurgency different from conventional warfare
is the role played by civilians in determining ultimate success. In a formulation
that is usually attributed to Lyndon Johnson, but that has since moved into
the realm of cliche, it is the “hearts and minds” of the local population that
1Note that Kilcullen uses these terms to describe differing approaches to counterinsur-
gency only. But as the discussion below makes clear, insurgents are faced with a very similar
decision about the utilization of civilian populations. The key difference is that in the early
phases of insurgency, an “enemy centric” approach is a less viable option for the insurgent,
due to asymmetries in conventional war–making capabilities.
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the insurgents or counterinsurgents must win before a victor can be declared.
This insight goes back at least as far as that insurgency now known as the
American Revolutionary War, as evinced by British General James Robert-
son’s comment: “I never had an idea of subduing the Americans. I meant to
assist the good Americans to subdue the bad” (Mackesy, 1993).2 The notion
that a counterinsurgent can and should divide a population into “good” civil-
ians and loyalists and “bad” revolutionaries implies that there is some value
in doing so. But what might that be?
The French theorist David Galula provides the clearest articulation of
the underlying logic of a population-centric approach. Echoing Rousseau’s
discussion of the consensual basis of political rule, Galula defines the central
problem for both insurgents and counterinsurgents as follows:
Afflicted with his congenital weakness, the insurgent would be fool-
ish if he mustered whatever forces were available to him and at-
tacked his opponent in a conventional fashion, taking as his objec-
tive the destruction of the enemy’s forces and the conquest of the
territory. Logic forces him instead to carry the fight to a different
ground where he has a better chance to balance the physical odds
against him. The population represents this new ground. If the
insurgent manages to dissociate the population from the counterin-
surgent, to control it physically, to get its active support, he will
win the war because, in the final analysis, the exercise of political
2The comparison between the British approach to fighting American revolutionaries and
the American approach to fighting Iraqi insurgents is due to Ricks (Ricks, 2008).
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power depends on the tacit or explicit agreement of the population
or, at worst, on its submissiveness (Galula, 2006).
Galula, examining in particular the writings of Mao, also handily
sketches out how this approach is put into practice. The key differences be-
tween insurgency and conventional warfare manifest themselves in the early
stages of the war. These involve first the construction of a strong, cohesive in-
surgent elite, and then the steady accumulation of support for the insurgency
from other groups as well as the unorganized masses. During this period of ac-
cumulating mass support, the insurgents’ only real advantage is their flexibility
and ease of movement. Thus, they tend to act in the manner described by
Galula above, avoiding conventional, direct confrontation with the counterin-
surgents, and instead focusing on ambush, sabotage, and brief engagements
with help from supportive members of the civilian population, some of whom
may eventually become insurgents themselves — what Kilcullen calls “acci-
dental guerillas” (Kilcullen, 2009). Thus, in its early phases, insurgency is
essentially population centric; a successful insurgency cannot be otherwise. It
is only after civilian support has reached a critical point that insurgents will
have the resources necessary to fight according to the strategies and tactics of
conventional war, and thus become enemy centric (see below). In fact, once
this point has been reached, the population centric tactics of insurgency are
increasingly less viable, given that insurgent forces will have become as large
and inflexible as a regular army (Galula, 2006).
If an insurgency can only be won with the support of the population, it
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follows, then, that one approach to successful counterinsurgency might be to
prevent the insurgents from winning over the population to their side. From
a counterinsurgency perspective, then, a population centric approach “focuses
on the population, seeking to protect it from harm by — or interaction with
— the insurgent, competing with the insurgent for influence and control at
the grassroots level. Its basic assumption is that insurgency is a mass social
phenomenon, that the enemy rides and manipulates a social wave consisting
of genuine popular grievances, and that dealing with this broader social and
political dynamic, while gaining time for targeted reforms to work by applying
a series of tailored, full–spectrum security measures, is the most promising
path to ultimately resolve the problem” (Kilcullen, 2009). In other words,
a population centric approach to counterinsurgency requires convincing the
civilian population that its interests are best served by the counterinsurgents,
not the insurgents.
5.1.1.2 Enemy–centric
In Kilcullen’s typology, the alternative to the population–centric ap-
proach to insurgency and counterinsurgency is the enemy–centric approach.
Often maligned as the misapplication of conventional tactics to irregular war
— see, for example, much of the work by Jonathan Nagl, though he doesn’t
use this terminology (Nagl, 2005) — the enemy–centric approach, like the
population–centric approach, begins with the acknowledgement that irregular
and conventional warfare are in many ways distinct. In fact, advocates of
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the enemy–centric approach often even agree with their counterparts about
what factors make them distinct. For example, C.E. Callwell’s late–19th cen-
tury, enemy–centric text Small Wars — among the first extended treatments
of insurgency and counterinsurgency as essentially different from conventional
warfare — focuses at great length on the unique advantages of insurgents,
noting their speed and flexibility, and the advantages afforded the insurgents
by the support of the native population, such as what he calls “treachery on
the part of ostensibly neutral bodies or tribes.” In other words, he acknowl-
edges that what are now called “population centric” tactics are available to
insurgents and are, in fact, their greatest advantage in warfare (Callwell, 1996).
But according to Callwell, these advantages enjoyed by insurgents re-
quire an approach to counterinsurgency nearly opposite that proposed by
population–centric theorists. This is because counterinsurgents are, Callwell
suggests, essentially incapable of fighting according to the same tactics as in-
surgents. Recall from the discussion above that Galula contends that regular
warfare is typically the final phase of a successful insurgency — enacted, in
part out of necessity, once the insurgents’ support has reached critical mass.
Galula seems even to imply that once the insurgent army is of a certain size it
should no longer even be capable of employing the tactics of irregular warfare.




The debate over the proper practice of counterinsurgency contains many
echoes of earlier debates surrounding the strategic use of air power in the in-
fancy of aerial combat. Beginning with H.G. Wells’s The War in the Air,
early attempts to imagine how warfare might be changed by the introduction
of aircraft focused on how it might be used to strategically manipulate civil-
ian populations to turn on their political leaders. This would appear to have
been the purpose of the Italian airmen who took to dropping hand grenades
on noncombatants during the Italo-Turkish war of 1911–12, perhaps the first
instance of what became known as “strategic bombing.” This turned out to
be a losing strategy at the time, “helping to drive people into the insurgents’
arms [...] and the longer the war, the more the Italians themselves tended to
replace [grenades] with leaflets that called upon the enemy to surrender” (van
Creveld, 2011).
The Italian general Giulio Douhet is the most well–known advocate of
“strategic bombing.” Douhet wrote that “no longer can areas exist in which
life can be lived in safety and tranquility, nor can that battlefield any longer
be limited to actual combatants.” Success in modern warfare, according to
Douhet, thus required focusing attacks on “the most vital civilian centers
[which would] spread terror through the nation and quickly break down [the
enemy’s] material and moral resistence” (van Creveld, 2011). Despite obvious
differences, “strategic bombing” is in many ways analogous to “population–
centric” approaches to counterinsurgency. In this case, “winning over” the
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civilian population involves convincing them not to switch sides, but rather to
force their own governments to make peace.
Douhet’s counterparts in the US and the UK — Billy Mitchell and Hugh
Trenchard, respectively — were somewhat more circumspect on the subject
of aerially targeting civilians, and, interestingly, Germany’s Luftwaffe rejected
the tactic entirely (initially, at least). The Second World War should have
been the ultimate test case for and against the “strategic bombing” advocated
by Douhet, and the unconditional surrender of German and Japanese forces
that followed soon after the devastation of many of their major cities by Allied
air forces would appear to confirm its efficacy. Yet there is still some debate
about whether the connection between “strategic bombing” and victory is as
clear as the Allied forces’ success would seem to imply. van Creveld (2011),
for example, writes that in Germany
bombing certainly did not improve morale of those on the receiv-
ing side. [...] Yet it did not bring the German people to the point
where the ceased to resist, let alone made them rise against their
government. Even in the face of infernos such as Hamburg, so-
cial cohesion proved much stronger than anybody had expected.
Streets were quickly cleared of rubble, essential services restored.
Moreover, bombing gave German fighter pilots something to fight
and, if necessary, die for.
Here, then, was another opportunity for belligerents to “agree to dis-
agree.”
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5.1.3 Practical implications of disagreement
If it is true that the victor in insurgencies and counterinsurgencies —
and war in general — can be determined in some part by civilian populations,
and that both the influence of civilian populations on a conflict’s outcomes and
the influence of belligerents on civilian populations are difficult to observe and
a matter of significant dispute, this creates a number of practical difficulties for
belligerents. To clarify these ideas, we can think of the role of civilians in terms
of the complications it creates for understanding irregular and regular warfare
within the framework of what are commonly called “rationalist” theories of
war. I will focus on three of these complications – one, that adversaries may
disagree about what will be the true determinants of victory, two, that they
may therefore disagree about their respective chances of winning future battles,
and three, that they might also therefore disagree about who has won a battle
that has already been fought. I will then develop a modeling approach that
addresses all three.
5.1.4 Rationalist theories of war
The canonical rationalist model of war is the “costly lottery.” Although
it has fallen into some disfavor — often with good reason, as noted below —
it is still a useful starting place, as it clarifies many of the problems that must
be dealt with in understanding how wars begin and end.
In the costly lottery representation of conflict (Fearon, 1995), both
parties have respective probabilities p and 1 − p of winning the war, some
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value W they assign to winning, and they must pay some costs k1 and k2 to
fight. Fighting such a war would thus have an expected value of p ×W − k1
and (1− p)×W − k2.3 Once the war has been fought, the victor receives W
minus its cost of fighting, and the loser receives zero minus its cost of fighting.
In the absence of additional complications, states under these circum-
stances should always prefer a negotiated settlement to absolute war, because
there are any number of mutually agreeable divisions of W that they would
prefer to fighting (Fearon, 1995). State 1 should prefer any share larger than
p×W − k1 to war, and state 2 should be willing to give state 1 any share less
than p ×W − k2 rather than go to war. Put another way, k1 + k2 represent
the overall value lost by fighting — the inefficiencies of war — and both states
should prefer finding some way of keeping and dividing up this value rather
than fighting and losing it. The larger the values of k1 and k2 are, the larger
the range of settlements that both states prefer to war, and as long as k1 and
k2 are greater than zero — which we can assume given the loss of lives and
treasure that war necessarily entails — some range of mutually agreeable set-
tlements will always exist. Given this range of mutually agreeable divisions of
W , why would such a war ever occur?
3Note that I have simplified the usual version of a costly lottery somewhat, by conflating
the share of the object of war each side receives with the subjective value that each side
assigns to it. Under most circumstances, the logical ramifications of my simplified version
will be the same as those of the more complicated canonical model.
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5.1.5 Overestimating the probability of future success
One answer to this question that has inspired much of the contemporary
literature on conflict is mutual optimism (Fearon, 1995). It may be that one
or both sides overestimate their probabilities of winning, assigning subjective
values to p — p1 and 1−p2 — such that p1+1−p2 > 1 (p1−p2 > 0). The larger
are p1 and (1−p2), the smaller are the range of divisions of W that both would
prefer to war. Once the difference between p1×W and (1− p2)×W is greater
than k1 + k2, the range of possible settlements preferred to war disappears
entirely, such that p1 ×W − k1and (1 − p2) ×W − k2 are greater than any
division of W that the other side would agree to.
Note that if we understand mutual optimism as a result of adversaries
having differential access to all of the information relevant to determining the
likely victor, then such mutual optimism on its own is not enough to lead
to war. If an asymmetric distribution of information were the only prob-
lem, states could avoid war entirely by directly communicating to each other
whatever factors they believe give them an advantage, thus disabusing each
other of their respective incorrect assumptions about future success. Typically,
analyses that rely upon this conceptualization of mutual optimism within the
context of a “costly lottery” model of war suggest that adversaries are unable
to communicate in this manner due to incentives to misrepresent their own ca-
pabilities: If his share of the final settlement rises with his chances of winning
p, then a belligerent should want to convince his adversary that p is very large
— even if it isn’t true. That they might lie makes any attempt by belligerents
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to communicate private information inherently untrustworthy, thus making it
difficult to overcome mutual optimism.
Smith and Stam have suggested an alternative approach. They recon-
struct the rationalist model of conflict without Harsanyi’s “common priors
assumption,” such that adversaries with access to the same information can
hold different beliefs about the significance of this information. They can,
in essence “agree to disagree.” Some worry that such a departure from the
canonical approach to rational choice theorizing is not only unnecessary but
perhaps dangerous, leading to intractability and incoherence, ultimately un-
dermining the ability to construct useful, causal explanations.4 But Smith
and Stam show that given careful consideration of what it is possible for bel-
ligerents to agree to disagree about, novel and valid explanations of wartime
behavior can be constructed by jettisoning the common priors assumption. In
the next sections, I will elaborate Smith and Stam’s model, and then suggest
another way that belligerents might agree to disagree.
5.1.6 The belligerent’s ruin
In Smith and Stam’s characterization, war is modeled as a variant of
the “gambler’s ruin” problem posed by Blaise Pascal and solved by Christiaan
4Fey and Ramsay make this argument quite adamantly, insisting on the necessity of the
convention of treating differences in beliefs as, essentially, differences in available information
(as in Fearon’s and others’ models of mutual optimism, discussed above). Strangely, in
another article published at roughly the same time, Fey and Ramsay argue that mutual
optimism based on informational asymmetries cannot ever lead to war, calling into question
the usefulness of the very beliefs–as–information approach they advocate in their other
article.
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Huygens. In the “gambler’s ruin” problem, two players with finite stakes
make a series of bets that continue until one has lost and the other has won
everything. The “problem” as defined by Pascal is how to determine the
probability of each player winning the entire stake, and how long it will take
them to reach one or the other of these two absorbing states. Huygens has
shown that given a constant probability of winning, a constant amount won or
lost with each round, and the players’ initial bankrolls, it is possible to calculate
each of these expected values. Given the total stake X ∈ Z∗ (i.e., the sum
of both players’ bankrolls), player 1’s probability of winning p : 0 < p < 1,
and player 1’s bankroll x : x ∈ Z∗, and a bet of 1 unit for every round, 1’s











if p 6= 1/2
(X−x)
X
if p = 1/2
(5.1)
and player 2’s probability of losing will be 1 − λ. The expected number of











)]] if p 6= 1/2
x(X − x) if p = 1/2
(5.2)
In Smith and Stam’s adaptation, adversaries with finite “forts” (equiv-
alent to the bankrolls in the gambler’s ruin problem) fight a series of battles,
each costing the belligerents K. However, unlike in the “gambler’s ruin” prob-
lem, the purpose of fighting is the acquisition not only of forts, but also of
some other prize that both sides value at V . Each can gain all of this prize by
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depriving the other of all of her forts, and thus the ability to continue fighting.
But at any time the adversaries can also choose to stop fighting by agreeing
to some division of the prize. In each round t, before each battle, 1 offers 2
a division of the prize bt ∈ [0, V ]. If 2 accepts, then 1 gets V − bt − tK and
2 gets bt − tK. If 2 rejects 1’s offer, then they fight another battle. Each
battle ends with the winner gaining and the loser losing one fort. Fighting
can continue until one has lost and the other has won all of the forts. Given
some known probability p of winning each battle and some known division of
X forts, Smith and Stam use Huygen’s result to determine the probability of
each adversary reaching her preferred absorbing state (i.e., where the other
has lost all of her forts), and how long it is likely to take to reach that state.
Then, given the cost of fighting K and the value of the prize V , the expected
values of fighting to the finish for belligerents 1 and 2 are
E1 = E[U1(fight indefinitely|p, x)]
= V × (1− λ(p, x))−K × E[R|p, x]
and
E2 = E[U2(fight indefinitely|p, x)]
= V × (λ(p, x))−K × E[R|p, x]
respectively. If we maintain the common priors assumption, then both sides
agree on the value of p, such that E1+E2 < V , and there is a range of divisions
of V (the size of which will be determined by K) between E1 and E2 that both
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will prefer to war, much like in the canonical costly lottery model of mutual
optimism.
But Smith and Stam instead assume that (given the same information)
both sides can disagree about the probability of winning each battle. They
represent adversaries’ different beliefs about their probability of winning as
random variables, beta distributed with parameters α1, β1 and α2, β2 for
belligerents 1 and 2 respectively. Thus, given its beliefs about p, belligerent 1
expects to win a fight to the finish with probability
L1(α1, β1, x) =
∫ 1
0
(1− λ(p, x))f(p;α1, β1)dp (5.3)
and that the fight will last
D1(α1, β1, x) =
∫ 1
0
E[R|p, x]f(p;α1, β1)dp (5.4)
periods. Belligerent 2 similarly expects to win a fight to the finish with prob-
ability
L2(α2, β2, x) =
∫ 1
0
(λ(p, x))f(p;α2, β2)dp (5.5)
and that the fight will last
D2(α2, β2, x) =
∫ 1
0
E[R|p, x]f(p;α2, β2)dp (5.6)











Thus a fight to the finish will be worth
E1 = E[U1(fight indefinitely|α1, β1, x)]
= V × (1− L(α1, β1, x))−K ×D(α1, β1, x) (5.9)
for 1 and thus 1 will not propose any division of V less than E1. Belligerent 2
will likewise expect a fight to the finish to be worth
E2 = E[U2(fight indefinitely|α2, β2, x)]
= V × (L(α2, β2, x))−K ×D(α2, β2, x) (5.10)
and will not accept any division of V less than E2.
However, if they begin with mutually optimistic beliefs about p, 1 is
willing to offer at most M1 = V −E1 and 2 likewise is willing to offer M2 = V −
E2. When E2 > M1 or, similarly, when E1 > M2 (that is, when V < E1 +E2),
each side’s expected value of fighting to the finish is greater than the most
generous offer the other is willing to make, so they will continue to fight.
Following Wittman’s and Wagner’s suggestion that war is a means for
belligerents to learn about their likelihood of winning, Smith and Stam propose
that 1 and 2 can update their respective beliefs α1, β1, α2, and β2 about p
after each battle they fight via Bayes’s rule. Thus, if at time t, belligerent 1











both players’ beliefs about p can be expressed in terms of time t and the state
variable Xt, this is a Markovian random walk model of conflict. That is to say
that the process it describes is essentially memoryless, such that beliefs at time
t+ 1 depend only on beliefs at t, plus some stochastic element (determined by
the true value of p, unknown to both belligerents). In other words, to describe
belligerents’ current beliefs about p does not require that we know the entire
history of their beliefs, but only their most recently held beliefs and whatever
event has caused them to revise them.
With this mechanism for updating beliefs in place, Smith and Stam
show that 1’s and 2’s beliefs about p converge over time as they fight. They
offer a formal proof, but the convergence result is evident because, as long as
the belligerents avoid either absorbing state, the series p1 and p2 by construc-
tion both converge to .5 as t gets very large (and if they reach an absorbing
state, then convergence is no longer necessary). Once p1 and p2 are in the same
neighborhood — the boundaries of which are determined by K — then 1 and
2 will prefer a deal to another round of fighting. Given that K defines the size
of the range of settlements 1 and 2 will prefer to war, as K gets smaller, there
will be fewer settlements both belligerents prefer to war. Thus, belligerents’
beliefs will converge more quickly when the cost of fighting is high than they
will when the cost of fighting is low.
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5.2 Divergent beliefs in insurgency and counterinsur-
gency
As already noted above, one feature of Smith and Stam’s model is that
beliefs always move closer together with each battle, and never move apart —
this feature of the model, in fact, drives its convergence result. Substantively,
this is because Smith and Stam assume that after the onset of war, belligerents
have equal access to the same new information and interpret all of it the same
way. Fighting thus provides both belligerents with immediate and identical
evidence in support of one’s beliefs or the other’s: If one side prevails in
battle, then its optimism about the determinants of victory is vindicated, and
the other side’s undermined. Similarly, if it loses, its optimism is undermined,
and the other side’s vindicated. Thus their beta distributed beliefs about their
probabilities of winning, while initially different, update according to the same
mechanism, ultimately converging.
But, as discussed above, the ultimate success of an insurgency or coun-
terinsurgency may be determined to some degree by outcomes outside of the
battlefield — e.g. the response of the civilian population to the battle and the
extent to which this response contributes to future battlefield successes. Be-
cause they are not immediately observed by belligerents, these effects must be
estimated, and different initial beliefs about the determinants of success may
lead to different estimates. These estimates will then inform any revisions
the belligerents make to their beliefs after battle. A belligerent who believes
that counterinsurgency can be won primarily through enemy–centric means
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might view a battle won through the overwhelming use of force as an unqual-
ified success for the counterinsurgent, moving them closer to ultimate victory
(Callwell, 1996). But another might focus on the collateral casualties from the
same battle, and imagine that the long-term effects of the accompanying loss
of support for the counterinsurgent from the civilian population will outweigh
any gains made on the battlefield (Galula, 2006). Similarly, a belligerent who
believes that counterinsurgency can be won primarily through population–
centric means might view a battle fought with careful timing and precision,
avoiding all civilian casualties, as an unqualified success for the counterin-
surgent (Galula, 2006). But another might focus on the opportunities such
caution provides the insurgent to regroup, recruit, regain the initiative, and
continue the fight on its own terms, thus reducing the counterinsurgent’s like-
lihood of success in future battles (Callwell, 1996). Thus, differences in initial
beliefs may affect how these beliefs are revised in the face of new informa-
tion, and these differences might in the short run cause belligerents’ beliefs to
diverge after a battle rather than converge.
To allow for disagreement over battlefield outcomes, first I treat the ba-
sis for such disagreement as being over the state of the world — i.e., whether
the belligerents are in a world where enemy–centric counterinsurgency is better
or a world where population–centric counterinsurgency is better. I define “bet-
ter” here narrowly: While some battles will have unambiguous outcomes, such
that regardless of the counterinsurgent’s strategy both counterinsurgent and
insurgent will agree on the outcome, the rest will have ambiguous outcomes
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— due, for example, to the proximity of the battle to civilian populations
and the likelihood of accompanying “collateral” casualties. Where a battle
has an ambiguous outcome, if the belligerents are in the world where enemy–
centric counterinsurgency is “better,” this means that counterinsurgents will
win when they have chosen to fight according to an enemy–centric strategy,
but lose when they have chosen to fight according to a population–centric
strategy. Likewise, if they are in the world where population–centric coun-
terinsurgency is “better,” this means they will win when they have chosen
to fight according to a population–centric strategy, and lose when they have
chosen to fight according to an enemy–centric strategy. I denote two state
variables, representing proximity to an absorbing state in each of these two
worlds. Next, I assign to each belligerent a set of beliefs about the probability
of winning conditional on the state of the world, the counterinsurgent’s choice
of strategy, beliefs about the probability of being in one world or the other,
and proximity to an absorbing state in each world. Finally, belligerents update
their conditional probabilities based on which world they believe themselves
to be in, such that if they disagree on the latter, they may also disagree on
the former. I will explain each of these steps in greater detail.
As in Smith and Stam’s model, the insurgent and counterinsurgent can
gain all of stake V by depriving the other of all of her forts, and thus the
ability to continue fighting. But at any time the adversaries can also choose
to stop fighting by agreeing to some division of the stake. In each round t,
before each battle, the counterinsurgent 1 offers the insurgent 2 a division of
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the prize bt ∈ [0, V ]. If 2 accepts, then 1 gets V −bt− tK and 2 gets bt− tK. If
2 rejects 1’s offer, then they fight another battle. Thus, based on their beliefs,
counterinsurgents make an offer and choose between two possible strategies:
adopting a population-centric approach G (G is for Gallula) if the insurgents
reject their offer or adopting an enemy-centric approach C (C is for Callwell)
if the insurgents reject their offer. Likewise, given their own beliefs, insurgents
choose between fighting and agreeing to the the counterinsurgent’s settlement.
Insurgents and counterinsurgents choose their strategies based on the expected
utility of doing so, which I describe mathematically below. Note that this
model can be understood as a special case of a more general model where
insurgents also can decide between population centric (guerilla) and enemy
centric (regular) warfare. Here I assume for the sake of greater simplicity
that the insurgents’ capacity is always sufficiently limited, as in what Galula
identifies as the initial phases of all insurgencies, such that regular warfare is
not a practical consideration.
Assuming either might be true, belligerents 1 and 2 begin with beliefs
pW1 and p
W
2 respectively that they are in a world where the counterinsurgents’
choice of G wins battles with ambiguous outcomes, and 1 − pW1 and 1 − pW2
that they are in a world where the counterinsurgents’ choice of C wins battles
with ambiguous outcomes. Each belligerent also begins with beliefs about the
likelihood of winning in each scenario — the counterinsurgents’ choice of G
where G is best, of G where C is best, of C where C is best, and of C where
G is best — four in total. Note that because I am interested in convergence
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and divergence of beliefs, I will express beliefs for both belligerents in terms of
their expectations about belligerent 1’s (i.e. the counterinsurgents’) likelihood
of winning, such that belligerent 2’s beliefs will be about their own likelihood of
losing. The belligerents’ first set of beliefs consists of their expected probabili-
ties of the counterinsurgents’ winning a battle if the counterinsurgents choose
G and they are in a world where G is the best choice, pGG1 and p
GG
2 . Second
is their expected probabilities of the counterinsurgent winning a battle if the
counterinsurgents choose G and they are in a world where C is the best choice,
pGC1 and p
GC
2 . Third is the expected probability of the counterinsurgents’ win-
ning a battle if the counterinsurgents choose C and they are in a world where
C is the best choice, pCC1 and p
CC
2 . Fourth is the expected probability of the
counterinsurgents’ winning a battle if the counterinsurgents choose C and they
are in a world where G is the best choice, pCG1 and p
CG
2 . To allow for Bayesian

















2 are all beta distributed, each
with its own α and β shape parameters.5
As in Smith and Stam’s model, each belligerent also begins with a finite
number of “forts,” and with each battle won (lost), she gains (loses) one fort.
5A note on the notation of probabilities and the parameters describing their distributions.
The subscript always indicates the belligerent — 1 or 2. Where there are two superscripts,
the first superscript indicates the strategy, and the second superscript indicates which world
they may be in. Thus pGC2 is the probability 2 assigns to winning given the counterinsurgents’
choice of strategy G if they are in the world where C is the better strategy. Where there
is one subscript, it indicates which world they may be in. Thus, pW2 is the probability 2
assigns to their being in a world where the counterinsurgents’ choice of G wins battles with
ambiguous outcomes.
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Once a belligerent loses or gains all of the forts, she stops fighting. But because
belligerents can disagree about which world they are in, and the definition of
success can be different in each world, I assign two state (or “fort”) variables,
XC if they are in a world where the enemy–centric approach C is better, and
XG if they are in a world where the population–centric approach G is better.
I assume that belligerents agree about how many battles they have each won
and lost in each world, i.e. XC and XG are public information and the same
for both belligerents.
Given these state variables XC and XG, the following expressions rep-
resent the belligerents’ expectations about fighting.
5.2.1 Counterinsurgents’ beliefs about choosing C
First I will describe expectations associated with the counterinsurgent’s
choice C. Here, given initial beliefs αCC1 and β
CC
1 , 1’s expected probability of
winning a fight to the finish in world C is











(1− λ(p,XC))f(p;αCC1 , βCC1 )dp (5.13)
and 1 expects a fight to the finish to last











E[R|p,XC ]f(p;αCC1 , βCC1 )dp (5.14)
additional periods.
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Given initial beliefs αCG1 and β
CG
1 , 1’s expected probability of winning
a fight to the finish in world G is











(1− λ(p,XG))f(p;αCG1 , βCG1 )dp (5.15)
and 1 expects a fight to the finish to last











E[R|p,XG]f(p;αCG1 , βCG1 )dp (5.16)
additional periods.
Given initial beliefs αW1 and β
W
1 that they are in world G, 1’s expected
probability of winning a fight to the finish is


















(pLCG1 (.) + (1− p)LCC1 (.))f(p;αW1 , βW1 )dp (5.17)
corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.3 above, and for the fight to
last


















(pDCG1 (.) + (1− p)DCC1 (.))f(p;αW1 , βW1 )dp (5.18)
periods, corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.4 above.
Thus, the expected value of choice C for the counterinsurgents (1) is
EC1 = E[U1(C|αW1 , βW1 , αCC1 , βCC1 , αCG1 , βCG1 , XC , XG)]
= V × LC1 (.)−K ×DC1 (.)
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corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.9 above.
5.2.2 Insurgents’ beliefs about counterinsurgents choosing C
Given initial beliefs αCC2 and β
CC
2 , if the counterinsurgents choose C,
the insurgents’ (2’s) expected probability of losing (i.e. of the counterinsur-
gents winning) a fight to the finish in world C is











(1− λ(p,XC))f(p;αCC2 , βCC2 )dp (5.19)
and the insurgents (2) expect a fight to the finish to last











E[R|p,XC ]f(p;αCC2 , βCC2 )dp (5.20)
additional periods.
Given initial beliefs αCG2 and β
CG
2 , the insurgents’ (2’s) expected prob-
ability of losing (i.e. of the counterinsurgents winning) a fight to the finish in
world G is











(1− λ(p,XG))f(p;αCG2 , βCG2 )dp (5.21)
and the insurgents (2) expect a fight to the finish to last











E[R|p,XG]f(p;αCG2 , βCG2 )dp (5.22)
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additional periods.
Given initial beliefs αW2 and β
W
2 that they are in world G, the in-
surgents’ (2’s) expected probability of losing (i.e. of the counterinsurgents
winning) a fight to the finish is


















(pLCG2 (.) + (1− p)LCC2 (.))f(p;αW2 , βW2 )dp (5.23)
corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.3 above, and they expect the
fight to last


















(pDCG2 (.) + (1− p)DCC2 (.))f(p;αW2 , βW2 )dp (5.24)
periods, corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.4 above.
Thus, the expected value of fighting for the insurgent (2) given the
counterinsurgents’ (1’s) choice of C is
EC2 = E[U2(C|αW2 , βW2 , αCC2 , βCC2 , αCG2 , βCG2 , XC , XG)]
= V × (1− LC2 (.))−K ×DC2 (.)
corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.9 above.
5.2.3 Counterinsurgents beliefs about choosing G
Next, I will describe expectations associated with the counterinsur-
gent’s choice G. Here, given initial beliefs αGG1 and β
GG
1 , 1’s expected proba-
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bility of winning a fight to the finish in world G is











(1− λ(p,XG))f(p;αGG1 , βGG1 )dp (5.25)
and 1 expects a fight to the finish to last











E[R|p,XG]f(p;αGG1 , βGG1 )dp (5.26)
additional periods.
Given initial beliefs αGC1 and β
GC
1 , 1’s expected probability of winning
a fight to the finish in world C is











(1− λ(p,XC))f(p;αGC1 , βGC1 )dp (5.27)
and 1 expects a fight to the finish to last











E[R|p,XC ]f(p;αGC1 , βGC1 )dp (5.28)
additional periods.
Given initial beliefs αW1 and β
W
1 that they are in world G, 1’s expected
probability of winning a fight to the finish is


















(pLGG1 (.) + (1− p)LGC1 (.))f(p;αW1 , βW1 )dp (5.29)
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corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.3 above, and for the fight to
last


















(pDGG1 (.) + (1− p)DGC1 (.))f(p;αW1 , βW1 )dp (5.30)
periods, corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.4 above.
Thus, the expected value of choice G for the counterinsurgents (1) is
EG1 = E[U1(C|αW1 , βW1 , αGG1 , βGG1 , αGC1 , βGC1 , XC , XG)]
= V × LC1 (.)−K ×DC1 (.)
corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.9 above.
5.2.4 Insurgents’ beliefs about counterinsurgents choosing G
Given initial beliefs αGG2 and β
GG
2 , 2’s expected probability of losing a
fight to the finish in world G is











(1− λ(p,XG))f(p;αGG2 , βGG2 )dp (5.31)
and 2 expects a fight to the finish to last











E[R|p,XG]f(p;αGG2 , βGG2 )dp (5.32)
additional periods.
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Given initial beliefs αGC2 and β
GC
2 , 2’s expected probability of winning
a fight to the finish in world C is











(1− λ(p,XC))f(p;αGC2 , βGC2 )dp (5.33)
and 2 expects a fight to the finish to last











E[R|p,XC ]f(p;αGC2 , βGC2 )dp (5.34)
additional periods.
Given initial beliefs αW2 and β
W
2 that they are in world G, 2’s expected
probability of losing a fight to the finish is


















(pLGG2 (.) + (1− p)LGC2 (.))f(p;αW2 , βW2 )dp (5.35)
corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.3 above, and for the fight to
last


















(pDGG2 (.) + (1− p)DGC2 (.))f(p;αW2 , βW2 )dp (5.36)
periods, corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.4 above.
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Thus, the expected value for the insurgent (2) of the counterinsurgents’
(1’s) choice of G is
EG2 = E[U2(C|αW2 , βW2 , αGG2 , βGG2 , αGC2 , βGC2 , XC , XG)]
= V × (1− LC2 (.))−K ×DC2 (.)
corresponding to Smith and Stam’s equation 5.9 above.
5.2.5 How settlements are reached
The counterinsurgents (belligerent 1) are willing to offer at most
M1 = V −max{EG1 , EC1 } (5.37)
and 2 likewise is willing to offer
M2 = V −max{EG2 , EC2 }. (5.38)
When
max{EG2 , EC2 } > M1 (5.39)
or, similarly, when
max{EG1 , EC1 } > M2 (5.40)
that is, when
V < max{EG1 , EC1 }+max{EG2 , EC2 } (5.41)
each side’s expected value of fighting to the finish is greater than the most
generous offer the other is willing to make, so they will continue to fight.
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The mechanism by which the belligerents update their beliefs about
the probability of winning is similar to Smith and Stam’s, albeit complicated
by the belligerents’ ability to disagree about the outcome of a given battle. As
in Smith and Stam’s model, belligerents will update their beliefs about their
















But where battle outcomes are ambiguous, belligerents can disagree
about what those outcomes are. In these cases, a battle fought according to
the enemy–centric approach, and scored as a win from an enemy–centric point
of view, would be scored as a loss from the population–centric point of view.
Similarly, a battle fought according to the population–centric approach, and
scored as a win from a population–centric point of view, would be scored as a
loss from the enemy–centric point of view. Thus, an ambiguous battle fought
according to the enemy–centric strategy will be a win for the counterinsurgents
according to the enemy–centric view but a loss according to the population–




1 , and α
GC
2
(the parameters associated with an increase in the expected probability of
winning if 1 and 2 are in the world where C is the best strategy) by one




1 , and β
CG
2 (the parameters associated
with a decrease in the expected probability of winning in a world where G is
the best strategy) by one unit. Likewise the “fort” tallies would also change:
XC would increase by one, and XG would decrease by one. Similarly, an
ambiguous battle fought according to the population–centric strategy will be
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a win for the counterinsurgents according to the population–centric view but
a loss according to the enemy–centric view. This would lead to an increase




1 , and α
CG
2 (the parameters associated with an increase in
the expected probability of winning if they are in the world where C is the




1 , and β
GC
2 (the
parameters associated with a decrease in the expected probability of winning
in a world where G is the best strategy) by one unit. Likewise the “fort”
tallies would also change: XG would increase by one, and XC would decrease
by one.6
There is a separate mechanism for updating the α and β parameters
associated with pW1 and p
W
2 — 1’s and 2’s respective beliefs that they are in
a world where G is the better strategy. Because the perception of battlefield
outcomes is essentially biased by prior beliefs about whether an enemy-centric
or population-centric approach is better, any measure of battlefield success
will be a poor indicator of whether these prior beliefs are correct. Updating
the α and β parameters associated with pW1 and p
W
2 requires that belligerents
6Here I assume (or, more precisely, I assume that the belligerents assume) that if the
counterinsurgent’s pursuing an enemy–centric strategy gives an advantage to the insurgent,
this advantage to the insurgent will persist even if the counterinsurgents realize their mistake
and switch to a population-centric strategy. That is, they will have disadvantaged themselves
in future battles regardless of whatever additional advantage is gained or lost by their
future choices of strategy. Likewise, if the counterinsurgents’ pursuing a population strategy
disadvantages the insurgents, this disadvantage will persist even if the counterinsurgents
don’t realize this, and make the mistake of switching to an enemy-centric strategy. Again,
they will have given themselves an advantage in future battles regardless of their future
strategy. Thus, when a battle is fought according to the enemy–centric approach, and won
according to the enemy–centric point of view, but lost according to the population–centric
point of view, αGC1 and α
GC




2 will increase by one.
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pay attention to some measure of long run success that both the enemy– and
population–centric approaches would agree is valid, and about which there is
little room for subjective disagreement between belligerents over outcomes.
One such measure is the frequency of insurgent attacks. Theorists
of insurgency, population–centric counterinsurgency, and enemy–centric coun-
terinsurgency all agree that the best way for insurgents to fight is via small,
frequent skirmishes, rather than large scale, direct confrontation. The logic
behind such an emphasis on small, frequent attacks is straightforward: Gener-
ally speaking, insurgents will not mobilize additional capacity in the manner
that a regular army would, i.e. by increasing battalion strength in order to
win more often and more decisively, as they will not be able to compete with
the regular army of the counterinsurgents in direct confrontation. Rather, as
their goal is not to defeat but rather to consistently undermine the legitimacy
and authority of the larger military force, they are more likely to apply any
newly acquired capacity to increasing the scope and frequency of attacks. In
Mao’s words, “the enemy is much stronger than we are, and it is true that
we can hinder, distract, disperse, and destroy him only if we disperse our own
forces.” If this is the case, any increase in insurgent force capacity should lead
to an increase in the frequency of insurgent initiated attacks, and likewise a
decrease in capacity should lead to a decrease in the frequency of insurgent
initiated attacks.
If it is true, as the population–centric approach maintains, that an
enemy–centric approach creates recruitment opportunities for the insurgents
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that exceed whatever attenuation of insurgent forces is achieved on the battle-
field, then this increase in insurgent capacity should be reflected by an increase
in the frequency of insurgent initiated attacks. Likewise, if it is true, as is im-
plied by defenders of the enemy–centric approach, that the population–centric
approach’s overcommitment of troops to the provision of security for civilians
creates too many opportunities for the insurgents to regroup, recruit, seize the
initiative, and fight battles on their own terms, then this too should be re-
flected in an increase in the frequency of insurgent initiated attacks. In either
case, an increase in the frequency of insurgent initiated attacks is evidence
that the current approach is not working and that the alternative might be
superior, whereas a decrease in the frequency of insurgent initiated attacks is
evidence that the current approach is at the very least working and may even
be the superior of the two approaches.
Thus, if counterinsurgents choose G and insurgent initiated attacks are
seen to decrease (increase) over time, then the α (β) parameters associated
with pW1 and p
W
2 will increase for both players. If counterinsurgents choose C
and insurgent initiated attacks decrease (increase), then the β (α) associated
with pW1 and p
W
2 will increase for both players.
The running tally of wins and losses are expressed in terms of time
varying state variables XCt and X
G
t , as described above. So that all of the
belligerents’ expectations can be written as functions of Markovian random
walk processes, the α and β parameters associated with pW1 and p
W
2 will up-
date according to a third state variable, XWt , which increases when insurgent
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attacks go up and decreases when they go down. Thus, at time t, the expected
value of choice C for the counterinsurgents (belligerent 1) is
EC1t = E[U1t(C|XCt , XGt , XWt , t)]






















































the expected value of continuing to fight for the insurgent (2) when the coun-
terinsurgents choose C is


























































the expected value of choice G for the counterinsurgents (belligerent 1) is























































and the expected value of continuing to fight for the insurgents (belligerent 2)
when the counterinsurgents choose G is

























































Unlike XG and XC , I assume no absorbing states associated with XW .
Because of this, belligerent’s beliefs pW1 and p
W
2 do not by construction con-
verge to .5, but rather, given sufficiently large t, converge to k
t
, where t is the
number of periods the belligerents have been fighting and k is the number of
those periods that insurgent–initiated attacks have been observed to increase
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when the counterinsurgent chooses C and decrease when the counterinsurgent












1 , and p
CG
2 all
do converge to .5 as t gets very large, and pW × .5 + (1− pW )× .5 = .5 for all




























it follows, then, that for a sufficiently large t,
V ≥ max{0, E2t}+max{0, EG1t, EC1t} (5.47)
where the max{} operator returns the largest element in a given set of num-
bers.
That the insurgents and counterinsurgents stop fighting at this point,
after 1 offers and 2 accepts b = max{0, E2t}, can be established as follows.
Once t is sufficiently large, the insurgent will accept any offer b≥ ≥ max{0, E2t}
and reject any offer b< < max{0, E2t}. The cost of fighting makes rejec-
tion worth less than b≥ but is not high enough to make it worth less than
b<. Conversely, the counterinsurgents will be willing to make any offer b≤ ≤
max{0, E2t} rather than fight, but will never make an offer b> > max{0, E2t}.
When V = max{0, E2t} + max{0, EG1t, EC1t}, fighting will get the counterin-
surgents max{0, EG1t, EC1t} = V − max{0, E2t}, so they will not be willing to
make an offer greater than max{0, E2t} (thus keeping for themselves less than
V −max{0, E2t}). But knowing that the insurgents will reject any offer less
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than max{0, E2t}, the counterinsurgents will offer b = max{0, E2t}, which the
insurgents will accept, thus ending fighting.
Smith and Stam have shown that, given that all of the possible random
walks implied by their system of equations end in convergence, 1 can, via
backwards induction, identify those nodes where she will prefer to make an
offer that she knows 2 will reject (thus continuing fighting). 1’s arrival at
each node is essentially determined by a non-strategic Nature that determines
(based on the true value of p, unknown to the belligerents) at each t whether
a given Xt will equal Xt−1 + 1 or Xt−1−1 and whether 2 was willing to accept
or reject 1’s last offer. Thus, despite that 1’s choice is not exactly discrete,
the game can be modeled in a manner roughly equivalent to a normal form
game tree, with branches representing moves by nature and 2’s two possible
responses to the best offers made by 1 — an admittedly enormous tree, but one
that is nonetheless both finite and, given sufficient computing power and time,
solvable. The result, then, is the ability to state for both players equilibrium
strategies for every possible sequence of moves by nature.
My model is similarly constructed, although the implied game tree is
even larger and more complicated. While the insurgent’s (2’s) choices are the
same, the insurgent (1) must now not only make an offer but choose either
C or G, and nature now has eight possible moves at each node: {XWt =








t−1 + 1}, {XWt = XWt−1 + 1, XCt = XCt−1 +
1, XGt = X
G
t−1 − 1}, {XWt = XWt−1 + 1, XCt = XCt−1 − 1, XGt = XGt−1 + 1},






t−1+1}, {XWt = XWt−1−1, XCt = Xt− 1C+1, XGt = XGt−1−1},
{XWt = XWt−1− 1, XCt = XCt−1− 1, XGt = XGt−1 + 1}, or {XWt = XWt−1− 1, XCt =
XCt−1 − 1, XGt = XGt−1 − 1}. As in Smith and Stam’s model, it is possible to
identify via backwards induction those nodes where 1 prefers to make an offer
she knows 2 will reject, and thus to state for each player equilibrium strategies
for every possible sequence of moves by nature.
In fact, most of the “branches” of this tree will look more or less exactly
like what Smith and Stam describe. As long as ambiguous battles are relatively
infrequent, belligerents’ beliefs converge almost as quickly here as they do in
Smith and Stam’s model. But I am interested in one branch in particular
— the one where all or most of the battles are ambiguous. Such ambiguity
may be among the defining features of protracted conflicts, such as the wars
currently being fought by the US in Iraq and Afghanistan, so it is important
to contemplate what would be the strategic implications of sustaining such
ambiguity.7
Even when all battles are ambiguous, in the long run beliefs and expec-
tations converge. But in the short run other dynamics are possible, including
7A corollary is the question of why such ambiguity might be sustained — and, for that
matter, who is sustaining it. One implication of this model may be that these ambiguities
can be exploited to the advantage of the insurgent. If the counterinsurgents can be compelled
repeatedly to act against their own best interests, by choosing to fight in a way and in a
setting that actually undermines their future probability of success, then this may increase
the final settlement offer they are willing to make. In this case it might be in the interests of
the insurgents to engineer the kinds of ambiguity that would lead the counterinsurgents to
make such mistakes — by, for example, choosing to fight in heavily populated areas where
collateral casualties are more likely.
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divergence. The model I’ve described is sensitive to the initial values of the
beta functions’ shape parameters (i.e. the αs and βs), making general state-
ments about the conditions for short run divergence difficult. However, it is
possible to compare the resulting dynamics of different models with plausible
initial values. The remainder of this chapter will examine and compare a num-
ber of such plausible examples, and suggest some of the broader implications
of these comparisons.
5.3 A model of bargaining, fighting and learning during
the US led counterinsurgency in Iraq
There is a narrative common among many of the more prominent anal-
yses of the Iraq war — both those that are critical of and sympathetic towards
the enterprise itself — wherein occupying forces in Iraq compounded early
blunders in their efforts to secure the peace by failing to quickly adapt to the
changing realities of the conflict. According to this narrative, in the inter-
vening years between invasion and surge, US forces in Iraq were implement-
ing losing tactics and failing to adapt due, in large part, to an institutional
prejudice against change (Diamond, 2005; Ricks, 2006; Hashim, 2006; Nagl,
2007; Robinson, 2008; Metz, 2008). Johnathan Nagl’s is perhaps the most
explicit statement of this conclusion, blaming the military’s “unwillingness to
internalize and build upon the lessons of Vietnam” for both its initial lack of
preparation for combating insurgency and an institutional inability to “learn
and adapt” to the changing nature of the conflict (Nagl, 2005, 2007).
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While not necessarily incorrect, this is an incomplete picture of Iraq be-
fore the surge. Two pieces are missing from this account. First, that the adop-
tion as doctrine of US Army Field Manual 3–24 (a.k.a. the Counterinsurgency
Field Manual), the appointment of David Petraeus to Commanding General,
Multi–National Force — Iraq, and the 2007 surge in US troop strength, were
all made possible by earlier failures. While institutional inertia played a role
in US forces’ initial inability to contain growing violence and instability in
occupied Iraq, the “surge” and the changes in tactics that accompanied it are
evidence that US forces were ultimately able to learn, albeit slowly, from their
mistakes and adapt to the realities of the conflict.
Second, what is meant by “learning” and “inertia” is underspecified in
these critiques. About what, exactly, did counterinsurgent forces need to learn
more quickly? What kinds of inertia, exactly, prevented them from doing so?
In the model presented above, there are two kinds of learning that
are possible (and thus two corresponding kinds of inertia that might hinder
learning). The first kind of learning is about the conditional probabilities of












1 , and p
CG
2 . Substantively, these
can be understood as beliefs about material capabilities — a function not only
of weapons and troop strength, but also of the advantages and disadvantages
afforded by terrain and the cooperation (or lack thereof) the local civilian
population. The second kind of learning is about the state of the world, pW1
and pW2 . Substantively, these can be understood as beliefs about whether
choice of strategy and/or tactics matters and, if so, which choice is better.
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The beta distribution is well suited for modeling varying degrees of
inertia. The parameters of a beta distribution determine the overall shape of
its curve, such that the values of α and β for a given distribution of beliefs
about p determine not only the expected value or mean of p, E[p], but also
its variance, V [p], which can be understood substantively as a measure of
certainty. Regardless of whether α = 2 and β = 4 or α = 20 and β = 40,
E[p] will be the same: 1
3
. But V [p] will be equal to .03 in the first case, and
.004 in the second, a significant difference. Substantively, certainty should be
related to sensitivity to new information — the more certain one is, the less of
an influence new information will have on one’s beliefs, an intuition that the
beta function appropriately represents. For example, a loss for a belligerent
in the model above will entail increasing the β of the corresponding p by 1.
In the first case, where α = 2 and β = 4, this will mean E[p] moves from 1/3
(.333) to 2/7 (.290), a not insignificant reduction in their expected likelihood
of winning. In the second case, α = 20 and β = 40, it will mean E[p] moves
from 1/3 (.333) to 20/41 (.328), a much smaller reduction. Thus, the larger
are the shape parameters α and β of a belligerent’s beliefs about p, the less
sensitive these beliefs are to new information.
In other words, the relative orders of magnitude of the shape parameters
α and β represent the relative inertia of the belligerents’ corresponding beliefs.
Where this inertia is relatively high (i.e. α and β are high), learning and
adaptation are more difficult and slower. Where inertia is relatively low (i.e.
α and β are low), learning and adaptation are easier and faster.
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Given the two types of learning the model allows for, this suggests a
number of possible scenarios. I focus on the following comparisons: First,
inertia hindering learning about means and inertia hindering learning about
strategy could both be roughly the same order of magnitude — i.e. both high
or both low. Second, inertia hindering learning about means could be high
while inertia hindering learning about strategy could be low. Finally, inertia
hindering learning about means could be low while inertia hindering learning
about strategy could be high. In each case, I assume an initial state of uncon-
ditional mutual optimism. That is, both the insurgent and counterinsurgent
believe they have a high probability of winning regardless of strategy/world.
They also disagree about which is the best strategy — the insurgent believes
she is in a world where population–centric counterinsurgency is better and
the counterinsurgent believes she is in a world where enemy–centric counterin-
surgency is better. I assume furthermore that the insurgent is flexible (i.e.
uncertain, or has low inertia) about both means and strategy — that is, the
insurgent has starting values for each α and β parameter that are of a low
order of magnitude. I assume that the insurgent, furthermore, is right about
the state of the world. That is, after each battle, both αW1 and α
W
2 will go up.
In all cases, XC and XG (the number of forts held by the counterinsurgent in
worlds C and G respectively) both have initial values of 25, and NC and NG
(the total number of forts) are both 50.
I discuss each case in turn. Tables 1 through 3 show how the expected
probabilities of winning for both belligerents change during a series of ambigu-
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ous battles in each scenario. Columns 1 through 4 in table 1 show how belliger-
ents’ beliefs about the counterinsurgent’s probability of winning given strategy
C or G change with each battle when the counterinsurgent is equally certain
about means and strategy.8 Columns 5 is the difference between the counterin-
surgent’s and the insurgent’s beliefs about the counterinsurgent’s probability
of winning given C, and column 6 is the difference between the counterinsur-
gent’s and the insurgent’s beliefs about the counterinsurgent’s probability of
winning given G. Thus, for five rounds of fighting, the insurgent’s and coun-
terinsurgent’s beliefs diverge, after which point they start a very slow process of
convergence. After 20 rounds of fighting, Their beliefs still have not converged
and the counterinsurgent still has no incentive to change strategies. Table 2
shows a similar pattern when certainty about means is low but certainty about
strategy is high.9
But table 3 shows a different pattern entirely. Here, the counterinsur-
gent is more certain about means than she is about strategy.10 Once again,
there are a few periods during which expectations diverge before they begin
to converge. But notably, they begin to converge again sooner, and the rate
of convergence is much higher. Even more promisingly, 1 has the opportunity
to recognize her error in choosing the better strategy and has an incentive to
8In this numerical example, certainty about both is low. Specifically, αW1 = 1, β
W
1 = 4,
αCC1 = 3, β
CC
1 = 1, α
CG
1 = 3, β
CG
1 = 2, α
GG
1 = 2, β
GG
1 = 1, α
GC
1 = 4, β
GC
1 = 3. The result
is roughly the same when certainty about both is high.
9Specifically, αW1 = 10, β
W
1 = 40, α
CC
1 = 3, β
CC
1 = 1, α
CG
1 = 3, β
CG
1 = 2, α
GG
1 = 2,
βGG1 = 1, α
GC
1 = 4, β
GC
1 = 3.
10Specifically, αW1 = 1, β
W
1 = 4, α
CC
1 = 30, β
CC
1 = 10, α
CG
1 = 30, β
CG
1 = 20, α
GG
1 = 20,
βGG1 = 10, α
GC




Table 5.1: Equally certain about means and about strategy
Table 5.2: Uncertain about means and certain about strategy
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Table 5.3: Certain about means and uncertain about strategy
switch strategies after 4 periods. In fact, from period 5 onward the sequence
may no longer be valid — by switching tactics, she may no longer end up
fighting ambiguous battles, and when she does, she will win according to G,
not C.
The divergence in expectations that occurs in all three cases is notewor-
thy. Kristopher Ramsay has suggested that the empirical evidence stands in
direct contradiction to the bargaining literature that models war as a means
of learning overcoming mutual optimism. If this were true, he infers, then
the probability of reaching a settlement should go up with each battle fought.
But in his large-N study he finds that in general this probability initially goes
down, before eventually rebounding. The model above is perhaps a means of
reconciling Ramsay’s finding with the bargaining literature.
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5.4 Conclusion
The goal of this chapter has been to construct a plausible model of
the relationship between domestic politics and conflict during an insurgency
and counterinsurgency. As chapter 2 suggested, there is little evidence of a
relationship between US domestic politics and the insurgency and counterin-
surgency in Iraq — except, perhaps, insofar as the expectation of an inexorable
decline in US public opinion is a necessary precondition for the very existence
of the insurgency. Otherwise, there is no evidence that Iraqi insurgents pay
any attention whatsoever to fluctuations in US support for the counterinsur-
gency. And while there is some evidence that US counterinsurgents did pay
some attention to these fluctuations, it may well be that they shouldn’t have,
as they don’t appear to have been able to have any influence upon it.
But what about the support of domestic political actors in Iraq? The-
orists of insurgency and counterinsurgency alike seem to agree that the impor-
tance of the support of the civilian population is a key factor that differentiates
insurgency and counterinsurgency from other kinds of conflict. This potential
for support, besides the flexibility irregular armies, is widely viewed as the pri-
mary (some would say only) advantage that an insurgent enjoys. Yet there is
disagreement over what, if anything, the counterinsurgent can do to counteract
this advantage.
This is, ultimately, a disagreement over how to measure a war’s success.
And given how difficult it is to directly measure the support of Iraqi civilians,
let alone determine the extent to which such support influences the belliger-
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ents’ ultimate probabilities of success, this disagreement cannot be quickly and
easily decided. If a counterinsurgent can and must win over the civilian popu-
lation to its side in order to prevail, but does not realize that this is the case,
then it can lose the war even when apparently winning decisive victories on
the battlefield. The model above is an attempt to sketch some of the implica-
tions of this approach to thinking about insurgency and counterinsurgency. In
particular, it suggests that a counterinsurgent can only learn and adapt during
war if she is relatively less confident about her strategy than she is about the
means at her disposal. It also suggests that, at least initially, each battle can
make the belligerents less rather than more willing to settle.
This kind of disagreement can help to explain the increasing violence in
Iraq beginning with the US invasion and ending with the “surge.” During this
period of time, US and insurgent leadership alike did, in fact, make mutually
optimistic statements not only about future but past successes. Thus it was
possible in 2005 for Sheikh Harth Al-Dhari, the head of the Sunni Clerics
Association in Iraq and prominent advocate of the insurgency, to speak of the
“failure of [America’s] enterprise in Iraq” while US Vice President Dick Cheney
suggested that the insurgency was in its “last throes” and US Major General
Ray Odierno claimed the insurgents had been “brought to their knees” and
that “within six months you’re going to see some normalcy” (Al-Dhari, 2005;
Sanger, 2006; Ricks, 2006). Similarly, in 2006, US President George W. Bush
claimed that “Terrorists are losing on the field of battle, so they are fighting
this war through the pictures we see on television and in the newspapers
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every day. They’re hoping to shake our resolve and force us to retreat. They
are not going to succeed,” while self-proclaimed head of “Al Qaeda in Iraq”
Abu Mus’ab Al-Zarqawi made similar claims about Bush (Al-Zarqawi, 2006;
Sanger, 2006):
You have become an utter liar. You deceive your people and sup-
porters. Whenever the mujahidun increase their blows, you in-
crease your lies and falsehoods, claiming that the situation is un-
der control. But then it becomes clear to all that what you say
is a lie, and so on. You are like someone who tries to cure his
drunkenness with alcohol. You have not been honest with yourself
or your people for a single moment, even though your forefathers
had an integrity you lack. Why don’t you reveal the truth about
your soldiers, and the collapse of their motivation to fight, so that
your people will know the truth about the war? Why don’t you
tell them about the continuing suicides among your soldiers? Why
don’t you tell them that none of your soldiers go to sleep unless
they take sleeping pills and hallucinatory drugs, which make them
lose their minds, and they become like dumb beasts, led by the
pro-Zionist and Evangelist generals of your war to the slaughter-
houses of perdition? Why don’t you tell them about your soldiers’
collective fleeing, and about the growing rebelliousness among their
ranks?
That the kinds of disagreement I have attempted to model in this chap-
ter might make belligerents less willing to settle may have some bearing on
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recent findings in the empirical literature on conflict in general. Ramsay, as
mentioned above, has argued that the evidence suggests that in general the
probability of a settlement between belligerents goes up rather than down with
each initial battle fought, though this probability ultimately peaks and then
declines with subsequent battles. This pattern can perhaps be explained by
identifying some analogue in conventional warfare to the kind of disagreement
I have described here, over the proper metrics for success. In the conclusion I
will discuss this and other possible applications and extensions of this model




The current project is an attempt to explain how domestic politics
might affect disagreements between potential belligerents in a conflict setting
when such disagreement is due to differences in beliefs rather than informa-
tion. I have endeavored to explain and show evidence of many of the short-
comings of models of domestic politics’ influence on international conflict that
treat said influence as purely informational. I have then developed a formal
model that allows for domestic politics to affect conflict outcomes not by com-
municating otherwise private information, but by allowing for belligerents to
develop different beliefs about public information. I summarize each of these
contributions below.
6.1 Summary of findings
6.1.1 No emboldenment effect in Iraq
The first contribution of the current project is to suggest that, contrary
to the assertions of the Bush administration and its supporters, and to many
of the implications deriving from the “audience costs” literature, there is lit-
tle evidence to support the argument that domestic politics in the US — in
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particular US public opinion — have had any direct, immediate effect on the
dynamics of the war in Iraq.
The one notable exception is that US forces seem to be responsive
to fluctuations in public opinion. This would appear to be evidence that the
Bush administration was using US foreign policy as an instrument to influence
domestic electoral outcomes. However, the evidence also seems to suggest that
the Bush administration was largely unsuccessful in this regard. This caveat
aside, there seems to be little in the way of a relationship between US domestic
politics and the war in Iraq.
This disconnect can be explained as follows. First, there are good
reasons for political elites in both the US and Iraq to ignore the short–run
fluctuations in American public opinion of the war, as these fluctuations have
little to do with the dynamics of the war itself. There is no observable corre-
lation between the two — fluctuations in American public opinion of the war
appear to be more or less independent of the realities on the ground in Iraq.
Thus, because public opinion is uninformed, it is — in the short–run, at least
— essentially uninformative.
Second, disagreements among belligerents need not be exclusively infor-
mational. When disagreement is due also to differences in beliefs about how to
interpret available information, the causal mechanisms identified by the “au-
dience costs” literature can be confounded. Thus, while there may have been
some useful information for Iraqi insurgents to glean from an observation of US
domestic politics — especially if, as suggested above, US forces were respon-
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sive to US domestic audiences — this potential for learning was undermined
by belligerents’ different beliefs about how to interpret that information.
6.1.2 Disagreements about success and failure
This leads to the current project’s second and more important contri-
bution. It is my contention that treating disagreements leading to conflict as
having less to do with asymmetries in available information and more to do
with differences in beliefs about how to interpret available information implies
a very different role for domestic politics in conflict settings. To do so opens
up the possibility of domestic audiences contributing not only to overcoming
disagreement and thus avoiding conflict or hastening its termination, but also
to increasing disagreement, and thus increasing the likelihood and duration of
war. Given different metrics of success, belligerents might reasonably disagree
about battlefield outcomes — i.e. about who has won and who has lost. Under
such circumstances, fighting increases rather than decreases mutual optimism.
6.2 Implications
If the relationship — or lack thereof — observed between US domestic
politics and belligerents in Iraq is observed in other conflict settings as well,
this would have some substantial bearing on much of the current literature on
bargaining and war. In particular, the now more or less canonical “audience
costs” models developed by Kenneth Schultz and the “selectorate” models
Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and his coauthors rely for their results on precisely
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the kind of short–run dynamics that my empirical analysis suggests matter
very little in the Iraq war. When it is the case that only long–run trends
in domestic politics have any direct bearing on conflict dynamics, then the
“audience costs” model of international politics overstates the informational
contribution to conflict bargaining settings of domestic politics. A foreign
adversary need only note, for example, that US political institutions allow
the voting public to remove from office foreign policymakers whose decisions
displease them and that, as Saddam Hussein has suggested and John Mueller
has evinced, the same voting public has little stomach for protracted war,
and she will have a very good notion of the future direction of US foreign
policy. She need not actually pay any attention what is actually happening
domestically, because neither of these observations requires much in the way of
additional confirmatory evidence, nor does either imply that there is anything
additional to learn from following domestic politics.
That empirical research such as Iyengar and Monten appears to find
evidence of the very relationship that the current study suggests does not
obtain is instructive. In the introduction and in chapter 2, I stressed the
importance in analyzing conflict settings of accounting for the possibility of
simultaneity or multiple endogeneity — i.e., that any given variable may be
at once as cause and an effect. Here, it turns out, is a case in point. As I have
shown, US forces are responsive to fluctuations in American public opinion of
the war, and Iraqi insurgents are responsive to fluctuations in the behavior
of US forces. The appearance of an “emboldenment effect” in Iraq is thus
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likely an artifact of a failure both to account for US forces’ behavior. That is,
what some see as insurgents’ responsiveness to public opinion could instead be
merely insurgents’ responsiveness to US forces who are themselves responsive
to US domestic politics. This, then, is a powerful argument for taking seriously
the possibility of multiple endogeneity in conflict settings.
Finally, and most importantly, it is my contention that the role of
domestic politics in international conflict settings is not always as positive as
the “audience costs” literature suggests. When access to public information
about domestic audiences is limited, belligerents can reasonably disagree about
the nature of their influence on conflict outcomes. This can cause them to
become more rather than less mutually optimistic about their likelihoods of
winning, thus protracting conflict. My formal model of this possibility suggests
that under such circumstances, overcoming mutual optimism and thus ending
conflict is possible (in fact, given sufficient time, it is inevitable), but much
harder to do.
6.3 Future research
Three avenues for future scholarship immediately suggest themselves.
First, the full implications of the formal model developed in the previous
chapter cannot be determined by analyzing a single numerical example, as
I have done in the previous chapter. The next logical step is to come up
with some analog to comparative statics in standard game theoretical analysis.
This will involve coming up with some generalized measure of the rate of
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convergence of belligerents’ expectations, and then examining how differences
in initial beliefs influence this rate.
Second, the relationships suggested by the formal model can and should
be tested empirically. While the data I have on the Iraq war might be suitable
for this purpose, there are of course serious problems in using the same data
for model building and model testing [Leamer]. Looking at another war is the
next logical step.
Third, and relatedly, the relationship between US public opinion and
the behavior of US forces in Iraq is interesting, and bears further analysis. My
discussion of this result suggested that it might be explained in part by the
influence of academics on foreign policy — what might be called the “Peter
Feaver Effect.” I have presented some evidence for such an effect in chapter
4, but this evidence is inconclusive. One additional possible test of this effect
might be to look at other conflicts involving the US to see if there is evidence of
similar behavior where Feaver did not exert such direct influence over policy.1
Fourth and finally, while I have limited the scope of the current project
to the explanation of insurgency and counterinsurgency, the formal model I
have developed may well have other applications to war in general. I have
suggested above that domestic audiences might be directly or indirectly re-
sponsible for disagreements among belligerents about how best to measure
success and failure. This requires that there be room for disagreement about
1The idea of looking for evidence of a “Peter Feaver Effect” is due to Patrick McDonald
(private coversation).
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the nature of domestic audiences’ influence on conflict outcomes. What the
nature of such disagreement might be outside of the context of insurgency and
counterinsurgency is an open question, and worth further inquiry.
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